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The year 2014 
at DESYª
Chairman’s foreword

In 2014, important decisions were made regarding DESY’s 
financial frame for the coming five years (2015–2019), that is, 
the so-called third programme-oriented funding period  
(POF III) of the Helmholtz Association. 

DESY is a leading laboratory in the Helmholtz research field 
“Matter”, which has been radically reorganised in order to meet 
the challenges of the future. The three novel programmes within 
“Matter” promote the enhanced cooperation between hitherto 
separate scientific disciplines and between the Helmholtz 
research centres. One key example is the new programme 
“Matter and the Universe”, which – for the first time – integrates 
particle physics, astroparticle physics and the physics of hadrons 
and nuclei. The new programme “Matter and Technologies” 
promotes the development of enabling technologies for future 
particle accelerators and advanced particle and photon detectors 
to a new strategic level.

Helmut Dosch
Chairman of the DESY Board of Directors

new interdisciplinary research cooperations on the DESY campus. 
The Center for Free-Electron Laser Science (CFEL) and the new 
Centre for Structural Systems Biology (CSSB, Fig. 2) are two 
highlights hereof. 

At the same time, DESY has already redirected considerable 
financial resources for the future operation of the European XFEL. 
A challenge that DESY is currently facing is to ensure that the 
long-term German contribution to the European XFEL operation 
is secured without further reductions imposed on DESY’s 
research programme – which would have a detrimental impact 
on its future development. I am optimistic that the current 
negotiations with DESY’s funding and advisory bodies will 
deliver a practical solution.

In future, DESY will take a more strategic approach to technology 
transfer. To better leverage the potential for innovation, the Senate 
of Hamburg, DESY and the University of Hamburg decided to 
build up a new business incubator on the DESY campus. This 
innovation centre will foster and facilitate enterprise foundations, 
and start-ups will get support within an inspiring scientific and 
technological environment. Two start-up companies initiated by 
DESY scientists are already being co-funded by the Helmholtz 
Association. The X-Spectrum company will enter the market 
with a high-technology X-ray detector, and Class 5 Photonics 
will build very flexible femtosecond lasers generating short, 
high-power pulses. 

I am delighted to thank all our dedicated collaborators for their 
excellent work and commitment.

The Helmholtz evaluation in spring 2014 confirmed the out-
standing quality of the research carried out within the research 
field “Matter” and at DESY. All research activities received 
highest marks from the international peer review panels. The 
reviewers also took an in-depth look into DESY’s user facilities 
– the PETRA III synchrotron radiation source and the FLASH soft 
X-ray free-electron laser – and into the European XFEL X-ray 
free-electron laser, which is currently under construction (Fig. 1). 
The resulting new budget lines, with a 3% annual increase for 
our research programmes and a 4% annual increase for the 
operation of our user facilities, provide a very solid basis for 
fulfilling our mission. 

DESY’s future is intimately linked to its capability to devise and 
develop forefront accelerator facilities on site, and to visibly 
participate in European and international large-scale projects for 
the investigation of matter and the universe. Currently, work at 

DESY focuses on the construction of the accelerator for the 
European XFEL and on the commissioning of the re-assembled 
PETRA III storage ring, the two new PETRA III experimental halls 
and the second FLASH experimental hall.

The construction of the European XFEL X-ray laser is ongoing. 
Major parts of the infrastructure, such as the electron injector 
and the radio-frequency system, have been installed in the 
tunnel. The first modules are already mounted, and the serial 
production of further modules is running smoothly. DESY is 
making every effort to meet the overall goal, that is, to close the 
tunnel by mid-2016. The excellent work of our accelerator team 
and its friendly and effective collaboration with the members of 
the Accelerator Consortium are key factors for success.

DESY’s soft X-ray laser FLASH is a world-leading user facility 
with outstanding scientific output, and it continues to be a 
pathfinder for free-electron laser (FEL) science and technology. 
With the simultaneous operation of two independent undulator 
chains, FLASH is leading the worldwide efforts towards multiuser 
operation of FEL facilities. 

Further important activities at DESY are its participation in the 
upgrade programme of the experiments at the Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC) at CERN near Geneva as well as in the 
implementation of the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), a new 
international gamma-ray observatory. DESY has allocated 
considerable resources from its base budget for these two 
mission-critical projects and is currently seeking additional 
funding. 

DESY is embarking into an exciting and brilliant future. The novel 
research infrastructures at DESY allow radically new ways of 
exploring matter and materials at relevant length and time scales, 
opening a new gate to the design of tailored functional materials 
and better drugs, and to new discoveries in nanospace. In order 
to exploit these opportunities for scientific breakthroughs, DESY 
has started to build up its own research capabilities and launched 



Figure 2

Energy spectrum of 

astrophysical neutrinos 

as measured with the 

IceCube neutrino 

observatory at the 

South Pole 

Figure 1

Left: Mock-up for the Belle II vertex  

detector installation. The alternative  

installation method (AIM), which was 

chosen as the default method, is based 

on a remote vacuum connection system 

developed at DESY. 

Right: Interior of the mock-up. The picture 

illustrates the narrow space available for 

readout cables and other services.
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H1 and ZEUS experiments are ongoing. The DESY groups are 
transferring their experience in proton structure analysis to the 
LHC, where the uncertainty on the partonic content of the 
proton is often the limiting uncertainty.

In the field of precision electron–positron physics, DESY is a 
major player in the German-centred vertex detector project for 
the Belle II experiment of the SuperKEKB collider at the 
Japanese national particle physics laboratory KEK (Fig. 1). 
DESY also contributes significantly to preparing the data 
analysis and computing for Belle II, which is due to start data 
taking in early 2016. In addition, DESY has farther-reaching 
plans for projects in Japan: After the site choice for the next-
generation electron–positron International Linear Collider (ILC) 
by the Japanese high-energy physics community, which 
selected the Kitakami mountain region in northern Japan as 
their preferred construction site, the site-specific work on the 
accelerator and detector design has started. DESY is a driving 
force behind these developments on the detector concept 
side, but also in the ILC physics programme, in machine 
development and in questions of accelerator–detector 
interface. 

The DESY theory department is working at the forefront of tool 
development and data interpretation, and expanding our horizon 
by devising new models of physics beyond the Standard Model. 
Particular highlights in recent years were the activities 
dedicated to the interpretation of the Higgs boson, which was 
discovered – with major DESY contributions – at the LHC in 
2012. Shortly before data taking at the LHC will recommence 
for Run 2, theorists are now leading the way, working towards 
results that might overcome the successful but incomplete 
Standard Model, which has been with us for decades. 

In the last years, our strategy at the LHC, the Belle experiment 
and the ILC as well as in theoretical physics received strong 
support through the successful recruitment of new leading 
scientists and professors, who will leave their imprint at DESY 
and strengthen our role in particle physics. As most of the 
recruitments were carried out in conjunction with German 
universities, they also strengthen the coherence of German 
contributions and the collaboration among the various 
institutes – a development that will benefit the laboratory as 
well. In addition, DESY physicists were awarded a number of 
prestigious grants, among them European Research Council 
(ERC) Starting and Consolidator Grants, which will also help to 
shape the future of the research centre. 

In astroparticle physics, DESY has developed a rich 
experimental and theoretical portfolio, with a specific focus 
on gamma and neutrino astrophysics. DESY is strongly 
involved in experiments such as the IceCube neutrino 
observatory and the MAGIC and H.E.S.S. gamma-ray 
telescopes; it is also a driving force behind the preparations 
for the CTA next-generation gamma-ray observatory.

In 2014, the international IceCube collaboration successfully 
pursued its scientific mission, which – in 2013 – had been 

Particle and astroparticle physics 
at DESYª
Introduction

For particle and astroparticle physics at DESY, the year 2014 
was marked by many activities and high expectations for major 
new projects as well as exciting new scientific results.

At the very start of the year, DESY’s strategic proposals for the 
next programme-oriented funding period (POF III) of the 
Helmholtz Association were scrutinised by an international 
team of expert – and found to be of first quality, in both particle 
and astroparticle physics. These top-rate results lend us the 
support and stable base funding for our plans for the next five 
years. 

The new POF III period, which started at the beginning of 2015, 
also saw a reorganisation of the Helmholtz research area 
“Matter”: the former programmes “Elementary Particle 
Physics” and “Astroparticle Physics” were joined with the 
activities in hadronic and nuclear physics to form a new 
programme called “Matter and the Universe”, which involves, 
alongside DESY, the Helmholtz centres GSI, FZ Jülich and KIT. 
This new organisation bundles the forces of all Helmholtz 
centres tackling the most fundamental questions in physics – 
e.g. those about the structure of matter on very different scales 
and the origin of these structures. With its strong tradition of 
collaboration in particle and astroparticle physics and the 
wide-ranging activities of its theory department in these and 
other fields, the laboratory is optimally placed to benefit from 
this new structure and bring out its own advantages to the 
fullest.

A further change for the POF III period is the introduction of 
another programme, named “Matter and Technologies”, to 
which DESY also contributes significantly. This new programme 
unites all generic Helmholtz R&D efforts in the fields of detector 
development and accelerator research, that is, in the 
development of the very tools required for our research. The 

Joachim Mnich
Director in charge of Particle Physics 
and Astroparticle Physics

programme will open up new opportunities for all contributing 
centres, and we expect to also benefit from developments in 
neighbouring disciplines, such as photon science. 

DESY’s particle physics strategy for the POF III period rests on 
the three pillars LHC physics, precision physics at electron–
positron colliders and theory. As such, it is in perfect accordance 
with the current roadmaps and strategies in Europe, Japan and 
the USA. In all three areas, DESY is at the forefront of research. 

At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, besides being 
strongly involved in the data analysis and detector operation, 
DESY aims to organise and host the construction of major 
components for the upgrades of the ATLAS and CMS 
experiments. These activities, which include the construction 
of one tracker end-cap for each experiment in a new, modern 
omni-purpose detector assembly facility, are to be carried out 
together with German university groups and international 
partners. DESY is currently striving to obtain the necessary 
funding for the proposal, which will confirm the centre’s role as 
a national laboratory for particle physics. In parallel, the DESY 
groups are preparing for the restart of the LHC in mid-2015: in 
the past two years, a lot of consolidation work has been done 
on the accelerator and the experiments, and preparations for 
high-energy and high-luminosity running are in full swing. 

For several decades, the HERA electron–proton collider was 
the central building block of DESY’s particle physics research 
portfolio. At the end of 2014, with the start of the POF III funding 
period, the HERA programme at DESY was concluded, its 
main analysis goals achieved. The final high-impact 
measurement of the proton structure was prepared in 2014; 
the results will be published in early 2015. DESY will preserve 
the legacy of the world’s only electron–proton collider for 
future purposes; data preservation efforts for the data of the 

rewarded by the discovery of highly energetic astrophysical 
neutrinos (Fig. 2). With its multimessenger approach, IceCube 
substantially narrows down the possible candidate sources for 
these spectacular events. At the same time, on the other end 
of the energy spectrum, the DeepCore subdetector provided 
more and more stringent constraints on the masses and the 
mixings of neutrinos. With the PINGU and High-Energy Array 
projects, the IceCube collaboration is now preparing for a 
massive extension of its physics reach, and DESY intends to 
play a major role in these endeavours. 

In the meantime, the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), a next-
generation gamma-ray observatory, is on its way towards 
realisation. In summer 2014, an interim legal entity, the CTAO 
GmbH, was established with DESY as one of the founding 
partners. Construction of CTA will likely begin in 2016, after a 
site will have been chosen at the end of 2015. DESY will play a 
decisive role in the construction, operation and management 
of the experiment. The research centre is responsible for the 
design and project management of the mid-sized telescopes 
and has taken over numerous additional tasks in control 
software, trigger electronics and others. Furthermore, DESY 
proposes to host the CTA headquarters at its Zeuthen site. 

As in particle physics, recruiting of leading scientists and 
attracting of third-party funding were also successful in 
astroparticle physics, and one of the ERC Consolidator Grants 
was awarded to an astroparticle theorist at DESY. 

All in all, 2014 was a highly successful year, in terms of 
scientific output, preparations for important future projects and 
recruiting. Expectations are therefore high for 2015, but with 
more data from the LHC coming in and with significant 
developments in numerous experiments in particle and 
astroparticle physics, I am confident that at the end of 2015, 
we will again be able to proudly look back on our achievements! 



Kerstin Tackmann (35) was honoured for her contributions to 
the discovery of the Higgs particle by the ATLAS detector at 
the LHC. With her analysis of the Higgs particle decay to two 
photons, she played a decisive role in the identification of this 
particle. 

Ralf Röhlsberger (51) was awarded the prize for his funda-
mental quantum-mechanical experiments with X-rays, which 
he mainly carried out at DESY’s synchrotron radiation source 
PETRA III. 

Reconstructed track of  

a particle flying through 

the layers of the vertex 

detector (middle), also 

traced by the EUDET 

telescope (left and right) 

at the DESY test beam 

facility

The setup was mounted 

in a superconducting 

magnet providing a  

magnetic field of 1 T.

The research landscape of the Helmholtz programme “Matter and the Universe”. 

Objectives marked with an asterisk are common to at least two topics.

Benjamin Lutz at the  

occasion of the CMS  

Achievement Award 2014 

ceremony

From left to right: Eckhard Elsen, chairman of the prize committee, Kerstin Tackmann, 

Ralf Röhlsberger and Margret Becker-Wiik, wife of Bjørn Wiik

The DESY Team after the upgrade of the central calorimeter ring’s last sector. 

From left to right: Artur Lobanov, Pooja Saxena, Tylor Dorland, Benjamin Lutz
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January

CMS Achievement Award for Benjamin Lutz 

DESY fellow Benjamin Lutz received the CMS Achievement 
Award 2014 for his engagement in improving the outer layer of 
the hadronic calorimeter of the CMS experiment at the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN near Geneva, for which DESY 
delivered the essential components. 

Lutz is acknowledged “for the excellent organisation of the 
process of carrying out the full replacement of hybrid photo-
detectors with silicon photomultipliers”. The CMS collabora-
tion presents this prize for extraordinary contributions to the 
experiment.

February

Milestone for Belle II

A sophisticated test beam campaign, which provided important 
data for the operation of the vertex detector of the Belle II 
experiment at the SuperKEKB collider in Japan, was completed 
at the DESY test beam facility in February. Over a period of 
four weeks, an international group of more than 30 scientists 
integrated prototypes of all vertex components for a system 
test and a thorough check of the functions of the detector 
together with its entire intricate infrastructure.

DESY budget put to the test

Every five years, a committee of international experts 
evaluate DESY’s strategy for the following funding period of 
the Helmholtz Association. In 2014, the Helmholtz research 
field “Matter”, which includes DESY, was put under scrutiny. 

The review process started in February with the programme 
“Matter and the Universe”. Many DESY scientists working in 
particle and astroparticle physics made decisive contributions 
to the review, which took place in Karlsruhe. Next on the 
agenda, at the end of March, was the evaluation of the 
programme “Matter and Technology”, which took place in 
Dresden with the participation of DESY accelerator physicists 
and detector developers. Finally, in mid-April, DESY hosted 
about 200 participants for the evaluation of the programme 
“From Matter to Materials and Life”. 

All in all, the programmes with DESY participation received 
impressive evaluation results. In particle physics, for example, 
the referees stated that the corresponding research “should 
be supported fully and with highest priority”. DESY thus has 
the full support of the Helmholtz Association for its research 
plans in the next five years. 

The scientists tested, for the first time, the interplay of pixel 
and strip layers and the corresponding infrastructure in a 
realistic setup. They mounted the detector components inside 
a superconducting magnet and subjected them to a massed 
volley of precisely localised electrons from the DESY 
synchrotron, thereby carrying out the first tests of the trigger, 
which is used to select the collisions meriting further scrutiny. 
With the high collision rate anticipated at Belle II, even its 
small pixel detector alone will generate about 20 GB per 
second of data – far too much to be read out unfiltered. 

DESY presents Bjørn H. Wiik Prizes 

Every two to three years, the Bjørn H. Wiik Prize is awarded 
to younger scientists and engineers for outstanding 
contributions to DESY’s research programme or for technical 
developments that notably advance projects at DESY. On  
23 January, Bjørn H. Wiik Prizes were awarded to particle 
physicist Kerstin Tackmann, who received the prize for 2012, 
and photon scientist Ralf Röhlsberger, who received the prize 
for 2013.

News and 
eventsª
A busy year 2014



Artist’s view of the proposed International Linear Collider (ILC) 

Pupils at the regional youth science and experiments competition, which took place at 

the DESY school lab in Hamburg Four muons pass the ATLAS detector after a proton–proton collision (blue tracks) 

Helmut Schwarz,  

President of the  

Humboldt Foundation 

(left), presents the  

award to  

Emilian Dudas. 

On 26 February 1964, DESY director Willibald Jentschke celebrated the successful 

start of the DESY accelerator together with the accelerator team.
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March

European network GATIS constituted 

Under the leadership of the DESY theory group, eleven 
renowned academic institutions joined forces in the GATIS 
research and training network, an initiative funded by the 
European Commission with almost 4 million euro up to 2016.

April

Gay-Lussac Humboldt Prize for Emilian Dudas 

Professor Emilian Dudas from École Polytechnique in Palai-
seau, France, was awarded the Gay-Lussac Humboldt Prize. 
During two extended research visits to DESY, Dudas will 
pursue his work on supersymmetric theories and the interplay 
of particle physics, string theory and cosmology.

February

ICFA and the Linear Collider Board meet at DESY

On 20 and 21 February, the International Committee for 
Future Accelerators (ICFA) and the Linear Collider Board 
(LCB) met at DESY. The two strategy groups, whose members 
come from the world’s renowned particle physics institutions, 
discussed the future of particle physics and its large-scale 
accelerator facilities.

Make your ideas come true

“Make your ideas come true” – some 600 young researchers 
followed the call and entered about 300 projects into the 
2014 “Jugend forscht / Schüler experimentieren” youth 
science and experiments competition in Hamburg. On 20 and 
21 February, the regional competition round took place in the 

10th anniversary of International Masterclasses

The International Masterclasses “Hands on Particle Physics” 
provide a unique opportunity for high-school students to hunt 
for evidence of particles in authentic data from experiments at 
the LHC at CERN, the most powerful particle accelerator in 
the world. The Masterclasses 2014 took place from 12 March 
to 12 April and attracted about 10 000 participants, as DESY 
and numerous research institutes around the world opened 
their doors for the 10th time and invited young people to 
become particle physicists for one day. 
The four LHC experiments ATLAS, CMS, ALICE and LHCb 

Happy birthday, DESY synchrotron!

The particle accelerator “Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron” 
celebrated its 50th birthday. Half a century ago, electrons 
completed their first lap around the newly built DESY ring 
accelerator. This marked the start of the particle acceleration 
era in Hamburg, which eventually saw the DESY research 
centre (named after the synchrotron) develop into Germany’s 
largest accelerator centre and become a pioneer in 
technologies for particle detectors and experiments with 
synchrotron radiation.

ICFA members are experienced specialists working in the field 
of particle physics all over the world. The LCB was established 
in 2013 as a subgroup of ICFA, with the mandate of advancing 
and coordinating the international research work needed to 
build an electron–positron linear collider for particle physics.

made their data available for the programme. For example, 
pupils measured the Z boson and investigated the structure of 
the proton. A highlight was the possibility to trace the rare and 
short-lived Higgs particle in the ATLAS and CMS data, 
enabling students to experience the discovery of the particle 
for themselves.

The International Masterclasses took place in collaboration 
with Netzwerk Teilchenwelt, a German network that aims to 
expose young people and teachers to particle physics. The 
Masterclasses are led by Technical University in Dresden and 
organised by the International Particle Physics Outreach 
Group (IPPOG), which comprises representatives from CERN, 
DESY and countries doing research at CERN, with the goal of 
making particle physics more accessible to the public.

Dudas is an internationally renowned theoretical physicist 
specialising in supersymmetric and superstring theories and 
their implications for high-energy physics and cosmology. He 
made pioneering contributions to the analysis of unified 
theories in higher space–time dimensions. 

Since 1982, the French research ministry and the Alexander 
von Humboldt Foundation have been presenting the annual 
Gay-Lussac Humboldt Prize to internationally renowned 
German and French scientists who coined and promoted 
Franco–German scientific collaboration.

The scientific goal of the Gauge Theory as an Integrable 
System (GATIS) network is the development of highly 
innovative methods for quantum physics calculations. The 
advancement of technologies from particle physics, mathe-
matics and computer algebra will provide new fundamentals, 
particularly for the models physicists use to describe, for 
example, particle collisions at the LHC at CERN.

DESY school lab. Dedicated pupils presented a total of  
60 projects from the working world, biology, chemistry, geo 
and space sciences, mathematics, computer sciences, 
physics and technology. Five projects won a first prize and 
hence a ticket for the next competition round.

“Jugend forscht” is a talent factory that introduces young 
people at an early stage to the tools of scientific work. In 
2014, “Jugend forscht” applications hit a record with the 
registration of altogether 12 298 young researchers. This is 
the highest number of applications in the 49-year history of 
Germany’s best-known young researchers’ competition.

On 25 February 1964, shortly before midnight, the first particles 
repeatedly rounded the 300 m diameter synchrotron. After two 
weeks of sometimes frustrating efforts by the accelerator team, 
everything went very quickly and the first electrons reached an 
energy of 2.5 GeV in about 8000 rounds. On the following day 
already, it was possible to obtain 5 GeV.

Eventful years of operation followed, with all kinds of particle 
physics experiments and with the world’s first characterisation 
studies of synchrotron radiation, whose high value for research 
was first recognised at DESY. The synchrotron has since then been 
serving as a pre-accelerator for the large-scale particle accelerators 
DORIS, PETRA and HERA. Moreover, it is still in demand as a test 
beam source for the investigation of future detectors.



Matthew Wing

Pupils at a vacuum chamber experiment in the DESY school lab in Zeuthen

DESY research director 

Joachim Mnich (left) 

welcomes Hesheng Chen 

(right) in the CMS remote 

centre at DESY. 

The H.E.S.S. telescope system with four 12 m telescopes surrounding the new 28 m 

CT5 telescope 

Peter Stähelin

The 2014 summer students in Hamburg

The 2014 summer students in Zeuthen
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July

DESY welcomes record high of summer students 

April

Matthew Wing wins Humboldt Foundation’s Bessel Research 
Award

Particle physicist Matthew Wing was awarded a Friedrich 
Wilhelm Bessel Research Award by the German Humboldt 
Foundation. The 40 year old professor at University College 
London (UCL), UK, will use the award to stay at DESY for a 
year, where he will pursue collaborative research in data 
analysis as well as linear collider and plasma accelerator 
development together with DESY experts. One of his 
immediate tasks after winning the award was to lead the 
major effort of the H1 and ZEUS experiments at DESY’s 
former HERA collider to publish their combined data of the 
proton structure.

May

DESY school lab in Zeuthen celebrates 10th anniversary

On 21 May, the “physik.begreifen” school lab at DESY in 
Zeuthen celebrated its 10th anniversary. So far, more than  
25 000 young people took the opportunity to work like a 
scientist for one day at the DESY lab and thus gain a lively 
insight into the world of physics while simultaneously 
experiencing day-to-day research in all its facets. On the 

DESY Golden Pin of Honour for Peter Stähelin

The former DESY research director Peter Stähelin was awarded 
the DESY Golden Pin of Honour. On the occasion of his  
90th birthday, Stähelin was honoured for his great service to 
the research centre and, in particular, for his pioneering spirit 
in the exploration and use of synchrotron radiation at DESY.

activities carried out in parallel by Chinese research groups. 
Discussions with DESY colleagues on the future of global 
accelerator and particle physics as well as the starting points 
of future cooperation with Chinese institutes were also on his 
agenda.

Helmholtz Fellow Hesheng Chen guest at DESY

Professor Hesheng Chen, who won a Helmholtz International 
Fellow Award that provided him with funds for two extended 
research visits to DESY, arrived in Hamburg for his first stay in 
July 2014. Chen is a renowned particle physicist who was also 
Director General of the Institute of High Energy Physics in 
Beijing. He participated in several pioneering experiments, 
including MARK-J, AMS and Daya Bay. 

At DESY, Chen supported the Higgs analyses of the CMS 
research group and shared his experience of the analysis 

First H.E.S.S. II data reveal promising pulsar signal

Following the commissioning phase of the largest Cherenkov 
telescope worldwide, the H.E.S.S. CT5, the High Energy 
Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) collaboration announced the 
detection of cosmic gamma rays with an energy of 30 GeV. 
The H.E.S.S. telescope system, which is located in Namibia, 
measured pulsed gamma rays in the southern sky for the first 
time from the ground level, thereby spectacularly demonstrating 
its performance. The radiation originated from the Vela pulsar, 
the first pulsar detected by H.E.S.S. and – after the Crab 
pulsar – the second pulsar ever detected by ground-based 
gamma-ray telescopes.
 
H.E.S.S. II is a system of reflecting telescopes of different 
sizes, which detect cosmic gamma rays in sync. It is run by an 
international collaboration of 31 institutions in 10 countries. 
The 28 m CT5 is placed in the centre of four 12 m telescopes, 
which have been operational for more than 10 years. The CT5 
extends the energy range of the array to lower energies and 
allows for the detection of cosmic particles down to 30 GeV. 

In 2014, DESY welcomed a record 117 summer students to 
its two locations in Hamburg and Zeuthen near Berlin. During 
their eight-week stay, the junior researchers from 28 nations 
gained practical insights into research at Germany’s largest 
accelerator centre. DESY offers one of the largest and most 
international summer schools in Germany.

The students were incorporated into the DESY research groups 
in particle and astroparticle physics, accelerator physics and 
photon science, where they experienced everyday life in 
science first hand. A series of lectures complemented the 
practical experience with the necessary theoretical background. 

occasion of its anniversary, Martina Münch, Minister of 
Education of Brandenburg, acknowledged the success story 
of the DESY school lab: “The school lab is a useful and 
fascinating complement to natural sciences classes at school.”

The DESY school labs in Hamburg and Zeuthen invite school 
classes of different grades to attend experimental days and 
project weeks in which the pupils can do their own experiments. 
The experimental programmes are targeted to specific age 
groups. “physik.begreifen” in Hamburg was the first school 
lab of this kind launched by a Helmholtz Centre. Today, the 
DESY school labs are fully integrated into DESY’s programmes 
for promoting the education of young people and are active in 
numerous networks at the regional and national level.

Nuclear physicist Peter Stähelin was DESY’s first research 
director. From 1960 to 1967, he headed the planning and 
preparation of high-energy experiments and paved the way 
for the first very successful experimental particle physics 
programme. Under his direction, the foundation was laid for 
the successful collaboration between physicists, engineers 
and technicians from foreign institutions and DESY in 
instrumentation, realisation and analysis of experiments that 
is still key to DESY’s success today. From the beginning, 
Peter Stähelin wanted to use the 6 GeV electron synchrotron 
DESY also as a source of ultraviolet, vacuum ultraviolet and 
X-ray radiation. The pioneering work led to the very first 
measurements with synchrotron radiation at the DESY 
accelerator in 1964.



Kerstin Tackmann

Dietmar Woidke,  

Minister President of 

Brandenburg (left), and 

Christian Stegmann, 

head of the DESY  

location in Zeuthen,  

in the DESY school lab 

The DESY computing centre

Andrei Linde during his 

Heinrich Hertz lecture  

at the DESY Theory 

Workshop

Wide-angle view of the accelerator test facility (ATF) at the Japanese KEK laboratory, 

which recently met the beam focus requirements of the International Linear Collider (ILC)

PANIC 2014 conference participants in front of the venue, the main building of the 

University of Hamburg 
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September

DESY Theory Workshop 2014 

The 2014 DESY Theory Workshop was held from 23 to  
26 September under the motto “Particle Cosmology after 
Planck”. Over 200 participants discussed results from the 
Planck space observatory and other experiments and their 
implications for cosmology and neighbouring fields, such as 
particle and astroparticle physics. One highlight of the work-
shop was the Heinrich Hertz lecture on “Universe or Multi-
verse?” given by Andrei Linde of Stanford University, USA. 

July

IUPAP Young Scientist Prize in Particle Physics for  
Kerstin Tackmann

DESY physicist Kerstin Tackmann was awarded the 2014 
Young Scientist Prize in Particle Physics of the International 
Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP). At the International 
Conference on High Energy Physics (ICHEP) in Valencia, 
Spain, she received the prize consisting of an IUPAP medal 
and a cash award of 1000 euro for her outstanding 
contributions to elementary particle physics, especially to the 
discovery of the Higgs boson. Kerstin Tackmann and her 
Helmholtz Young Investigator Group are members of the ATLAS 
group at DESY. Together with her group, she made important 
contributions to the analysis of the two-photon spectrum that 
were essential prerequisites to the discovery of the Higgs 
boson.

August

DESY and IBM develop big-data architecture for science

IBM and DESY announced their collaboration to speed up 
the handling and storage of massive volumes of data. The 
planned big-data and analysis architecture will be able to 
handle the data output of experiments at DESY’s PETRA III 

Particle physicists meet in Hamburg

Minister President of Brandenburg visits DESY

On 6 August, Dietmar Woidke, Minister President of the German 
federal state of Brandenburg, visited DESY in Zeuthen. On his 
tour of the campus, he viewed the PITZ photoinjector test 
facility, the school lab and the workshops. In addition, he was 
briefed on the current research and development work at the 
institute.

“DESY is well known worldwide for its top-class research,” said 
Woidke during his visit. “It has been carrying out pioneering 
work for many years, and it is also regarded as a talent factory.” 
An important aspect for the region is the education and training 
at DESY in Zeuthen, which is appreciated not only for its 
academic education and school lab: industrial and technical 
DESY trainees are regularly among the best in Brandenburg.

Big in Japan

The European Commission funds two projects with DESY 
participation that promote cooperation with scientists in 
Japan: the E-JADE and JENNIFER proposals aim to further 
develop accelerator techniques and enable collaboration on 
precision measurements of the Standard Model of particle 
physics, respectively. Both projects were proposed within the 
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Research and Innovation Staff 
Exchange (RISE) scheme of the EU Framework Programme 
Horizon 2020, which supports the posting of EU scientists to 
non-European countries. The EU now funds the two projects 
with a total of 3.9 million euro.
 
The Europe–Japan Accelerator Development Exchange 
(E-JADE) project deals with the construction of future large 
accelerator facilities at the highest energies and intends to 
intensify the cooperation between European and Japanese 
scientists. Apart from magnet development for the extension 
of high-energy hadron colliders (LHC), the topics covered by 
the proposal include the International Linear Collider (ILC), the 
construction of which is being intensively planned in Japan. 
The EU will fund the stay of European scientists in Japan for 
four years with a total of 1.6 million euro.

The objectives of the Japan and Europe Network for Neutrino 
and Intensity Frontier Experimental Research (JENNIFER) are 
the preparation and execution of precision measurements and 
tests of the quark and lepton flavour structure of the Standard 
Model of particle physics. The Belle II and T2K experiments run 
by the Japanese KEK laboratory are two world-leading 
projects in this field. Both experiments can count on a 
substantial participation from 11 European countries. 

In August, elementary particles – including their new superstar, 
the Nobel-Prize-winning Higgs boson – were in the focus of 
the Particles and Nuclei International Conference (PANIC) 
2014. About 300 scientists met at the University of Hamburg 
from 25 to 29 August to exchange the newest findings on 
particle and nuclear physics and discuss future research 
programmes. The PANIC conference takes place every three 
years. In 2014, it was jointly organised by DESY and the 
Institute for Experimental Physics at the University of Hamburg. 

“Particle physics is going through a very exciting phase,” 
Joachim Mnich, the DESY director in charge of particle 
physics, pointed out at the conference. “Following the 
discovery of the Higgs particle two years ago, the world’s 
largest particle accelerator, the LHC, is currently being 
upgraded to unprecedented energies. We are eagerly waiting 
to see what the large LHC collaborations, with substantial 
DESY participation, will observe in this newly accessible, 
unexplored energy range.”

synchrotron radiation user facility, which produces more 
than 20 GB/s of data at peak, and provide researchers with 
faster access to their measurement data for analysis.
 
To this end, DESY and IBM Research are developing a 
solution based on the IBM software-defined storage system 
code-named “Elastic Storage”. The architecture will allow 
DESY to develop an open ecosystem for research and offer 
analysis-as-a-service and cloud solutions to its users 
worldwide.

The solution’s scalability will also enable DESY to handle even 
greater data volumes such as those produced by the new 
European XFEL X-ray laser, whose annual data output will be 
comparable to that of the LHC at CERN.



Drawing of the planned business incubator building

Prototype of a silicon strip 

module for the ATLAS 

detector 

The winners of the Fast 

Forward Science 2014 

“Scitainment” prize at  

the award ceremony in 

Potsdam

Stephan Stern and Tigran Kalaydzhyan

Dark matter hunter 

Kai Schmidt-Hoberg 

Peter Jenni giving his 

highlight talk at the 

Terascale Alliance 

annual meeting at DESY
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November

ERC Grant for Kai Schmidt-Hoberg 

DESY physicist Kai Schmidt-Hoberg will receive a 1.2 million 
euro funding grant from the European Research Council (ERC). 
With the ERC Starting Grant from the European Union research 
funding programme Horizon 2020, the theoretical physicist 
will explore new research approaches to understanding dark 
matter in the coming five years. According to experimental 
observations, the amount of dark matter in the universe must 
be five times higher than that of normal matter. But so far, there 
is no experimental evidence whatsoever of its particle nature.

His thesis titled “Controlled Molecules for X-ray Diffraction 
Experiments at Free-Electron Lasers” describes important 
contributions to single-molecule structure determination and 
to possible ways of filming chemical reactions with X-ray lasers.
Tigran Kalaydzhyan, who was born in 1987 in Yerevan, Armenia, 
and studied physics at the Lomonosov Moscow State University, 
graduated in the Theory group at DESY. Kalaydzhyan’s thesis, 
“Quark–gluon plasma in strong magnetic fields”, deals with 
the study of the properties of elementary matter at extremely 
high temperatures and in the presence of strong magnetic fields.

Stephan Stern, who was born in 1982 in Magdeburg, Germany, 
and studied physics at the Otto von Guericke University in 
Magdeburg, graduated in the Coherent Imaging Division at 
the Center for Free-Electron Laser Science (CFEL) in Hamburg. 

October

Joint effort for new detector technologies 

December

Annual meeting of the Helmholtz Alliance “Physics at the Terascale” 

From 1 to 3 December, the Helmholtz Alliance “Physics at the 
Terascale” held its traditional annual meeting at DESY. With 
over 250 participants and numerous high-ranking speakers 
– among them former ATLAS spokesperson Peter Jenni, 
theorist Thomas Gehrmann and Argonne National Laboratory 
interim director Harry Weerts – the workshop was once again 
an excellent forum for exchange and discussion, displaying 
the richness of the physics topics being worked on in the 
Terascale community. 

With the Helmholtz funding for the Alliance ending in 2014, 
the future of the Alliance is currently under debate. A new 
memorandum of understanding is being prepared among the 
Alliance partners, and further efforts to establish the Alliance 
idea in the larger framework of the Helmholtz programme 
“Matter and the Universe” are being discussed. 

New business incubator on the DESY campus 

The latest advances in physics, chemistry, biology and 
medicine, in combination with the technical possibilities 

The Helmholtz Association will fund a joint research project of 
DESY and Chinese scientists on the next generation of particle 
detectors. A working group headed by DESY scientist Ingrid-
Maria Gregor and Xinchou Lou from the Chinese Institute of 
High Energy Physics (IHEP) will develop and test new 
technologies for silicon strip detectors for the LHC experiment 
ATLAS, which will be operated starting in 2025 at the High-
Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), an upgraded version of the LHC 
with a substantially higher collision rate. As of January 2015, 
the cooperation will be funded with 360 000 euro from the 
Initiative and Networking Fund of the Helmholtz Association. 
The two research partners will contribute additional funds.

DESY and IHEP scientists will join forces within the Helmholtz-
CAS Joint Research Group to develop the new generation of 
semiconductor detectors. In particular, they will carry out 
extensive studies of radiation resistance, develop new high- 
and low-voltage power supplies for the modules, investigate 
the thermal behaviour of the modules and minimise so-called 
dead matter in the detector, which slows down particles but 
does not contribute to the detector performance itself.

PhD thesis award 2014

The 2014 PhD thesis award of the Association of the Friends 
and Sponsors of DESY (VFFD) was shared by Stephan Stern 
of DESY (CFEL) and the University of Hamburg, and Tigran 
Kalaydzhyan of DESY (Theory) and the University of Hamburg. 
The association presents the prize every year for one or two 
outstanding PhD theses from the two previous university terms.
 

Several experiments currently under construction or already in 
operation, including ATLAS and CMS at the LHC and the Any 
Light Particle Search (ALPS) experiment at DESY, hope to pin 
down the nature of dark matter experimentally. These and 
other experiments promise to supply unprecedented detec-
tion sensitivity, leading many scientists to believe that the first 
experimental evidence for this mysterious form of matter will 
soon emerge. With his EU-funded project, Schmidt-Hoberg 
will combine the various paths now being explored to search 
for dark matter and find new multidisciplinary ways to unravel 
its puzzle.

DESY wins Fast Forward Science video competition  

With their amusing and instructive contributions, the winners 
of the science video competition Fast Forward Science 
demonstrated that science is anything but abstract or boring. 
The jury chose the awardees in the categories “Substance” 
and “Scitainment” from 135 contributions. The winners were 
honoured on 9 December during the “7. Forum Wissenschafts- 
kommunikation“ in Potsdam. 
 
In the “Scitainment” category, the first prize went to the team 
around DESY science journalist Ute Wilhelmsen for their video 
“Particle zoo – on the trail of Higgs, quarks and photons”. 
Strong pictures and lucid explanations help PhD student 
Mark Wenskat shed light on the wonders of the particle world. 
Their video clearly shows: research is fun!

provided by the radiation sources at DESY, are opening up 
fresh perspectives for application-oriented research and 
knowledge transfer. Thanks to an investment grant of 14.2 
million euro from the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg, a 
new start-up centre, or “business incubator”, situated in close 
proximity to DESY’s scientific expertise and infrastructure, will 
become an attractive environment for young enterprises and 
allow DESY and the University of Hamburg to expand their 
successful science and innovation transfer activities.
 
To facilitate the founding of new enterprises, part of the centre 
will be made available rent-free (apart from ancillary costs) to 
pre-start-ups for a fixed period of time. The remaining area 
will be allocated to young enterprises and research projects 
for a modest rent. The target groups are spin-off prospects of 
DESY and the University of Hamburg as well as small 
technology enterprises already operating on the market. In 
addition, existing University and DESY institutions and projects 
as well as other research institutions on the DESY campus 
may use the start-up centre. As a longer-term perspective, 
the new incubator will create the basis for the development of 
a neighbouring technology park.
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Electron–proton physicsª
Seven years after the final shutdown of DESY’s electron–proton collider HERA, the analyses of  

HERA data taken by the H1, HERMES and ZEUS collaborations are still going strong. As the funding  

for HERA physics from the Helmholtz Association ran out at the end of the last funding period, in 

December 2014, it is now time to define the final “HERA heritage” – which lies mainly in the field  

of proton structure analyses, but also in other aspects of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). 

The collider experiments H1 and ZEUS are currently publishing their final word on the proton structure 

(“HERA’s crown jewels”, p. 20). At the same time, H1 and ZEUS measurements on detailed aspects  

of QCD, such as the strong coupling constant, reach ultimate precision (“How strong is the strong 

force?”, p. 22). And in the field of heavy-flavour physics, HERA physicists achieved the first-ever 

measurement of the running mass of the charm quark (“Running masses”, p. 24).

The fixed-target experiment HERMES gained new insights into polarised lepton–proton scattering 

and performed exciting measurements of final-state polarisations using Λ hyperons (“Left, right,  

up or down?”, p. 26).



Figure 2

Summary of the HERAPDF2.0 PDF set showing scaled gluon and total sea quark 

distributions together with the valence quark distributions

Figure 3

NC and CC cross section measurements as a function of the probed energies. 

The plot nicely demonstrates electroweak unification. 

Figure 1

Combination of a subset of the H1 and ZEUS NC measurements. 

The insert provides a zoom into one of the measured kinematic bins. The combined 

measurements are shown as black dots.
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The proton is a subatomic particle with a complex dynamic structure. This structure still remains a puzzle that 
needs to be solved in order to allow successful searches for new physics phenomena, e.g. at the LHC collider at 
CERN. Since the proton’s discovery at the beginning of the 20th century, numerous experiments were performed 
to study its substructure, but none have achieved as much as the experiments at DESY’s former HERA collider,  
the only ever existing high-energy electron–proton collider, which was shut down in 2007. HERA has delivered 
most precise and valuable data, which underpin investigations in fundamental physics such as those using 
proton–proton collisions at the LHC. The analysis of these HERA riches continues to date.

In the Standard Model of particle physics, the proton is a hadron 
composed of two up quarks and one down quark that are held 
together by the strong force, mediated by gluons. These three 
quarks are responsible for the proton's electric charge and 
hence are referred to as valence quarks. However, the modern 
picture of the proton is much more complicated. The gluons 
inside the proton can produce more gluons and can also split 
into quark–antiquark pairs – the so-called sea quarks. 
Therefore, the real proton is full of activity, with valence and 
sea quarks as well as gluons (together also called partons) 
continuously interacting with each other. The HERA accelerator 
was designed to look inside the proton using electrons as 
probes in order to study proton structure through deep-inelastic 
scattering (DIS) with its two omni-purpose experiments H1 
and ZEUS. 

measurements with state-of-the-art theory. The resulting 
PDFs, extracted exclusively from the final combined HERA 
data, are called HERAPDF2.0 [1] and are presented in Fig. 2. 
The HERAPDF2.0 PDF set has significantly improved 
uncertainties compared to parton distributions previously 
extracted at HERA.

Relying on the universality of PDFs, HERAPDF2.0 can be 
used to calculate accurate predictions for proton–proton 
processes at the LHC or at any other hadron collider. 
Moreover, since HERA data are a unique and necessary base 
of any extraction of the proton’s PDFs, the final HERA data 
combination will soon be used as a crucial input to other 
theoretical studies needed for LHC data analyses.

The HERA data also beautifully demonstrate the unification  
of the electromagnetic and weak forces at large energies that 
is predicted by the Standard Model. The NC cross sections  
at lower energies are dominated by photon exchange, the 
mediator of the electromagnetic interaction, and at larger 
energies by the Z boson, the mediator of the weak force. The 
CC reactions, in contrast, are purely weak interactions 
mediated by W bosons. The Standard Model predicts that 
the electromagnetic force is stronger than the weak force at 
small energies but equally strong at high energies. Therefore, 
the fact that the NC and CC cross sections become almost 
equal at high energy (Fig. 3) is a clear illustration of the 
electroweak unification. In the figure, HERA data are 
compared to the theoretical predictions obtained with the 
HERAPDF2.0 PDF set. Excellent agreement between the two 
is observed.

With the completion of the data analyses for the inclusive 
cross section measurements, HERA provides a crucial basis 
of Standard Model physics, a necessary ingredient to 
scrutinise our understanding of fundamental physics, such 
that any potential deviation from the expectations can be 
used to explore signs of new physics.

In the DIS process, a lepton (in HERA’s case an electron or 
positron) penetrates deeply into the proton and is scattered 
off one of the proton’s constituents via a boson mediator, 
producing a hadronic shower and a scattered lepton. When 
the exchanged boson is charged (exchange of W+ and W- 
bosons), the reaction is referred to as charged current (CC) 
and, similarly, when the mediator is neutral (exchange of Z 
bosons or photons), the reaction is called neutral current (NC). 
The cross sections for these NC and CC lepton–proton 
scattering processes can be directly measured by the 
experiments, but they can also be calculated theoretically 
with high precision. Therefore, the measurements can be 
confronted with our best understanding of the proton 
substructure, as implemented in the calculations, in order to 
improve them. The theoretical formalism developed over 
decades to study the strong interaction is called quantum 
chromodynamics (QCD). In QCD, the apparent structure of 
the proton becomes more dynamic with increasing energy  
at which the proton is probed. In this framework, the proton 
is viewed as a collection of parton distributions that are 
mathematically described by probability densities (parton 
distribution functions, PDFs). 

To achieve the highest possible precision, the final H1 and 
ZEUS DIS cross section measurements were combined [1]. 
The combined data set benefits not only from increased 
statistics (a similar amount of data were collected by both 
experiments), but also from an improved understanding of 
each separate measurement and from an inter-calibration 
that occurs because the two collaborations employ  
different detectors and experimental techniques in their 
measurements. An example of such improvements can be 
seen in Fig. 1, where the NC inclusive cross section is shown 
as a function of the energy available in the interaction (Q2)  

for different values of the momentum fraction x carried by  
the quark struck by the incoming lepton. The separate H1 
and ZEUS results are represented as blue and red dots, 
respectively, and the combination of these measurements  
is shown in black. 

The ultimate precision of the combined HERA data can be 
used to constrain the partons in the proton. The NC and CC 
measurements impose strong constraints on PDFs, i.e. NC 
reactions are mainly sensitive to the gluon and sea quark 
distributions, while CC data are useful in separating different 
types, i.e. flavours, of the valence quarks. The open-source 
QCD software package HERAFitter (see p. 41) was used to 
analyse HERA data and to extract PDFs by confronting the 

HERA’s crown jewelsª
Inclusive cross sections and parton densities
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Figure 1

A proton entering the H1 detector  

from the right collides with an electron  

entering from the left. The scattered 

electron (going to the lower right) and 

two jets (going to the upper and  

lower left) can be seen. The trajectories 

of particles (straight lines) are  

reconstructed from the signals in the 

detector components.

Figure 2

Measurements of the strong coupling constant 

at different energies from various experiments. 

The H1 measurements (open circles) are the 

experimentally most precise values.
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How strong is  
the strong force?
QCD, jets and the measurement of the strong coupling constant αs 

The strong force is one of the four fundamental interactions present in the universe. It is characterised by  
its exceptional change in behaviour with varying distance. Somewhat surprisingly, given that DESY’s former  
HERA collider relied on electroweak interactions for its measurements, HERA was also an ideal place to  
study this remarkable behaviour of the strong force. By comparing the distributions of so-called jets with 
theoretical predictions, the HERA experiment H1 recently determined the change of the strong force with  
distance and also reported the most precise jet-based measurement of its strength yet available.

The HERA collider produced energetic collisions of electrons 
and protons, which, since protons are composites of quarks 
and gluons, are effectively electroweak interactions between 
the incoming electron and one of the proton’s quarks. The 
struck quark and the scattered electron try to escape from 
the collision; the electron succeeds but, because the quark 
carries colour charge, it fails to escape unscathed. Instead, 
in a process known as colour recombination, it produces a 
narrow spray of colour-neutral composite particles (mainly 
pions) known as jets. The electron and the particles forming 
the jets were measured by the H1 detector and used to 
reconstruct the jets – and thus, to indirectly measure the 
momentum of the scattered quark.

calibration (about 1%) of the H1 detector for the measurement 
of jet energies. The distributions of the numbers of jets as a 
function of jet energy were then derived for events with one, 
two and three jets using improved analysis techniques, and 
the energy dependence of the coupling strength was 
determined by comparing the measured points with the 
theoretical predictions obtained from QCD. The value of the 
strong coupling constant, αs(μr), where μr is the energy scale 
of the measurement in GeV, was then inferred for each of 
five measured points by a statistical technique that compares 
the QCD prediction to the measurement. Figure 2 shows a 
comparison of the values obtained to the QCD prediction as 
well as to other jet-based measurements at similar and higher 
energies. The energy dependence of αs predicted by QCD is 
well reproduced by the data. Given this consistency, the 
theory can be used to extrapolate all measured points to a 
common energy scale. The lower part of Fig. 2 shows the 
value of αs at the energy scale of the Z boson mass,  
Mz = 91.2 GeV, as inferred separately for each data point. 
Finally, the five new data points were combined (as indicated 
by the blue bands) to give the most precise value of αs(Mz) 
yet achieved by a jet-based measurement – four times more 
precise than the current theoretical prediction.

For the studies of the strong force described here, more than 
the initial electroweak interaction is needed: a process involving 
a very high-energy strong interaction must happen. This could 
be, for example, the production of an energetic gluon during 
the colour recombination process. If the gluon is sufficiently 
energetic, it too will produce a measurable jet. Such an event 
would then be recognisable in the detector as two energetic 
jets, as depicted in Fig. 1, where two jets as well as the 
scattered electron are easily visible. Other strong-interaction 
processes could also lead to two or even more jets. 

The theory of the strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics 
(QCD), has been shown to provide a very comprehensive and 

successful description of the strong force. However, despite 
its elegant form and few ingredients, predictions from it are 
difficult to obtain mathematically. Nonetheless, the distinctive 
behaviour of the interaction is well predicted: the strong 
force becomes weaker with smaller distances and stronger 
with increasing distances. This is in stark contrast with the 
electroweak and gravitational interactions, whose strength 
decreases with distance. According to Heisenberg’s 
uncertainty principle, smaller distances are related to higher 
energies, and vice-versa, thus a measurement of energy 
dependence is equivalent to a measurement of distance 
dependence. 

To a suitably good approximation, the only parameter in 
QCD that can be determined from experiment is the so- 
called strong coupling constant, αs, which gives the strength 
of the interaction at a given energy (i.e. the energy scale). 
The exciting questions in the field of strong-interaction 
physics involve the energy scale at which the processes 
mentioned above take place and the energy dependence of 
the strong force. Particularly interesting is the energy range 
between 5 and 100 GeV, which is ideally measurable at HERA. 
This region is important since it allows a check of QCD at an 
energy where the strong force has a large energy dependence 
while QCD is still able to make precise predictions. At lower 
energies, the theoretical calculations become intractable, 
while at higher energies, the energy dependence is reduced 
to the point that further theoretical challenges would need to 
be overcome before a meaningful comparison could be made.

The H1 collaboration has now profited from the large amount 
of data taken in the years 2003 to 2007. The data with exactly 
one observed jet was employed to obtain a very precise 
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Figure 3

Summary of the combined reduced charm cross section measurements  

by H1 and ZEUS (points) and comparison to QCD theory (bands).  

The subdivision into different kinematic regions is indicated by the boxes.

Figure 1

Measurements of the event properties of ZEUS events containing beauty quarks. 

The data (points) are compared to Monte Carlo predictions (histograms).
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Figure 2

Measurement of the beauty quark mass from ZEUS (blue triangle) in the   

scheme compared to measurements at the Z boson scale from the electron– 

positron collider LEP at CERN (open and closed black symbols) and to theoretical 

predictions of the running mass (yellow band) normalised to the PDG world average  

(red point) measured at low scales. The plot clearly demonstrates beauty quark 

mass running. 

µ

Figure 4

Measurement of the charm quark mass in the  scheme as function of the probed 

energy scales. The plot explicitly demonstrates, for the first time, the running of the 

charm quark mass. 

µ

µ

µ
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In summary, the running of the beauty quark and charm quark 
masses has been confirmed experimentally at HERA, in agree-
ment with QCD expectations.

In particle physics, the strengths of the fundamental interactions depend on the energy scale at which they  
are evaluated. Thus, quantities like the fine structure “constant” α  and the strong coupling “constant” αs are 
actually logarithmic functions of the energy scale at which they are evaluated. They are said to be “running”  
with this scale. Such running behaviour should also apply to other physical parameters such as the quark  
masses, although details vary among the available theoretical schemes. The running of the mass of the beauty 
(bottom) quark has now been confirmed experimentally by an analysis of electron–proton collision data from 
DESY’s former HERA collider, and observed for the first time for the charm quark. The observations are in  
good agreement with theoretical expectations.

The running of the strong coupling constant αs, discussed in 
the previous contribution, is well established in the framework 
of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). It is measured from 
many different processes, including final-state jet production 
(jets are bundles of particles emerging from an original final-
state quark or gluon) in electron–proton collisions at HERA 
and in proton–proton collisions at the LHC collider at CERN. 
Although the HERA experiments stopped taking data in 2007, 
the corresponding results are still being improved and remain 
competitive.

In addition to inclusive final states, the HERA experiments can 
study specific final states, such as those containing heavy quarks. 
The ZEUS collaboration recently published the most precise 
measurement of beauty quark production in deep-inelastic 
electron–proton scattering so far (Fig. 1). This result has been 
used to extract the value of the running mass of the beauty quark 
in the so-called  scheme, in which the running mass is 
conventionally evaluated at the energy scale of the mass itself, 
mb(mb) = 4.07 ± 0.17 GeV. The measurement is in very good 
agreement with the world average, mb(mb) = 4.18 ± 0.03 GeV.  

This is the first such measurement from HERA data. Despite 
the larger uncertainty, it is very relevant, since it was obtained 
from data at a scale somewhat larger than most of the data 
entering the world average, and only rescaled to it for comparison.

Figure 2 shows this measurement (blue point), translated back 
to the scale 2mb ~ 8.2 GeV at which it was actually performed. 
The scale is two times the beauty quark mass since, at HERA, 
beauty quarks and antiquarks are produced in pairs by strong 
interactions. Also shown in Fig. 2 are comparisons to earlier 
measurements from electron–positron collisions at the former 
LEP collider at CERN at the higher scale of the mass of the 
electroweak Z boson, and to low-scale evaluations mainly 
from lattice gauge theory calculations by the Particle Data 
Group (PDG). The running is clearly visible and agrees well 
with theoretical expectations (yellow band).

A similar measurement of the charm quark mass had already 
been performed by the H1 and ZEUS collaborations from a 
combination of several HERA charm data sets, resulting in 
mc(mc) = 1.26 ± 0.06 GeV, which again is in good agreement 
with the world average: mc(mc) = 1.275 ± 0.025 GeV.

Since charm quarks are produced more copiously than 
beauty quarks, even subsets of these data still have enough 
sensitivity to constrain the mass. Accordingly, this 
measurement was recently refined: the charm quark mass 
was determined in each of six different regions of the QCD 
scale shown in Fig. 3. 

The result is shown in Fig. 4. The running of the charm mass, 
explicitly observed in this measurement for the first time ever, 
is in good agreement with expectations from the theoretical 
prediction normalised to the extraction of the charm mass at 
low scales, as in the case of the beauty quark.

Running massesª
The scale dependence of beauty and charm
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Figure 1

Pion (left) and kaon (right) azimuthal asymmetries in inclusive leptoproduction from 

transversely polarised protons as a function of the hadron transverse momentum 

with respect to the lepton beam direction. In the bottom panels, the average value 

for the Feynman variable, xF, is given for each bin in PT.

Figure 2

Dependence of the transverse polarisation of Λ hyperons produced in inclusive 

leptoproduction from nuclei on the atomic-mass number
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Transverse proton polarisation in lepton–proton scattering breaks the rotational symmetry about the collision  
axis. Inclusively produced hadrons may then possess a preference in the momentum direction with respect  
to the polarisation vector of the proton spin. Such preference has been examined for charged pions and kaons  
at the HERMES experiment at DESY’s former HERA collider. Transverse single-spin asymmetry in inclusive  
hadron leptoproduction can also be studied by final-state polarimetry in unpolarised lepton–nucleon scattering. 
HERMES has measured the transverse polarisation of Λ hyperons produced on various nuclear targets.

Transverse-spin asymmetries
One of the fundamental properties of particles is spin, their 
intrinsic angular momentum. A natural question then arising 
in high-energy physics is whether or not the polarisation of 
colliding particles has a significant influence on the particles 
emerging from the collision. For longitudinal polarisation (along 
the momentum direction of the colliding particles), such spin 
dependence has indeed been a tool to investigate, also at 
HERMES, how the spins of the inner constituents contribute  
to the spin of the proton. In the case of transverse polarisation, 
the situation is more complex. One of the rather intriguing 
phenomena in high-energy scattering is the occurrence of 
transverse single-spin asymmetries. For the last four decades, 
they have been challenging the understanding of quantum 
chromodynamics (QCD), the part of the Standard Model of 
particle physics that describes the strong interaction between 
quarks and gluons. The prediction from perturbative QCD is 
that any asymmetry depending on the transverse polarisation 
of only one hadron involved (either in the initial or final state) 
should be negligible. However, experimental results did not 
comply. Already in the 1970s, surprisingly large transverse 
polarisations of up to 50% were observed in the production 
of hyperons in the collision of unpolarised hadrons. Moreover, 
when involving transverse polarisation in the initial state, the 
produced hadrons had a strong preference for going either to 
the left or to the right of the proton spin: up to three times 
more pions were going to one side over the other.

Theorists started to include novel effects that correlate the 
parton and/or nucleon spin with the transverse momentum of 
the partons, going beyond the traditional collinear picture in 
the description of hadron structure in highly energetic collisions. 
These transverse-momentum-dependent parton distributions 
were first demonstrated in the observation of the Sivers and 

reminiscent of the Sivers asymmetries in semi-inclusive DIS 
at HERMES and might give a hint on the underlying mechanism 
of these asymmetries in inclusive hadron production.

Turning to unpolarised initial states, transverse single-spin 
asymmetries require experimentally challenging polarimetry in 
the final state. Fortunately, nature has provided a tool: the 
parity-violating weak decay of hyperons. In the decay of  
Λ hyperons into protons and pions, the proton prefers to go 
along the direction of the spin vector of the parent Λ (when 
seen in the rest frame of the Λ hyperon). This has been exploited 
at HERMES by looking at the decay angular distribution of Λ 
hyperons produced in lepton–nucleus collisions. Symmetry 
arguments dictate that any potential polarisation must be 
orthogonal to both the momentum of the incoming lepton and 
of the produced Λ hyperon. In other words, if in the laboratory 
frame the Λ hyperon goes in the horizontal direction, then the 
polarisation can only be in the vertical one.

Thanks to the versatile target gas storage cell internal to the 
HERA lepton ring, HERMES was able to measure the 
transverse polarisation of Λ hyperons for a set of nuclear 
targets, ranging from the light hydrogen or deuterium to the 
rather heavy krypton and xenon. The results are shown in  
Fig. 2, where the average transverse polarisation is presented 
as a function of the atomic-mass number. For light nuclei, a 
positive transverse polarisation is observed: When the  
Λ hyperon is produced to the left (as seen by the lepton 
beam), its spin vector preferentially points up – and down 
when the Λ goes to the right. For very heavy targets, the 
polarisation is consistent with zero.

These results on single-spin asymmetries in inclusive 
leptoproduction of hadrons serve as important input to 
understanding the multidimensional partonic structure of the 
nucleon, and to building models of the underlying processes 
in hadron–hadron collision. These might eventually explain 
the decades-old puzzles of large hyperon polarisations in 
unpolarised hadron collisions and left–right asymmetries in 
the inclusive production of hadrons from transversely 
polarised protons.

Collins effects in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) 
at HERMES. However, despite tremendous progress in this 
rich field of transverse-spin effects, the large asymmetries 
observed in hadron collisions (processes much more complex 
than lepton–nucleon scattering) still give rise to more questions 
than answers. It is also for that reason that the HERMES 
collaboration used its unprecedented data set on lepton 
scattering from transversely polarised protons to look at 
inclusively produced hadrons and to check whether they prefer 
to go to the left or right of the spin vector of the proton, if 
exhibiting any preference at all. In the same spirit, HERMES 

studied Λ hyperons produced in unpolarised lepton–nucleus 
scattering to see whether or not they come out of the 
interaction with a preferred spin alignment.

Inclusive hadron production in lepton–nucleon scattering 
covers several kinematic regions. Without information on the 
scattered lepton, two variables are used to characterise the 
process: the transverse momentum of the hadron with respect 
to the lepton beam direction, and the Feynman variable, 
calculated in the lepton–nucleon centre-of-mass system. At low 
values of transverse momentum, the cross section is dominated 
by quasi-real photoproduction. At larger values, the virtuality of 
the photon exchanged between lepton and proton becomes 
large as well, thus entering the kinematic region of DIS.

Inclusive hadron production at HERMES
The analysis of the data set on transversely polarised protons 
was carried out by fitting a sine function to the distribution of 
the hadrons produced around the lepton beam direction with 
respect to the polarisation vector of the nucleon. Charged 
pions and kaons were identified using a ring-imaging 
Cherenkov detector. The resulting sine amplitudes are presented 
in Fig. 1 as a function of the transverse momentum of the hadron. 
Significantly positive asymmetries are observed for positive 
pions and kaons, i.e. they clearly prefer to go to the right of the 
proton spin vector as viewed by the incoming lepton. The 
asymmetries exhibit a particular dependence on the transverse 
momentum: They first rise with increasing transverse momentum 
and turn over at around 0.8 GeV. At larger transverse momenta, 
the pion asymmetry rises again. In contrast, the asymmetries 
for negative pions and kaons are much smaller, mostly 
consistent with zero. This flavour behaviour is somewhat 

Left, right, up or down?
Inclusive hadron production in lepton scattering from transversely polarised and unpolarised targets 
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Proton–proton physicsª
Since 2006, the DESY ATLAS and CMS groups have been strongly involved in the ATLAS and CMS 

experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The DESY groups contribute to the 

maintenance and operation of existing subsystems, the construction of new detector elements, the 

analysis of the data samples and the preparation of final results for publication.

The most striking result of the LHC to date is the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012, to which both 

DESY groups contributed. They are now exploring its experimental ramifications and refining the 

measurements of the properties of the newly discovered boson (“Higgs boson under scrutiny”, p. 30). 

The enormous expertise on the inner structure of the proton and tests of quantum chromodynamics 

(QCD) that DESY physicists developed during the HERA years is now being brought to bear on the 

LHC data, which is reflected in several articles in this report: “QCD at the LHC” (p. 36) describes 

studies of the quark sea in the proton and the analysis of little-studied QCD processes. The HERAFitter 

project (“HERAFitter – an open-source QCD fit project”, p. 41) has its origins in the HERA community, 

but the multifunctional software tool, which is used to combine arbitrary data sets (for example from 

HERA and the LHC) that contain information bearing on the structure of the proton, is now widely 

employed at the LHC. And the international PROSA collaboration tries to advance the knowledge of 

the proton structure using data from all available sources by producing the phenomenological tools 

needed to combine the data sources coherently – for example, recent data from the ATLAS, CMS  

and LHCb experiments (“Proton anatomy”, p. 40). In addition, the ATLAS and CMS groups at DESY 

are focusing on rigorous tests of QCD predictions by studying the properties of the jets that are often 

produced along with a top quark pair (“Confronting QCD with top quark production at the LHC”, p. 38). 

Producing such exciting results requires, of course, a detector that is capable of operating in the 

increasingly extreme conditions produced by the LHC, particularly in the High-Luminosity LHC     

(HL-LHC) era starting in 2025. Both DESY groups are strongly involved in ongoing upgrades of the 

detectors and in the design and preparation of entirely new detector subsystems needed for the 

HL-LHC (“FTK – a fast tracker for the ATLAS trigger”, p. 34, and “Preparing for the HL-LHC”, p. 32).
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Figure 3

Scan of the fermionic and vector couplings of the Higgs boson relative to the  

Standard Model values

Figure 1

Distribution of the di-photon invariant mass in the ATLAS analysis of the H → γγ 

channel. The clear peak at a mass close to 125 GeV indicates the Higgs boson signal.  

Figure 2

Values of the signal strength µ for various Higgs boson production modes,  

measured by ATLAS in the H → γγ decay channel

Figure 4

Coupling–mass relation as predicted for the SM Higgs boson, compared to the 

CMS measurements

Following their discovery of a Higgs boson in July 2012, the physicists of the ATLAS and CMS collaborations  
have reworked the complete data sets from their powerful multipurpose detectors at CERN’s Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC) and investigated the observed state in full detail. Comprehensive studies address a wide spectrum 
of production and decay modes of the new boson with ultimate precision. The legacy analyses based on the  
full LHC Run 1 data set indicate that the new particle is, at the level of the current data set, compatible with the  
Standard Model Higgs boson.

Since the discovery of the new Higgs particle at a mass of 
125 GeV, measurements of the properties of the observed 
state have been essential to establishing its role in the 
mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. Since 2013, 
the physicists have pushed hard to squeeze every little bit of 
performance out of the analyses and achieved Run 1 legacy 
results that are fit for the textbooks. The mass, spin and 
parity of the new boson as well as its couplings to fermions 
and gauge bosons and the fiducial and differential cross 
sections have been measured by the ATLAS and CMS 
collaborations in a large variety of production and decay 
channels using the full LHC Run 1 data set. 

Improving the performance
Thanks to excellent mass resolution and well-controlled 
background, the Higgs boson decay into a pair of photons is 

a showcase channel for the particle’s detection and the 
measurement of its mass and production properties. Recently, 
the ATLAS scientists have further improved their photon energy 
resolution by 10% with a refined calibration and reduced the 
experimental uncertainties on the photon energy scale and 
resolution as well as on the photon identification. 

The selection of the H → γγ events has been meticulously 
optimised for the characteristics of different production 
mechanisms, including the fusion of two gluons (ggF), the 
fusion of two vector bosons (VBF), the production accompanied 
by vector bosons (ZH and WH), and finally the associated 
production with a pair of top quarks ( ). This results in a 
considerably improved analysis sensitivity.

The signal strength µ indicates the measured production rate 
in comparison to the value predicted in the Standard Model 
(SM). In the new analysis, the signal in the di-photon channel 
is observed with a local significance of 5.2 standard deviations 
(σ), in good agreement with the expectation of 4.6 σ. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the di-photon mass spectrum 
with a clear signal peak at a mass near 125 GeV over the 
moderate background. The measurement of the signal strength 
combining all production modes in the di-photon channel 
yields µ = 1.17 ± 0.27, in excellent agreement with the 
theoretical expectation of µ = 1. Figure 2 shows the results of 
the first ATLAS measurements of the signal strengths in the 
various Higgs boson production modes, which are a 
fingerprint of a true Higgs boson. All of them are consistent 
with unity within the experimental errors, which indicates 
perfect agreement with the theoretical predictions.

Combining the channels
A very comprehensive picture of the Higgs boson parameters 
emerges when measurements performed in various 
production and decay modes are combined. The CMS 

collaboration recently completed the final analysis of the Higgs 
boson properties using all the Run 1 data. These measurements 
combine three bosonic (H → γγ, WW, ZZ )  and three fermionic 
(H → bb, ττ, μμ) decay modes. The signal has been established 
in each bosonic decay mode with a statistical significance of 
~5 σ or better. The precision of the measurements is further 
enhanced by performing a statistical combination of the 
analyses carried out in the individual channels. The Higgs 
boson mass is determined by combining the di-photon  
(H → γγ) and four-lepton (H → ZZ )  channels, resulting in a 
measured value of 125.0 ± 0.3 GeV. The quantum numbers of 
the Higgs boson are accessed through the study of the 
kinematical properties of the leptons emerging in the H → ZZ 
and H → WW decays. The results show preference for the 
hypothesis of a scalar boson with a positive parity (0+) as 
expected in the SM, while alternative spin parity assignments 
(0-, 1±, 2±) are strongly disfavoured by the data.

Disentangling the couplings
Measurements of the Higgs boson couplings to the SM 
particles are the crucial test of the Higgs mechanism, which 
aims to explain the generation of particle masses. In each 
measurement channel, couplings of the Higgs boson appear 
both in its production and decay. The combination of the 
different production and decay channels allows the various 
couplings to be disentangled. A key property of the Higgs 
boson is the relation of its “Yukawa couplings” to fermions 
and its “gauge couplings” to vector bosons. As shown in  
Fig. 3, these couplings can already be narrowed down quite 
well and are found to agree with the SM prediction. 
According to the Higgs mechanism, the Yukawa couplings 
are proportional to the fermion masses, while gauge 
couplings are proportional to the square of the weak-boson 
masses. The verification of this coupling–mass relation, 
ranging from muons to top quarks, is shown in Fig. 4.  
The H → ττ decay mode, which has recently been established 
with an evidence of more than 3 σ significance, is pivotal in 
testing this relation. The measurements are found to be in 
good agreement with the expectation for the SM Higgs 
boson. 

Towards Run 2: precision Higgs physics at the LHC
While the Run 1 legacy Higgs measurements show perfect 
agreement with the SM predictions, it is by far not excluded 
that the observed state is only the first visible member of an 
extended Higgs sector, as predicted by numerous theories of 
physics beyond the SM. The search for – possibly small – 
deviations of the properties from the SM predictions is 
therefore of utmost importance for probing new physics. 
The higher centre-of-mass energy (13 and 14 TeV) along with 
the higher luminosity expected in Run 2 will open new 
opportunities for probing new physics and significantly 
improve the precision of measurements of Higgs properties.

Higgs boson under scrutinyª
Higgs boson looks much like its Standard Model blueprint
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Figure 3

CAD model of one CMS end-cap

Figure 1

Fully functional “petalet” – a smaller prototype of an ATLAS end-cap petal

Figure 2

Left: 3D model of the fully equipped ATLAS petal with silicon sensors and  

electronics components. Centre: Carbon fibre support structure.  

Right: Electrical bus tape.

200 m2 with crane access will be needed for the final assembly, 
integration and testing. Several options are being considered, 
including the refurbishment of a hall at DESY’s former DORIS 
accelerator. In parallel, the cleanroom area and required 
infrastructure are being designed.

After a highly successful first data-taking run, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) paused in 2014 for an ambitious 
upgrade, which will allow particles to collide at the unprecedented centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. Operation 
will resume in 2015 with the collection of a data sample that will have grown to more than ten times the size of the 
present sample by 2022, when the LHC stops operation. In parallel, the experiments are laying the groundwork for 
the detector upgrades needed for the higher-luminosity version of the LHC, the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), 
which will start operation in 2025. DESY is engaged in the upgrades of the silicon-sensor-based detectors of both  
of the major experiments (ATLAS and CMS) and plans to construct large-scale components of them at DESY.

ATLAS tracker end-cap
The DESY ATLAS group has a leading role in the consortium 
of German and international institutes who are planning the 
design and construction of the end-cap regions of the future 
HL-LHC tracker. Each end-cap will consist of seven 2 m 
diameter disks, each with 32 wedge-shaped carbon fibre 
support and cooling structures equipped with silicon strip 
modules, readout, and control and power electronics on both 
sides (so-called petals). The DESY ATLAS group is involved in 
all steps of the design and plans to construct one of the two 
end-caps. Present and future activities include the module 
assembly and prototyping, the development of petal cores, 
the mounting of modules onto petals, the design and 
construction of macro-structures, and the assembly of petals 
into the end-cap structure.

At present, the group is focusing on the design, construction 
and operation of petal prototypes, both electrical and 
mechanical. Initial prototype objects (“petalets”) have recently 
been manufactured and are being tested at DESY (Fig. 1). 
The petalets are smaller versions of the full-scale petals, with 
just three silicon sensors per side, mounted on a carbon fibre 
support structure with integrated cooling. The DESY ATLAS 
group contributed significantly to the design of the petalets 
and assembled numerous silicon modules and support 
structures, which are providing valuable input for the final 
petal design and construction. 

The next step is the development of full-sized petal prototypes 
(Fig. 2). A carbon-fibre-based petal core is being built at DESY 

and will soon be distributed to the collaboration. Full-scale 
thermo-mechanical objects are being designed and will be 
manufactured in the coming months. They consist of core 
structures, comprising close-to-final cooling and structural 
components, which are populated with electrically inert 
components with representative thermo-mechanical properties 
to allow the study of mechanical and thermal properties. Once 
the petal design is finalised and the electrical components are 
manufactured, fully functional petal prototypes will be assembled 
and tested.

CMS end-cap prototype
The future CMS tracking detector will comprise a pixel system 
and an outer tracker based on silicon strips. The outer tracker 
will consist of barrel-shaped structures surrounding the inter-
action region and disk-shaped structures – the end-caps – 
on both sides along the beamline. Two types of detector 
modules based on silicon sensors will be used: a strip-strip 
(2S) and a pixel-strip (PS) module. Both are capable of 
delivering trigger information to the level-1 trigger. The DESY 
group is one of the key partners in the team developing the 
detector modules and support structures for the future 
tracker. Together with German university groups, the DESY 
group plans to build and integrate one of the outer track end-
caps, consisting of five double-disks with a diameter of 2.4 m 
and a length of 1.5 m. For better handling, disks are split into 
half-disks. Each half-disk is equipped with modules on both 
sides. The half-disk is a highly integrated support structure 
with embedded cooling pipes, routed in overlapping sectors, 
and positioning elements for both module types. Figure 3 
shows a CAD model of an end-cap equipped with modules.

The DESY CMS group is now building a small-scale prototype 
structure that includes all features of a full-sized half-disk. 
Figure 4 shows a CAD model of the prototype with a light-
weight foam core (1), carbon fibre facings (2), two overlapping 
cooling sectors (3), inserts for cooling and positioning of 2S 
modules (4), and positioning pins (5) and cooling blocks (6) for 
PS modules. The region of the prototype labelled (7) shows 
the overlap with the sibling half-disk.

The two prototype structures will be available for testing by mid-
2015. The final design of the end-cap support structures will 
greatly benefit from the experience gained from their production 
and tests of their thermal and mechanical properties.

Detector assembly hall
Drawing from the experience of detector construction at 
DESY and other institutes, an estimated 600 m2 of lab space, 
including 250 m2 of cleanroom area, will be required for the 
production and quality control of the components of the 
ATLAS and CMS tracker end-caps. An additional space of 

Preparing for the HL-LHCª
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Figure 4

CAD model of the CMS end-cap small-scale prototype
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Figure 1

Event display showing the silicon layers of the ATLAS inner detector in its 2013  

configuration as viewed from the beam direction. The beams run through the centre. 

The dark grey region shows the silicon detector, with another tracking detector  

(not used by the FTK) surrounding it. The individual silicon detectors, shown as grey  

rectangles, are arranged in seven concentric layers (an eigth layer has since been 

added). Hits are indicated by dots and reconstructed tracks by smooth curves.

Figure 3

Tracks of one simulated 

event, extrapolated to the 

collision region, as viewed 

from the side, with the 

beams entering from the 

left and right 

Figure 2

Roads and hits in four layers of the FTK system. The hits are shown in black and the 

roads in red.

FTK – a fast tracker  
for the ATLAS triggerª
Measuring thirty million particle trajectories per second

When the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN resumes operation in 2015, it will produce the highest-
energy proton–proton collisions ever seen in a particle accelerator. Not only will the collision energy  
be increased, but the rate of interactions will have grown to the point where it will stretch the capabilities 
of current technology. The ATLAS detector will need new and innovative techniques for dealing with this 
phenomenal interaction rate whilst maintaining a high level of scientific precision. The fast tracker (FTK)  
is a new system designed to boost the capabilities of the ATLAS trigger system for rapidly selecting the 
most interesting events from a vast quantity of ordinary ones by exploiting the tracks left by charged 
particles in the ATLAS inner detector.

When beam particles collide in the centre of the ATLAS detector, 
new particles are created. The ATLAS detector, acting like a 
giant camera, takes pictures of them – in fact, millions of pictures 

per second. However, present computing and hardware 
limitations prevent recording all but a tiny fraction of them. 
Thus a trigger system, which plays a role analogous to a film 
editor deciding which frames are best, must be used to capture 
only the very tiny fraction of really interesting collisions, perhaps 
containing a Higgs boson or some exotic particle never before 
seen among the particles produced. 

The ATLAS trigger consists of three filtering levels, divided 
into electronics-based and software-based trigger systems. 
The first level (L1) uses dedicated electronics to skim off about 
one hundred thousand of the most interesting events from the 
40 million events produced per second. The advantage of the 
hardware decision is that it is fast (taking less than 3 µs), albeit 
at the expense of an inherent crudeness compared to a software 
decision. The second (L2) and third (EF) levels, collectively 
called the high-level trigger (HLT), are both software-based 
and capable of making complex trigger decisions but at much 
lower rate (around 100 kHz). Following the HLT decision, 
selected events are written to a storage medium, at a rate of 
no more than 400 Hz.

The FTK is a new trigger system, now being commissioned, 
which will not actually make trigger decisions but will supply 
valuable information to L2 on all events triggered by L1, before 
the start of L2 processing. It will process information supplied 
by the first detector encountered by the particles produced in 
a collision as they leave their points of creation, namely the 
inner detector (ID). The ID, consisting of 12 silicon layers 
arranged in concentric layers like the skins of an onion, is 
among the most sophisticated and precise components of 
the ATLAS detector. As a charged particle traverses the ID 
layers, it leaves behind hits, which can be read out of the 
detector and further processed. An example is shown in Fig. 1. 
A typical event has hundreds of tracks, which make thousands 
of hits. A particle track can be inferred by selecting those hits 
that are consistent with having come from a single traversing 
particle. By eye, this appears to be an almost trivial job, thanks 
to the extraordinary image-processing capabilities of our visual 
cortices, but a computer or other electronic system has a much 
harder time of it. 

Up to now, the trigger has been limited to using CPU-intensive 
algorithms running on the HLT trigger computers to reconstruct 
only a small subset of the tracks produced. In contrast, the FTK 
is intended to perform the reconstruction of all of the tracks 
of events triggered by L1 for use at L2 in dedicated custom-
designed electronics. This will simultaneously provide the ability 
to use the complete track set when forming the L2 decision 
and to allow precious L2 CPU resources to be freed up for 
use by more refined trigger algorithms.

The FTK will make use of predefined patterns of hits corre- 
sponding to tracks stored in an associated memory (AM) 
system. With the help of the AM system, the FTK will 

simultaneously compare over one million patterns 
corresponding to simulated tracks to actual patterns from an 
event and select the combinations, called “roads”, 
corresponding to the stored hit patterns, as illustrated in Fig. 
2. Once a road is found, the respective hits are used to 
calculate the track’s parameters. This process is repeated for 
all selected hit combinations. Figure 3 shows the tracks 
found in one simulated event extrapolated to the collision 
region. The tracks can be seen to have emanated from 
several distinct points corresponding to the individual 
collisions of two protons. The additional information on the 
number and positions of collision points is just one of several 
ways the FTK will contribute to making the L2 trigger decision 
more selective and precise. 

The FTK is presently being commissioned in preparation for 
parasitic online operation of part of the system in July 2015. 
The full system will be deployed for operation by the end of 
2018. The DESY ATLAS group contributes to the FTK project 
primarily by calculating the predefined patterns that will be 
loaded into the AM, by providing software to simulate the 
complex FTK hardware, by offering FTK-specific software 
support for the second-level trigger, and through system 
commissioning.
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Figure 3

Azimuthal correlation of two pairs of di-jets in proton–proton collisions

Figure 1

Constraints on down 

valence quark (left) and 

strange-quark (right)  

distributions, improved by 

using LHC measurements 

of W boson and associated 

W boson + charm-quark 

production

Figure 2

Transverse-momentum spectrum of muon pairs 

coming from Z decay, Z → μ+μ-, for inclusive  

Z boson production (left) and in the presence of 

a jet (right)

Summary 
Precise measurements at the LHC provide important constraints 
on PDFs, which to a large extent determine the accuracy of the 
Standard Model predictions for different processes in proton–
proton collisions. New effects are observed in events with 
multiple jets. With the high-energy LHC run, QCD investigations 
will enter a new and exciting phase.

The knowledge of parton density functions (PDFs) is a prerequisite for data interpretation at CERN’s  
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). LHC data themselves are used to improve the precision of PDFs and to get  
further insights into details of parton–parton interactions. 

LHC data improve constraints on light-quark 
distributions 

The interpretation of most cross section measurements at the 
LHC relies on the precise knowledge of PDFs that give the 
probability to find a parton (quark or gluon) with a fraction x of 
the proton’s longitudinal momentum at a given resolution 
scale. The scale dependence can be calculated in perturbative 
quantum chromodynamics (QCD), but the x dependence has 
to be determined from measurements.

Measurements of inclusive W boson or Z boson production are 
sensitive to the quark distributions inside the proton and are 
thus used to improve the constraints on parton densities. As 
an example, the precise measurement of the charge asymmetry 
in the production of positively or negatively charged W bosons, 
once included into the QCD analysis of the parton densities, 
helps to significantly reduce the uncertainty in the distributions 
of up valence and down valence quarks, as illustrated in Fig. 1 
(left). On the other hand, the production of W bosons in 
association with charm quarks provides the first direct 
measurement of the strange-quark distribution in the proton 
obtained at a hadron collider. The results of the ATLAS and 
CMS experiments on W+charm production at a centre-of-mass 

energy of 7 TeV are used to determine the proton’s strangeness 
content. While the ATLAS results indicate a somewhat larger 
strange-quark contribution to the proton light-quark sea than 
observed in earlier results from neutrino scattering experiments, 
the CMS result is consistent with the latter, as shown in Fig. 1 
(right). In a joined QCD analysis [1] of data from neutrino 
scattering experiments and the LHC, this indication of a 
disagreement between the measurements by ATLAS and CMS 
is resolved.

New observations in Z+jet production 
The description of the spectrum of small transverse momenta 
of Z or W bosons requires the knowledge of the transverse 
degrees of freedom of the interacting partons, and the transverse 
momentum of multiparton radiation must also be included. The 
spectrum of the transverse momentum, pT, of muon pairs 
coming from the decay Z → μ+μ- in proton–proton collisions [2] 
is shown in Fig. 2 (left). The cross section is very small for small 
pT and reaches a maximum at around 5 GeV. The rise of this 
spectrum is due to the transverse-momentum distribution of 
the interacting partons, described by multiparton radiation 

(soft-gluon resummation) in terms of transverse-momentum-
dependent PDFs or parton showers. The different theoretical 
predictions describe the measurement rather well.  

A quite different behaviour is observed for muon pairs that are 
accompanied by a hadronic jet – a collimated flow of hadronic 
energy – with large transverse momentum, as shown in Fig. 2 
(right). While at lowest order in the perturbative calculation of 
the Z+jet production cross section, a sharp step at the minimum 
transverse momentum of the jet is expected in the muon pair 
spectrum, the measurement shows a falling distribution towards 
small transverse momenta pT of the muon pair. This behaviour 
can only occur if more than one jet is appearing in the final state 
(higher-order calculations). However, even a next-to-leading-
order calculation of Z+2jet production – labelled “POWHEG” in 
Fig. 2 (right) – is not able to describe the measurement. Only a 
calculation (“MADGRAPH”) involving up to four partons in the 
final state in addition to the muon pair is able to provide a 
reasonable description of the measurement. This observation 
is very interesting because it shows that the sensitivity of a 
quasi-inclusive measurement to higher-order contributions can 
go beyond what can be achieved by simple perturbative next-
to-leading-order expansion. 

New observations in multijet production 
When the parton densities probed in a proton–proton collision 
become very large, the probability to observe more than one 
partonic scattering becomes observable. Such double-parton 
scattering (DPS) is not described in the standard calculations 
and needs a special treatment. DPS can be investigated by 
measuring four jets grouped into two pairs of di-jets with different 
transverse momenta [3]. If the pairs of di-jets originate from 
independent partonic interactions, the jet pairs are uncorrelated 
– this can be seen in the distribution of the azimuthal angle ΔS 
between the planes of the two di-jet pairs (Fig. 3) at low ΔS 
values. Simulations including contributions of DPS can describe 
the measurements, while a simulation without DPS is too low 
at small ΔS. This measurement shows for the first time the 
need of DPS in jet production at large transverse momenta in 
hadronic collisions.

QCD at the LHCª
Quarks and gluons under the microscope
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Figure 1

Top quark pair decay with an additional gluon jet (modified from Nature 514, 174–176 

(09 October 2014) doi:10.1038/514174a)

Figure 2

Differential cross section of top quark pair production at 7 TeV as a function of the jet multiplicity in the di-lepton channels (left) and of the first 

additional jet (right) in the single-lepton channel. The measurements are compared to different SM predictions.
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Confronting QCD with top quark  
production at the LHCª
Measurements of top quark production are starting to constrain theory

During its first years of operation, the LHC at CERN proved to be a true top quark factory: a total of 
several million top quark pairs, 100 times more than were produced by the Tevatron collider at Fermilab 
in Chicago over its 20-year life span, were recorded. The precision of recent LHC measurements of top 
quark production now equals or even exceeds that of the theoretical calculations and thereby provides 
essential new information to theorists. Both the ATLAS and CMS groups at DESY have pioneered 
measurements of the additional high-momentum jets often produced in association with top quark pairs. 
These measurements are affording rigorous tests of perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD), as well 
as supplying essential information for the measurement of Higgs boson properties and for searches for 
phenomena not accounted for by the Standard Model, i.e. beyond the Standard Model (BSM) phenomena. 

Ever since its discovery at the Tevatron collider in 1995, the top 
quark has been a major research target for particle physicists. 
Due to its unique properties, in particular its mass (it is by far 
the heaviest quark known to-date), it serves as an essential 
testing ground of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics 
and plays a key role in the measurement of Higgs boson 
properties. Moreover, many BSM scenarios expect the top 
quark to couple to as yet undiscovered particles whose 
existence might be revealed through measurements of top 
quark production.

The large data samples collected by the ATLAS and CMS 
experiments have provided a means to measure the top quark 
production process with sufficient precision to challenge the 
accuracy of the state-of-the-art SM theoretical predictions. 
In addition, stringent limits on the production rates and masses 
of several hypothetical particles predicted by various BSM 
models have been derived from them. 

At the LHC, a top quark is usually produced along with a top 
antiquark (a top quark pair, for short). The top quark (antiquark) 
then decays immediately into a W boson and a bottom quark 
(antiquark), and the W boson then decays either into a lepton 
and a neutrino or into a quark–antiquark pair. For the purposes 
of analysis, the decay modes are classified according to the 
decays of the W bosons. The ATLAS and CMS groups at 
DESY focus on measurements in both the di-lepton channel, 
in which both W bosons decay into a lepton and a neutrino, 

produced with additional jets is very similar to that expected 
by BSM particles since many jets as well as undetectable 
particles (which would mimic the neutrino from W decay) are 
often among their decay products. 

While predictions of the inclusive top pair production cross 
sections have reached very high precision, the prediction of 
additional QCD radiation is difficult and significantly less 
precise. Several theoretical approaches that show significant 
differences in their predictions of the jet multiplicity distribution 
and the jet transverse-momentum spectrum are being 
explored. The ATLAS and CMS groups at DESY have tested 
these theoretical approaches by performing the first direct 
measurements of the jet multiplicity distribution and of the jet 
transverse-momentum spectrum in top quark pair production, 
as shown in Fig. 2. The measurements have reached 
sufficiently high precision to exclude some of the models. 
Furthermore, the results have been used to constrain the 
theoretical predictions and thereby to yield more precise 
measurements of the background to Higgs production and 
BSM particle searches and other interesting quantities and 
phenomena.

and the single-lepton channel, in which one W boson decays 
into a lepton and a neutrino and the other into a quark–
antiquark pair. The outgoing quarks are observed as 
collimated showers of particles in the detector, called jets. 
The production of a top quark pair and subsequent decay 
into the single-lepton channel is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Due in part to the high energy of the LHC, half of the top 
quark pair events are produced with additional high-momentum 
jets, which usually arise from radiation processes calculable 
in high-order perturbative QCD. These additional jets cannot 
be unambiguously associated with the top or initial-state 
quark from which they originate. This leads to measurement 
uncertainties that often limit the measurement precision of 
many quantities of interest, for example, of the top quark 
mass. Moreover, events with top quark pairs and additional 
jets give the largest contribution to the background plaguing 
the measurement of Higgs bosons produced in association 
with a top quark pair. This measurement, which will be 
performed on data collected in the upcoming LHC run, is of 
particular interest since it allows for the direct determination 
of the strength of the coupling of the Higgs boson to the top 
quark. Since the SM confidently predicts that the Higgs boson 
couples much more strongly to the top quark than to the other, 
lighter quarks, the measurement is a sensitive indicator of 
whether or not the boson discovered at the LHC is indeed 
the Higgs boson predicted by the SM or something even 
more interesting. Moreover, the signature of top quark pairs 
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Figure 1

Gluon distribution (upper panel) and its relative uncertainty (lower panel), 

showing the improvement achieved by the use of LHCb data

With the discovery of a Higgs boson in proton collisions at the LHC, the quest for new phenomena in particle 
physics enters a new era of precision. Uncertainties in the phenomenological description of proton–proton 
interactions will limit the LHC discovery potential in the upcoming high-energy run. These uncertainties arise 
from the very nature of the proton–proton collisions and challenge both theory and experiment. The work of 
the international collaboration Proton Structure Analyses in hadronic collisions (PROSA) is aimed at improving 
the understanding of the proton structure and the fundamental parameters of the Standard Model. In PROSA, 
experimental and theoretical efforts lead to the development of phenomenological tools and their immediate 
application in data analysis and interpretation.

In 2015, the LHC will resume operation at increased centre-of-mass energy and luminosity, posing new 
challenges for the understanding of the quark–gluon dynamics of the incoming proton beams. The precise 
knowledge of the proton’s composition plays a dominant role for precision tests of the Standard Model (SM)  
and is also important for theory predictions for searches for new physics. The HERAFitter project, with its  
unique expertise in proton structure analysis, aims at providing tools for an improved understanding of SM 
parameters and scrupulous tests of precision SM measurements.

Proton anatomyª 
Joint experimental and theoretical efforts 

The proton structure can be parameterised by universal parton 
distribution functions (PDFs), which depend on the fraction x 
of the proton momentum carried by a parton and on the energy 
scale Q of the process. The determination of PDFs requires 
both accurate theoretical calculations and measurements of 
various physics processes at different experiments, the core 
data in PDF determinations still stemming from DESY’s former 
electron–proton collider HERA. The HERA measurements, 
however, do not cover the whole kinematic range of the LHC 
with sufficient precision. In particular, the uncertainties on the 
gluon distribution at very low and very high values of x need to 
be reduced in order to enhance the predictive power of the 
Standard Model and in turn the discovery potential of the 
LHC. Fortunately, numerous LHC measurements provide 
important constraints precisely in the kinematic regions not 
covered by HERA and can thus be used for proton structure 
determination. More specifically, at the LHC, heavy quarks 
(charm, beauty and top) as well as the Higgs boson are 
predominantly produced in gluon–gluon fusion – processes 
that are directly sensitive to the proton’s gluon distribution. 

HERAFitter [1] is a rapidly developing open-source analysis 
framework for the determination of the parton distribution 
functions (PDFs) and other free parameters of the SM. Since 
its launch in September 2011, several versions of the 
HERAFitter software have been released, and an impressive 
number of results based on this platform were published. 
HERAFitter, which unites state-of-the-art theory calculations 
with an appropriate treatment of precision measurements, 
covers a large number of different methods used for PDF 
determination. The project is based at DESY, where the HERA 
legacy is preserved and two LHC experimental groups (ATLAS 
and CMS) are hosted, and it enjoys a strong support from the 
theory and IT expertise on site. The success and growth of the 
project are driven by the extensive demands from the LHC and 
HERA collaborations, as well as from the theory community 
and from individual interests in performing topical studies. 

HERAFitter builds on the collaborative open-source paradigm 
and on active user feedback, and it has a dynamic release 
cycle. The recent HERAFitter developments had a significant 
impact on the interpretation of LHC Run 1 measurements, 
which in turn provide new important precision constraints on 
the proton structure. Prominent examples of recent HERAFitter 
publications are a combination of HERA data with the LHC  
W boson and Z boson measurements that provides a means 
to disentangle various quark contributions, or a measurement 
of W bosons produced in association with charm quarks. The 
latter measurement provides sensitivity to the least constrained 
quark, the strange quark. In addition, jet production has been 
studied with the aim of improving the gluon distribution. 
Moreover, the HERAFitter framework has been used to produce 
public grids of PDFs that can be used to study predictions for 
SM or new physics processes.

The HERAFitter developers take an active role in the analyses 
and interpretation of the LHC data. For example, ratios of 
di-boson to single-boson production cross sections σWW /σZ 
are sensitive to effects of physics beyond the SM. The 
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Measurements of charm, beauty and top quark pair production 
at the LHC can therefore be used to probe and constrain the 
gluon distribution.

The production of charm and beauty hadrons at the LHCb 
experiment is particularly sensitive to the gluon distribution at 
very low values of x that are not covered by other experiments. 
In a recent PROSA QCD analysis at next-to-leading order [1], 
LHCb measurements of charm and beauty production were 
used together with HERA data. As a result, the uncertainty of 
the gluon distribution is significantly reduced at very low x, as 
demonstrated in Fig. 1. In particular, the uncertainty due to 
assumptions on the shape of the PDFs in x is strongly decreased. 

At the other end of the energy scale, top quark pair production 
in the ATLAS and CMS experiments probes the gluon distribution 
in the high-x region, which is particularly important for stringent 
tests of Higgs production models and for searches for new 
physics. Different measurements of inclusive and differential 
cross sections of top quark pair production at the LHC were 
included in a QCD analysis at next-to-next-to-leading order. 
This analysis required dedicated phenomenology and tool 
development and was only possible within the PROSA 
framework. An improvement of the gluon accuracy at very 
high x is observed. A more significant reduction of the 
uncertainty is expected from the even more precise LHC 
measurements expected from the upcoming LHC run. For the 
first time, a simultaneous determination of the gluon distribution 
and the top quark mass becomes possible. The central 
analysis tool used to obtain these results is the QCD analysis 
platform HERAFitter.

corresponding experimental data have an increased accuracy 
that must be matched by consistent theoretical calculations. 
For the latter, the HERAFitter developers introduced a novel 
method to determine correlated PDFs, suitable for calculations 
at different accuracy in perturbation theory [2]. These correlated 
PDFs are then used for the prediction of σWW /σZ cross section 
ratios and compared to the recent CMS data, as shown in 
Fig. 1. The new self-consistent treatment reduces the 
uncertainty of the theoretical predictions and exhibits a tension 
with the experimental data. New data from LHC Run 2 are 
thus eagerly awaited to clarify this seeming discrepancy.

HERAFitter – an open-source  
QCD fit projectª
Unique framework for studying the impact of new data on the proton structure

Figure 1

Ratio σWW /σZ calculated at NLO and NLO/NNLO, compared to the result obtained by 

the CMS collaboration
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Electron–positron physicsª
Physics at electron–positron colliders – be they circular or linear – is an important cornerstone of 

DESY’s particle physics strategy. At the SuperKEKB collider at KEK, the Japanese national laboratory 

for particle physics, the Belle II experiment will be commissioned in 2017, and DESY provides 

important contributions to the experiment (“Preparing for Belle II”, p. 44). 

At the same time, the efforts towards the next large-scale facility in particle physics, International 

Linear Collider (ILC), are acquiring more and more momentum. After the publication of the technical 

design report (TDR) in 2013 and the choice of a potential construction site, site-specific considerations 

(“Towards a site-specific ILC design”, p. 46) and the series production of the cavities (“Cavities en 

masse”, p. 48) are becoming increasingly important. In addition, DESY is participating in the detector 

designs, the planning of the positron source and the luminosity measurement (“Towards a calorimeter 

for the ILC”, “Positrons non-stop for the ILC” and “Measuring luminosity”, pp. 50, 52 and 53).

The article “Catching plasma-accelerated beams” (p. 54) sheds light on another important activity at 

DESY – the development of novel acceleration concepts for particle physics at the highest energies.
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Figure 1

Left: Mock-ups for the two proposed 

installation scenarios of the Belle II vertex 

detector. “BIM” stands for “baseline 

installation method”, while “AIM” is an 

acronym for the “alternative installation 

method” that is based on a remote  

vacuum connection (RVC) system  

developed at DESY.  

Right: Interior of the mock-up. The picture 

illustrates the narrow space available for 

readout cables and other VXD services. 

Figure 2

Breakdown of CPU power used for a recent Monte Carlo production campaign. 

DESY contributed almost 30%.

Figure 3

Logo of the recently approved JENNIFER proposal for funding from the EU Framework 

Programme for Research and Innovation, Horizon 2020
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Preparing for Belle IIª
Important steps towards the realisation of the project

SuperKEKB is a next-generation B factory that is currently under construction at the Japanese national particle 
physics laboratory KEK. At the same time, the former Belle detector is being upgraded to Belle II. Several 
German institutes form the core of the international DEPFET collaboration, which is in charge of developing and 
constructing the novel two-layer pixel detector (PXD) as the inner part of the Belle II vertex detector (VXD). Within 
the Belle II collaboration, DESY has assumed key responsibilities in the area of VXD integration and installation.  
The laboratory also contributes significantly to software development and computing as well as to the preparation 
of the physics analyses.

Project status
At KEK, the work on both the SuperKEKB electron–positron 
accelerator and the Belle II detector is progressing well. The 
very ambitious goal of this project is a 40-fold increase of the 
peak luminosity of SuperKEKB to a new world record of 
8x1035 cm-2s-1, which will be achieved by employing the 
so-called nano-beam scheme. The construction of most 
machine elements of the main accelerator ring is approaching 
the final stage, and Phase 1 commissioning is expected to 
start at the beginning of 2016. This delay of about one year 
with respect to the original schedule is mainly caused by KEK 
budget restrictions. The goals of Phase 2 commissioning 
include first luminosity tuning and detailed studies of machine-
induced backgrounds. This requires the completion of essential 
components of the accelerator complex, such as the damping 
ring and the superconducting final-focus magnets (QCS). The 
complex QCS magnets will provide the necessary focusing 
strength to squeeze both beams to the required beam spot 
size of about 50 nm in the vertical direction. According to the 
present schedule, these magnets will be installed in the 

beamline in the second half of 2016, together with the upgraded 
Belle II detector but still without the new vertex detector (VXD). 
Instead, the sophisticated background monitoring system 
BEAST II, which contains some VXD prototype sensors, will 
be installed. 

The VXD consists of a two-layer pixel detector (PXD), which is 
currently being built by the international DEPFET collaboration, 
and a four-layer double-sided silicon strip detector (SVD). In 
order to avoid damage to these sensitive devices, the VXD will 
only be installed once the machine background is understood 
sufficiently well with the help of BEAST II and extrapolations to 
higher luminosity can reliably be made. 

VXD installation
The close proximity of the superconducting magnets to the 
VXD makes the installation of the vertex detector very 
challenging. The baseline installation method (BIM) developed 

order to cover the substantial travel costs related to these 
activities, several European Belle II groups together with other 
European institutes that engage in the Japan-based T2K 
neutrino experiment have submitted a joint proposal, called 
JENNIFER (Japan and Europe Network for Neutrino and 
Intensity Frontier Experimental Research), to the EU. 
JENNIFER was approved in late 2014 and granted a total of 
2.3 million euro.

The main goal of the JENNIFER project (Fig. 3) is the support 
of an intensive scientific and technological exchange with 
scientists of the host country Japan and among the participating 
European science and industry partners. For the five German 
groups that participate in JENNIFER, the funding corresponds 
to 420 000 euro for the four-year duration of the project.

by the KEK machine group foresees mounting of the VXD on 
the tip of one of the QCS magnets before moving the entire 
package into the Belle II detector. In order to decouple future 
maintenance work on accelerator components close to the 
interaction region as much as possible from interventions on 
the VXD, DESY has developed a remote vacuum connection 
(RVC) system that will allow the independent installation of 
the VXD (see DESY Particle Physics 2012). To demonstrate 
the feasibility of all aspects of this alternative installation 
method (AIM), a detailed mock-up of all essential components 
of the interaction region was constructed at the MPI for Physics 
in Munich with the help of DESY and the University of Hamburg 
and transported to KEK (Fig. 1). In June 2014, a major installation 
review was held at KEK where the correct functioning of the 
RVC was demonstrated and both installation methods were 
compared in the presence of all relevant subdetector experts 
and representatives from the involved SuperKEKB machine 
groups. A central point of the discussion was whether the 
VXD could still be deinstalled in case the RVC was blocked 
and could not be released anymore, for example after an 
earthquake. After the successful demonstration of the smooth 
and reproducible RVC operation and of the emergency 
deinstallation of the VXD, the decision to adopt the AIM as 
the new baseline was taken unanimously. 

Computing challenges
The large increase in luminosity expected at SuperKEKB and 
the corresponding growth of the Belle II data volumes must 
be accompanied by a commensurable increase of CPU, 
network and storage capacities. The Belle II collaboration has 
developed an ambitious scheme for ramping up the 
computing resources in a way that matches the luminosity 
profile expected in the coming years. Regular Monte Carlo 
production campaigns are being organised to verify that the 
necessary resources are in place and that the entire system is 
able to cope with the rapidly increasing demands. In Germany, 
DESY, KIT and the MPI for Physics in Munich are contributing 
to this effort with their grid resources. Figure 2 shows a 
breakdown of the CPU power used in the most recent 
campaign, which took place in autumn 2014. Thanks to its 
successful model of opportunistic allocation of free grid 
resources, DESY was able to contribute a very substantial 
share of about 30%. 

EU funding for commissioning
When the final detector components are produced, the VXD 
will have to be assembled, tested and commissioned at KEK 
before it can be installed in Belle II. The detector-commissioning 
phase will require the presence of a significant number of 
European experts at KEK over extended periods of time. In 
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Figure 1

Possible ILC site (red) in the Kitakami mountain range of northern Honshu

Figure 2

Kitakami area with support banner for the ILC 

Figure 3

3D CAD model of the central region of the ILC. The detector hall was modified with a 

vertical shaft fitting into the Kitakami site. 
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The Japanese government has started a process to evaluate the design and impact of the International Linear 
Collider (ILC), a next-generation electron–positron collider, as a possible international project to be realised 
in Japan. In the meantime, a geologically fitting site for the collider has been identified in the Kitakami 
mountain range in the north of the main island of Honshu. Efforts in the worldwide ILC collaboration are now 
concentrating on evolving the generic ILC design of the technical design report into a site-specific design for 
the Kitakami region. 

The ILC in Japan? 
After the publication of the ILC technical design report (TDR) 
[1] and the detection of a Higgs particle at CERN’s Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC), the Japanese community of particle 
physicists has started an effort to propose Japan as a host 
for the international ILC laboratory. The Japanese government 
asked the Science Council of Japan (SCJ) to evaluate the 
project, and the SCJ endorsed the physics case of the 
collider and raised points for clarification before a decision 
could be taken. The Japanese science ministry (MEXT) has 
taken over the charge to evaluate the TDR design, the cost 
estimates and the potential physics harvest of the ILC with 
the help of expert committees. A report on the outcome of 
the evaluation is expected for early 2016. A formal reaction 
of the Japanese government is then anticipated for no later 
than spring 2017. A potential proposal to host the ILC as an 
international project in Japan would be followed by international 
negotiations, with a possible construction start in 2019 and 
first beams in 2028.

The Kitakami site and the ILC
It is not easy to find a site in Japan where an ILC of 
approximately 50 km length – fitting not only for the baseline 
machine with 500 GeV collision energy, but also for an 
upgrade to 1 TeV – could be built in an underground tunnel. 
Japanese scientists have been scrutinising every possible 
location for geological conditions and seismic stability and 
eventually found the best candidate in the Kitakami mountain 
range, about 380 km north of Tokyo (Fig. 1). This site offers 
granite bedrock of very good quality that suits the needs of 
the ILC. The underground granite slab, which is longer than 
50 km, has no active seismic faults and, in case of earthquakes, 
moves like a big optical bench, i.e. preventing relative motion 
between the different components of a collider. 

The design of the ILC as proposed in the TDR is generic, i.e. not 
adapted to a specific site, although various sample sites have 
been studied. Since 2013, efforts have started to understand 
how the arrangement of the underground and surface facilities 
needs to be changed to fit into the Kitakami realities.

At the heart of the collider: the interaction region
The most complicated region in the ILC design is the central 
region, where the particle sources, the damping rings and the 
interaction region are located. The generic design for an ILC 
in Japan, as depicted in the TDR, assumed a mountainous 
region where all access paths into the underground facilities 
would be routed through horizontal tunnels of up to 1 km 
length. The Kitakami region is indeed mountainous, but it has 
broad valleys and mostly moderate slopes (Fig. 2). It is 
therefore possible to place the ILC in the area in a way that 
results in a reasonably flat surface above the central region. 
This would allow vertical access into the detector hall through 
a big installation shaft. The assembly of the detectors would 
then predominantly be carried out above ground in an 
assembly building that is big enough to host both foreseen 
detectors in that phase. At the same time, the civil 

Towards a site-specific  
ILC designª
How to fit the ILC into the mountains of northern Japan

construction works on the underground halls and tunnels 
would proceed, keeping the interference between detector 
assembly work and construction work at a minimum.

Only late in the construction schedule, about 1.5 years before 
first beams are expected in the machine, would big 
preassembled and pretested parts of the detectors be 
lowered into the detector hall through the vertical shaft. A 
similar and very successful approach had been adopted for 
the CMS detector at the LHC. In terms of mass and diameter 
of the large detector components, e.g. the solenoid coil and 
the magnet yoke, the ILC detectors are comparable to CMS. 
Figure 3 shows a 3D CAD model of the ILC central region 
with a detector hall that has vertical shaft access.

As the detector concept collaborations are widely spread 
over many laboratories and universities in the world, the 
design of the interaction region is a good test case for the 
optimisation of a Japanese-driven design that still has to 
respect the needs of many users from around the world. 
Close communication and cooperation across political and 
cultural boundaries and time zones are a prerequisite. The 
use of a proper engineering data management system 
(EDMS) is of utmost importance – only such a system will 
allow the full documentation of the accelerator and detector 
design as well as the relevant geographical and geological 
information to be maintained in a coherent and controlled 
way. The DESY-EDMS system has been playing this role very 
successfully for the ILC for many years.

European support for the site-specific work: E-JADE 
The European Union has timely issued a call for a Research 
and Innovation Staff Exchange (RISE) measure within the 
Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions of the Horizon 2020 
Framework Programme for Research and Innovation. DESY, 
together with the main European players in accelerator 
research for particle physics (among others CERN, CEA, 

CNRS, CSIC and Oxford University), has successfully applied 
for the support of its Europe–Japan Accelerator Development 
Exchange Programme (E-JADE) proposal. E-JADE aims at 
sending experienced researchers from Europe to Japan to work 
on accelerator research towards new hadron accelerators, on 
LHC upgrades and on linear collider R&D. The latter work 
package comprises support for the use of internationally 
accessible EDMSs and site-specific work within the machine–
detector interface efforts at the ILC in Japan. These tasks are 
crucial for a worldwide process where requirements from 
different ILC developers and potential users are fed into a 
local engineering design and construction planning effort. 
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Figure 1

Distribution of the maximum accelerating electrical field (gradient) obtained in  

the cavities delivered for the European XFEL [2] from two vendors, Research 

Instruments GmbH (RI) and Ettore Zanon S.p.A. (EZ)

Figure 2

A protrusion of ~100 μm height detected on the surface of a cavity and explored using a silicon replica under 

a laser microscope. The height profile at the cross section is shown on the right. 

With the mass production of components for the European XFEL X-ray free-electron laser facility in full 
swing, hundreds of superconducting radio-frequency (RF) cavities have arrived at DESY for acceptance 
tests at a temperature of 2 K and for installation in cryomodules. For the first time, the performance of 
industrially produced cavities can be examined with high statistical significance. In addition, about half 
of the cavities from the ILC-HiGrade programme, produced at the same time, have been specifically 
prepared for tests of higher performance.

International Linear Collider
The International Linear Collider (ILC) is the next large facility 
for particle physics. It was placed prominently in the European 
Strategy for Particle Physics and found similar echo in the 
strategies of Japan and the USA. A world-spanning event in 
June 2013 concluded the effort of hundreds of physicists to 
prepare a comprehensive design for this electron–positron 
collider, the technical design report (TDR) [1]. The multivolume 
report documents the physics case and the plans for the 
accelerator and the detectors. The Japanese government is 
currently examining the scientific and economic impact of ILC 

construction in Japan. A decision on the project is foreseen no 
later than 2017. In case of a positive decision, the ILC will be 
built in a truly global fashion. A site in Kitakami, in northern 
Japan, is under study as a possible location for the project  
(see p. 46).

Cavities for the ILC
One of the challenges in compiling the TDR of the ILC was to 
determine what electrical field could realistically be used to 
accelerate electrons and positrons towards the collision 
point. This is an important number since, for a given design 
centre-of-mass energy, it determines the length of the 
collider – and because the construction cost of such a facility 
largely scales with the length. An ambitious goal for the 
accelerating gradient of 31.5 MV/m had been set at the start 
of the Global Design Effort for the ILC in 2004. Today, the 
required energy reach of the next large facility for particle 
physics is well understood: in order to explore the coupling 
of the Higgs boson, for example in associated production 
with the top quark (see p. 30), the collider should provide a 
centre-of-mass energy of at least 500 GeV. At the time of 
publication of the TDR, available samples of cavities were 
small, and the statistical significance of the observed 
progress in accelerating field remained questionable. 
Nonetheless, the TDR was able to quote a production yield 

surpassing 90% for cavities using the foreseen ILC recipe, 
which includes a second pass of surface treatment.

The linear accelerators of the ILC will be based on the 
technology of 1.3 GHz superconducting niobium cavities. 
Such cavities are currently being installed at the European 
XFEL X-ray laser in Hamburg, which is nearing completion. 
Some 800 ILC-type cavities will be used for the European 
XFEL, albeit with a lower gradient requirement of 23.6 MV/m; 
more than half of these cavities have been delivered. Also, a 
large fraction of the 24 additional cavities obtained as part of 
the ILC-HiGrade programme [3] of the Framework Programme 7 
of the European Commission have been delivered; they are 
foreseen for special investigation and performance optimisation.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the maximum field of the 
cavities for the European XFEL. Most of these cavities have 
experienced a single-pass surface treatment only, i.e. 
buffered-chemical processing or electropolishing (EP) 
followed by a high-pressure rinse with ultrapure water. The 
average maximum gradient exceeds 30 MV/m; tails to low 
fields point to deficiencies in the surface that need to be 
addressed. The EP-treated cavities (“RI”) yield higher average 
maximum gradients, confirming an earlier observation based 
on a small sample of cavities. The ILC recipe will apply the 
EP treatment.

Cavities en masseª
Industrially produced superconducting radio-frequency cavities perform beyond specification
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Detailed surface investigation
The maximum-gradient distribution for the additional ILC-
HiGrade cavities looks very similar to the one shown in  
Fig. 1. The ILC recipe also includes a second treatment after 
detailed surface investigation. Figure 2 shows an example of 
a protrusion detected in a cavity and further investigated on 
a silicon replica placed under a laser microscope. The defect, 
which results in a limitation of the cavity’s performance, 
shows an extent of about half a millimetre and protrudes by 
100 µm.

Specific removal of such defects followed by a short chemical 
treatment will improve the performance of the cavities. The 
ILC-HiGrade cavities should hence exhibit significantly 
improved performance particularly at low fields. The 
demonstration of this procedure will help to set the state of 
the art for industry-produced ILC cavities. 



Figure 1

AHCAL engineering 

prototype in 

preparation for the 

beam test at CERN

Figure 3

Track of a muon crossing the AHCAL engineering prototype

Figure 2

AHCAL engineering prototype (covered with black cloth) together with part of the team at the CERN test beam facility
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Showing that your idea of a novel detector technology works in principle and performs as well as expected 
is one thing – building it as a component of a collider detector is quite another story. In previous years, 
the CALICE collaboration successfully tested a number of novel concepts for the calorimeters at the future 
International Linear Collider (ILC). Now is the time to show that these concepts can also be realised as parts 
of a real ILC detector, respecting realistic constraints on size, power consumption and cost. A new prototype 
of the analogue hadron calorimeter (AHCAL) that demonstrates these capabilities was recently tested in 
hadron beams at the CERN test beam facility.

In order to reach the physics goals of future linear colliders, 
an unprecedented energy resolution in the measurement of 
jets is needed. It has been demonstrated that this is possible 
with particle flow algorithms, which use the detector component 
with the best energy resolution to reconstruct each individual 
particle within a jet: charged particles are measured in the 
tracking detector, while photons and neutral hadrons are 
reconstructed in the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeter, 
respectively. Highly granular calorimeters are necessary to 
disentangle the energy depositions of each particle. Within 
the CALICE collaboration, several concepts for such highly 
granular electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters have been 
developed and have demonstrated their capabilities in various 
test beam measurements of so-called physics prototypes. 
Before starting to build a calorimeter as part of a linear collider 
detector, the next step is an engineering prototype that is 
scalable to the full detector and respects the constraints of 
such a detector in terms of geometrical dimensions, of space 
for services like cooling and of power consumption. In addition, 
cost and effort needed for the production are important aspects.

AHCAL engineering prototype
One of the concepts developed within CALICE is the AHCAL,  
a sandwich calorimeter with steel absorber layers and active 
layers consisting of small scintillating tiles (3x3 m²) read out 
by silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs). In order to cope with the 
large number of channels (about 8 million for the ILC hadron 
calorimeter), the readout electronics and an LED calibration 
system are integrated into the active layers, and the data are 
zero-suppressed and fully digitised in the detector. For every 
single channel, the amplitude and time of a potential hit are 
determined by comparing the signal with a trigger threshold. 

Since the calorimeters will be located within the magnet coil, 
the available space is very limited, and no cooling within the 
active layers is possible. This puts stringent limits on the 
maximum power consumption of the electronics. Active 
cooling of electronics components will only be possible in the 
gap between the barrel and the end-cap. 

A wedge-shaped steel absorber stack of about 1 m³, 
corresponding to about 1% of the barrel calorimeter of the 
planned ILC detector, has been assembled at DESY. Up to 
now, 15 of the 40 slots for the active layers have been equipped  
(Fig. 1). This configuration already allows for large-scale tests 
of the system, including cooling and data acquisition. In 
addition, the active components are arranged in such a way 
that an identification of the shower start position is possible, 

Towards a calorimeter  
for the ILCª
Constructing and testing a scalable prototype for the hadron calorimeter of an ILC detector

and hadron shower profiles as well as correlations of hit times 
within hadronic showers can be measured. 

In the active layers, several types of scintillating tiles and 
SiPMs are used. In the rapidly evolving field of commercially 
available SiPMs, the flexible AHCAL electronics allows us to 
profit from the increased dynamic range, improved noise and 
reduced cost of new-generation devices. In the future, the 
better device-to-device uniformity of these new SiPMs will 
probably allow for a reduction of complexity of the electronics. 
In the engineering prototype, advantages and disadvantages 
of the various tile and SiPM options can be studied. The first 
three layers have an even finer granularity, mimicking that of 
the foreseen electromagnetic calorimeter. They consist of 
small scintillator strips of size 4.5x0.5 cm² with alternating 
direction, the information of which can be combined to an 
effective granularity of 0.5x0.5 cm².

Test beam at CERN
Contributions from the Czech Republic, France, Germany, 
Russia and the USA as well as from CERN and Japan (the 
layers for the electromagnetic calorimeter) make the AHCAL a 
truly international project. After an intensive phase of testing 
and commissioning at DESY, the AHCAL engineering prototype 
underwent its first hadron beam time at the test beam facility 
of the Proton Synchrotron at CERN in autumn 2014. The muon 
beam also available there provided an important possibility to 
cross-check the calibration obtained with the internal LED 
calibration system. 

An enthusiastic team of experts and shift crews (Fig. 2) spent 
several weeks at CERN to operate and monitor the detector 

during its beam time. Online monitoring software, including a 
full reconstruction and event display (Fig. 3), was set up and 
proved to be essential for successful and stable detector 
operation. A large set of muon data for calibration and hadron 
data at several energies has been recorded and is now ready 
for data analysis. In the coming years, more beam tests at 
higher particle energies are planned at CERN’s Super Proton 
Synchrotron.
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Figure 1

Sketch of the current ILC water-cooled target wheel design. The beam hits the target 

at the rim; water channels are located inside the spokes and the rim. 

Figure 1

Left: Fully assembled BCM1F half-ring with sensors and front-end ASICs. 

Right: Zoom showing one two-pad diamond sensor bonded to the front-end ASIC.

Figure 2

Average temperature distribution in the radiatively cooled titanium alloy 

target rim (~330°C) and in the inner radiative part (made from copper) of a 

solid target wheel. (Bearings, shafts and the cooled heat sink are not shown.)

Figure 2

Half-ring of the BCM1F 

detector integrated with 

the PLT into a carbon 

fibre carrier before 

installation in CMS
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A future high-energy electron–positron collider like the ILC will allow measurements with excellent accuracy 
if the luminosity is high. A key challenge will be the production of a sufficient rate of positrons – compared to 
previous accelerators, almost two orders of magnitude more positrons are needed. 

In the current ILC design, the positrons are produced by the 
high-energy electron beam. The electrons are guided through 
a helical undulator, creating high-energy photons. The photon 
beam is then steered onto a target to generate electron–
positron pairs. The concept of such a source was successfully 
demonstrated in the E166 experiment at SLAC a couple of 
years ago. 

The design of the positron target represents a significant 
challenge. In order to limit the thermal load from the impacting 
photon beam, the target is realised as a wheel of 1 m 
diameter, spinning at 2000 rpm in vacuum [1]. A first prototype 
of such a wheel has been built and operated by LLNL [2], and 
an improved design is shown in Fig. 1. The cooling system will 
have to remove up to 7 kW from the wheel. Several solutions 
that use either liquid or radiative cooling are under study.

A detailed simulation of the radiative cooling has been 
performed (Fig. 2), indicating that even though the average 
temperature at the rim of the wheel will be higher than for 

The FCAL collaboration developed the design of a luminosity-
measuring detector, or luminometer, for a future electron–
positron collider, and successfully tested prototypes of the 
essential components. Based on these FCAL prototypes, a 
new luminometer for the CMS experiment at the LHC was built 
in collaboration with CERN and the AGH-UST University in  
Krakow, Poland. This new luminometer, the fast beam condition 
monitor or BCM1F, was recently installed within CMS.  

The requirements on this detector were extreme in several 
respects. The high particle flux at the LHC required radiation-
hard materials. The limited space near the beam pipe called 
for a compact design. Finally, the requirements on the time 
resolution and count rate were also a challenge, since the LHC 
will start operating with 25 ns between subsequent bunches  
in 2015.

Figure 1 shows a fully instrumented BCM1F half-ring. It 
consists of six single-crystal diamond sensors, each with an 
area of 5x5 mm2 and structured into two metallised pads. The 
pads are read out by dedicated front-end ASICs made with 
radiation-hard 130 nm CMOS technology. Six such half-rings 

liquid cooling, the cyclic peak load and average heat load are 
below the recommended limit for the chosen material.

The constant irradiation of the target with high-energy 
photons will also stress the material, which will thus degrade 
with time. The properties as a radiative surface will suffer as 
well. More studies are needed to understand this process and 
to demonstrate that radiative cooling of the positron target is 
an option for long-term operation.

were assembled and commissioned at DESY and delivered to 
CMS. There, they were integrated into a carbon fibre structure 
with the pixel luminosity telescope (PLT), as shown in Fig. 2. 

In addition, a deadtime-free histogramming unit was developed 
that is able to read out and process high-rate data. The unit 
maps the arrival time of particles onto a time window 
corresponding to one turn of the beam in the LHC. The signals 
from the collision products and the beam halo particles will be 
counted separately. In particular, this unit allows the luminosity 
to be measured individually for each proton bunch. Since it is 
essential for optimising the LHC machine and the data quality 
at CMS, this bunch-by-bunch luminosity and background 
information will be transmitted to the CMS and LHC control 
rooms at 1 s intervals.  

Positrons non-stop 
for the ILCª
Keeping the target cool
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Luminosity is a key parameter for particle colliders. High luminosity allows precision measurements 
and access to rare processes. A key challenge is the measurement of the luminosity with sufficiently 
small errors. 

Measuring luminosityª
... from the ILC to the LHC



Figure 2

Plasma density (top) and β function, a quantity proportional to the squared beam size 

(bottom), along the transition from plasma to vacuum. Blue and green curves  

correspond to the density profiles with and without tailoring, respectively. The vertical 

dash-dotted line shows the location where the density has already fallen to a negligible 

value. The reduced beam divergence for the tailored profile (blue) is evident.

Figure 1

Overview of the beamline for transport 

and diagnostics of plasma-accelerated 

electron bunches
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Plasmas have the potential to offer a quantum leap in particle accelerator technology: they sustain electric  
fields of the order of 100 GV/m, three orders of magnitude larger than gradients achievable with supercon-
ducting radio-frequency cavities (see p. 48). The field of plasma-based particle acceleration has seen impressive 
progress in the last decade. While plasma-based accelerators are still quite far from supplying the beam quality 
and average power required for particle colliders at the energy frontier, applications in photon science, such as 
free-electron lasers (FELs), may become possible in the near future. The FLASHForward facility, which is currently 
being constructed at DESY, aims at demonstrating, for the first time, a plasma-driven FEL – by putting forward 
several advances to the current state of the art. Among these developments are a beamline for the extraction, 
diagnostics and transport of the plasma-accelerated electron beams to the undulators, and techniques to preserve 
the beam quality along the way.

Plasma wakefield acceleration 
A high-current, relativistic bunch of charged particles or an 
intense laser pulse propagating through a plasma initiates a 
collective motion of plasma electrons – the plasma wave. The 
displaced charges generate strong electric fields (wakefields) 
on the order of 10–100 GV/m. The wakefields co-propagate 
with the driving beam (particle bunch or laser pulse); another 
bunch of charged particles, placed behind the driver, may then 
be rapidly accelerated to relativistic energies by the wakefield.

Laser-driven wakefield acceleration experiments (LWFA) have 
shown steady progress over the last ten years. Currently, they 
are producing multi-GeV electron beams over just a few  
centimetres of plasma, with an energy spread of typically 1% to 
10%. So far, much fewer experimental studies have been  
performed with particle beams as drivers (PWFA), even though 
this technique may offer several advantages over LWFA, such 
as improved shot-to-shot stability and significantly higher 
average beam power. This preference of LWFA is, however,
understandable: lasers are much more readily available
than accelerators. Fortunately, things are different at DESY, 
one of the few laboratories in the world to operate accelerators 
that are perfectly suitable for PWFA experiments.

FLASHForward 
FLASHForward will study PWFA by using electron beams from 
the FLASH free-electron laser. An electron bunch is kicked out 
of the FLASH bunch train in the extraction section and trans-
ported to the beam-matching and -focusing section. Here, it is 
brought into the shape best suited for the subsequent plasma

interaction: parameters such as the transverse beam size have 
a dramatic impact on wakefield formation and therefore need 
to be carefully tuned. The heart of the experiment is a vacuum 
chamber holding the plasma cell – a sapphire capillary with 
an inner diameter of around 1 mm filled with a hydrogen or 
helium gas. A high-power laser ionises the gas and creates a 
plasma, which is struck by the focused electron beam shortly 
afterwards. The resulting wakefield accelerates the trailing or 
“witness” bunch, which can be either generated in the plasma 
itself or injected externally. After the drive and witness bunch 
exit the plasma, their properties are measured; the drive bunch is 
then removed by a collimator while the witness bunch is trans-
ported to the undulator where it produces the X-ray radiation.
Several major improvements set FLASHForward apart from 
previous PWFA experiments. One example is the high beam 
quality of the drive bunch: FLASH achieves much smaller 
emittances and bunch durations than ever used for PWFA, 
which promises higher quality of the produced bunches. 
Another example is the usage of newly developed plasma 
cells that allow e.g. for tunable plasma density profiles, which 
are needed for some types of experiments as well as to 
preserve the beam quality (see below).

Beam transport and diagnostics 
A further development distinguishing FLASHForward from 
earlier experiments is a dedicated beamline for the witness 
bunches. In the past, typically a dipole magnet was placed
right after the plasma in order to measure the energy spectrum
of the bunches. However, if one wants to use the beam further

Catching plasma-accelerated 
beamsª
On the way to applications of electrons from plasma wakefield accelerators

downstream, e.g. in an undulator, a proper transport system 
equipped with the necessary diagnostics is required. Such a 
beamline was developed for FLASHForward (Fig. 1). 

The initial section (beam capturing) consists of several  
quadrupole magnets focusing the divergent witness beam. 
After the quadrupoles, a dipole magnet acts as a broadband 
energy spectrometer. Several metres of drift space following 
the dipole are needed to reduce the size of the witness beam. 
At the point where the beam is sufficiently small, a collimator is 
located; it rejects the drive beam while the witness beam passes 
through unaffected. The emittance measurement section consists 
of another quadrupole magnet and a profiling screen. Finally, a 
high-resolution spectrometer precisely determines the energy 
distribution of the witness beam. Various diagnostics are located 
along the beamline, such as the longitudinal profile measurement 
using transition radiation or the diagnostics of the ionisation 
laser. After passing through the beamline, the beam may be 
manipulated further to demonstrate lasing in the undulator.

Beam quality preservation 
One of the most active areas of research in plasma-based
acceleration today is beam quality preservation. Apart from 
compactness, plasma accelerators have two further great 
advantages over conventional accelerators: the produced beams 
have small emittances and bunch durations. This, however, 
comes at a price. The beams are also highly divergent at the 
exit of the plasma cell, which leads to their rapid expansion; 
furthermore, they exhibit a relatively large energy spread of the 
order of 1%. The overall result is a rapid emittance blow-up.

Special measures have to be undertaken to avoid this quality 
degradation. One measure at FLASHForward is the optimisa-
tion of the capturing section of the aforementioned beamline. 
The strongest available electromagnetic quadrupoles, placed
close to the plasma cell, were chosen in order to focus the
beam as soon as possible and hence to minimise the distance
over which the emittance growth takes place.

Another important technique is “plasma tailoring”. By shaping 
the plasma density at the transition from plasma to vacuum, 
it is possible to reduce the divergence of the witness beam, 
which lessens its expansion on the way to the focusing 
quadrupoles (Fig. 2). Simulations show that this can practically 
solve the degradation problem, even with energy spreads as 
high as 1%. FLASHForward is the first attempt to system-
atically study and utilise this technique. The generation of 
high-quality electron beams and the demonstration of FEL-
lasing in the undulator will be a major step forward in the field 
of plasma wakefield acceleration.
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Astroparticle physicsª
Astroparticle physics at DESY explores the universe at high energies using photons and neutrinos. 

Experimental research at the DESY location in Zeuthen (Brandenburg) focuses on gamma-ray astronomy 

with the future Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) observatory and on neutrino physics and astronomy 

with the IceCube/IceTop detector at the South Pole (“Neutrino news from the South Pole”, p. 58)

DESY is also engaged in the ground-based telescopes H.E.S.S. in Namibia (“First results from the giant 

in the desert”, p. 60), VERITAS in Arizona, USA (“Gamma-ray transients observed with VERITAS”,    

p. 61) and MAGIC on La Palma, Spain, as well as the satellite-borne Fermi-LAT experiment (“Gamma 

rays from outer space”, p. 62). The data taken and analysed cover the energy ranges of 100 MeV to 

50 TeV in gamma-ray astronomy and 10 GeV to several PeV in neutrino astronomy. 

The experimental efforts are supported by a strong theory group, which researches a broad range  

of relevant high-energy phenomena in the universe. Gamma-ray and neutrino astronomy are tightly 

connected, as energetic gamma rays and neutrinos, being both electrically neutral, point back at 

their sources, which typically produce both particle types. Thus, combined multiwavelength and 

multimessenger studies provide insights into the types and mechanisms of cosmic accelerators 

(such as star explosions, matter-accreting black holes and pulsars) and the structure of the universe, 

and allow some of the most fundamental principles of physics to be tested.

Beyond the current activities, preparations are being made also at DESY for a next generation of 

experiments. IceCube-Gen2 is an extension of the currently operating IceCube neutrino telescope 

towards larger sensitivity for astrophysical neutrinos and lower energies for precision neutrino physics. 

The IceCube collaboration is currently entering into negotiations with funding agencies and working 

on a broad range of R&D activities (“IceCube-Gen2”, p. 63). The CTA gamma-ray observatory, built 

by a large international consortium, will observe the sky with unprecedented energy coverage, resolution 

and sensitivity. The CTA is rapidly nearing the final technical review and gearing up for the start of 

construction (“Getting ready for CTA”, p. 64). DESY is a major player in both activities.
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Figure 1

Energy spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos [4]

Figure 2

Sky map of predominantly astrophysical 

neutrinos [1]. (+: shower-like events,  

x: track-like events.)

Figure 3

Constraints on neutrino mixing parameters [7]
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In 2014, the IceCube neutrino observatory at the South Pole confirmed its 2013 discovery of  
astrophysical neutrinos and measured the energy spectrum of the neutrinos with much improved 
accuracy. Their sources are still mysterious, although IceCube’s multimessenger analyses have  
now ruled out some candidates. In addition, IceCube’s DeepCore subdetector delivered strong  
constraints on the neutrino masses and mixing parameters.  

The IceCube neutrino observatory
The IceCube neutrino observatory was completed in the winter 
of 2010/2011 and has since demonstrated, through its 
observations of neutrino interactions in the thick Antarctic ice 
of the South Pole, its considerable power to explore the 
universe. IceCube’s array of more than 5000 optical sensors, 
buried deep in a cubic kilometre of Antarctic ice, records the 
very rare collisions of neutrinos produced either in the Earth’s 
atmosphere or by distant astrophysical sources (see “Break-
through of the Year” in DESY Particle Physics 2013). After 
contributing to the construction of the detector, DESY is now 
strongly involved in its operation and the analysis of its data.

Neutrino astronomy
Following its discovery of astrophysical neutrinos, IceCube 
has increased its analysed data set to include a third year of 
data-taking, and has thereby raised the statistical significance 
of its observation to more than 5 σ [1] from just one data set. 
Furthermore, the signal has now been confirmed through the 
analysis of two other data sets [2, 3]. Finally, an analysis 
performed by DESY combined all of the available data sets 
and thereby placed tight constraints on the spectral shape of 
the astrophysical neutrino flux (Fig. 1); the energy spectrum 
was shown to be consistent with a power law with a spectral 
index γ = 2.50 ± 0.08, in the energy range between 10 TeV 
and several PeV [4].

The observation that the sky map of (mostly) astrophysical 
neutrinos (Fig. 2) is nearly isotropic, implies that the sources of 
the neutrinos are not inside our galaxy [1]. However, attempts 
to identify them in the IceCube data have so far failed. Using a 
multimessenger approach, which correlates sources known 
through optical observations with the astrophysical neutrinos, 
the DESY group has shown that one suspect, active galactic 
nuclei (AGNs) whose jets point towards the Earth (so-called 
blazars), cannot be the source [5]. A second candidate, 
gamma-ray bursts, has also been ruled out by the non-
observation of very bright and short neutrino bursts [6]. Thus, 
the hunt for the sources of astrophysical neutrinos continues. 

Determining neutrino properties
In addition, scientists are using IceCube to study the 
fundamental properties of the elusive neutrino itself. 
Motivated by a 2012 publication showing that the IceCube 
subdetector, DeepCore, is sensitive to neutrino oscillations, 
DESY researchers performed a much-improved analysis [7] 
in the low-energy range. The key observation is that fewer 
Earth-traversing muon neutrinos in the 25 GeV energy range 
are seen than would be naively expected from the known 
rate of atmospheric collisions. 

The reason for this is that the flavour of a neutrino can 
change (e.g. from a muon neutrino to an electron neutrino) 
due to flavour oscillations. In the data taken between May 
2011 and April 2014, about 5200 events were found, while 
7000 would be expected if the neutrinos had not oscillated. 
From an analysis of angular and energy spectra (Fig. 3), 
competitive constraints on the mass difference for neutrinos 
differing in flavour and on the neutrino mixing angle were 
derived; after only three years, IceCube achieved a 
measurement precision that the Super-Kamiokande 
experiment in Japan took 15 years to reach. The uncertainties 
on the IceCube results are larger than, but already 
comparable to, the most precise neutrino beam experiments, 
MINOS and T2K. As IceCube takes more data and its 
analysis methods are further improved, the gap may soon close.

Neutrino news from the South Poleª
Neutrino astronomy and neutrino physics with IceCube 
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Figure 1

Periodic gamma-ray pulses of the Vela pulsar in the data of the H.E.S.S. experiment. 

One phase is equivalent to 89 ms.

Figure 1

VERITAS telescope in Arizona, observing during moonlight (Credit: M. Hütten, DESY)

Figure 2

H.E.S.S. camera test  

bench in the construction 

hall at DESY in Zeuthen
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In 2014, the Cherenkov telescope system H.E.S.S. in Namibia performed the first ground-level 
measurement of pulsed gamma rays in the southern sky. This detection of cosmic gamma rays of  
30 GeV, which spectacularly demonstrates the experiment’s performance, was announced by the  
H.E.S.S. collaboration in July. The radiation originates from the Vela pulsar, the first pulsar  
detected by H.E.S.S. and – after the Crab pulsar – the second pulsar ever detected by ground-based 
gamma-ray telescopes. DESY engineers in Zeuthen also work on an electronics refurbishment of  
the four H.E.S.S. I cameras, which will allow the maximum science return of the mixed-size  
H.E.S.S. II system in its final years before the dawn of the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA).

H.E.S.S. II is a system of telescopes of different sizes that 
detect cosmic gamma rays in sync. The 28 m CT5 telescope, 
inaugurated in 2012, is placed in the centre of four 12 m 
telescopes that have been operational for more than  
10 years. It extends the energy range of the array to lower 
energies and allows for the detection of cosmic particle 
accelerators down to 30 GeV. Astroparticle physicists have 
now demonstrated this detection capability, with significant 
analysis contributions from the H.E.S.S. group at DESY: In 
cooperation with scientists from all over Europe, a tailor-
made reconstruction analysis was developed for these low-
energy gamma rays. In this way, the scientists were able to 
detect a pulsed, repeating gamma-ray signal in the energy 
range of 30 GeV (Fig. 1) and to attribute it to the Vela pulsar. 

This result opens the door to new observation possibilities 
of the inner galaxy.

In order to exploit the powerful mixed-size H.E.S.S. II array 
more efficiently, an upgrade of the 10 year old electronics of 
the photomultiplier cameras in the four smaller telescopes 
(CT1–4) is necessary. At DESY, an entirely renewed electronics 
concept was designed, which will be deployed on the first 
telescope in 2015. The system, which already uses 
technology in consideration for the CTA telescopes, will get 
a faster readout and network technology, a more versatile 
architecture of the data flow and several additional features 
to increase the operating reliability and reduce maintenance 
costs. Completion of the project is foreseen for summer 2016.
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Variable gamma-ray emission on time scales from minutes to 
months is observed from a number of astrophysical objects. 
Their sizes and masses extend from active galactic nuclei 
harbouring supermassive black holes of millions of solar 
masses to binary systems that consist of a star and a 
compact companion with masses of a few times the solar 
mass. Studies of variability shed light on the physical 
processes responsible for the acceleration; the determination 
of the characteristic timescales for particle acceleration and 
gamma-ray emission gives us an understanding of the size 
and location of the emission region.

The observation of variable emission patterns is challenging, 
as the rapid and aperiodic flaring is generally not predictable. 
Additionally, measurements with ground-based gamma-ray 
observatories are limited to dark nights. The transient nature 
requires a rapid turnaround of the data, so that flares can be 
captured during their evolution. This allows the observing 
schedule to be adapted and alerts to be sent out to other 
observatories. The DESY group shares responsibility for the 
VERITAS on-site next-day analysis, which returns high-
quality scientific results a few hours after the data have been 
recorded. 

Two scientific discoveries stand out among the VERITAS 
results in 2014. The binary LS I +61 303 exhibited bright and 
rapid variability, which had not been seen before in such 
objects. The system consists of a massive star and a compact 
object. VERITAS observations showed variability on timescales 
of less than a day. Gamma rays with energies of up to 10 TeV 
were measured during the flares, which revealed that the 
accelerating processes observed might be among the most 
efficient in astrophysical sources. 

The VERITAS discovery of a gamma-ray blazar (RGB 
J2243+203) over Christmas 2014 increases the number of 
known gamma-ray blazars to 56. This is yet another step 
towards a more complete measurement of the blazar 
population. As the large energetic outflows from active 
galactic nuclei have a significant impact on their 
environment, a precise measurement of their luminosity 
distribution will eventually result in a better understanding of 
their contribution to the high-energy universe.

Gamma-ray transients  
observed with VERITASª

First results from the  
giant in the desertª

How to catch short gamma-ray flares… and preparations for a major hardware upgrade in 2015

The VERITAS observatory, consisting of four 12 m imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes, is sensitive 
to gamma rays from cosmic accelerators at energies from 85 GeV to 30 TeV. DESY scientists measure 
and analyse transients and variable emission from gamma-ray sources, such as binary systems, active 
galactic nuclei and gamma-ray bursts. The DESY group contributed to the discovery of historically bright 
and fast flares from the binary LS I +61 303 and to the discovery of gamma-ray emission from the blazar 
RGB J2243+203.



Figure 1

Extragalactic X-ray and gamma-ray backgrounds measured by various instruments. 

The black dots and yellow band represent the new measurement by the Fermi-LAT [4]. 

Figure 1

Multi-PMT optical  

module that could be 

used for PINGU and the 

High-Energy Array
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The gamma-ray sky can be decomposed into individual 
sources, diffuse emission attributed to the interactions of 
galactic cosmic rays with gas and radiation fields, and a 
residual all-sky emission component presumed to be of 
extragalactic origin. This extragalactic gamma-ray background 
(EGB) originates from all the gamma-ray sources that are too 
faint to be detected as individual sources (e.g. sources in 
distant galaxies) and from gamma rays of processes that 
occur throughout the universe. Such processes may be 
astrophysical, or they might involve exotic physics like the 
annihilation of dark-matter particles into photons. Since the 
universe is transparent to gamma rays of MeV and GeV 
energies, the EGB is a measure of the total amount of gamma 
rays emitted by all the sources and gamma-ray-producing 
processes in the cosmos. Measurements of the EGB intensity 
and spectrum are therefore of fundamental importance. They 
can be used to constrain properties of astrophysical sources 
[1] as well as new physics models – from primordial black 
holes [2] to WIMP dark matter [3]. 

Led by a DESY researcher, the Fermi-LAT team has now 
measured this gamma-ray background from 100 MeV to 820 
GeV with improved precision and at higher energies than ever 
before [4]. The EGB spectrum shows a significant high-energy 
cut-off feature and can be well described over nearly four 
decades in energy by a power law with a spectral index of 
2.32 ± 0.02 and an exponential cut-off with a break energy of 
(279 ± 52) GeV. The total intensity above 100 MeV attributed 
to the EGB is (7.2 ± 0.6) × 10−6 photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1. 

A simple explanation of the measured total EGB spectrum 
from 100 MeV to nearly 1 TeV would be a single class of 
extragalactic sources producing gamma-ray spectra with 
spectral indices of about ∼ 2.3, and a roughly constant 
source density over the history of the universe. Interestingly, 
the distribution of spectral indices for individual sources 

Two findings have recently spurred interest in IceCube 
extensions. First, the discovery of astrophysical neutrinos 
marks the beginning of a new era of astronomical observation. 
Second, the DeepCore subdetector, a more densely 
instrumented array at the centre of IceCube, has demonstrated 
that precision measurements of neutrino oscillation parameters 
are possible in a natural medium. Extensions of the IceCube 
infrastructure (summarised under the name IceCube–Gen2) 
are now envisioned, which would advance the field in both of 
these directions. 

First, the even denser instrumentation of DeepCore would 
allow the energy threshold for atmospheric neutrinos to be 
lowered to below 10 GeV, making the detector sensitive to the 
matter effects of neutrino oscillations inside the Earth and 
allowing the fundamental question of the neutrino mass 
ordering to be addressed. The Precision IceCube Next 
Generation Upgrade (PINGU) proposal would measure the 
neutrino mass hierarchy with a statistical significance of 3 σ 
after only about 3.5 years of data taking. The PINGU letter of 
intent [1] was distributed to the community in January 2014.

detected by the Fermi-LAT above 10 GeV also peaks near 2.3. 
However, the actual origin of the EGB might be more complex 
with various extragalactic source classes contributing to the 
total emission. More sophisticated analyses are needed to 
fully understand how sources governed by so diverse physics 
as we see in the gamma-ray sky can produce a nearly 
featureless EGB spectrum over almost four decades in energy.

The second extension under consideration, the High-Energy 
Array, calls for up to 120 additional strings with an increased 
horizontal spacing and an instrumented volume of the order of 
10 km3. It could lead to the discovery of the sources of 
astrophysical neutrinos. In December 2014, our vision for the 
High-Energy Array [2] was published, and the optimisation of 
the detector design is proceeding with high momentum. 

Both PINGU and the High-Energy Array could be constructed 
with well-established techniques and therefore pose very little 
risk. More ambitious ideas are also being explored. For example, 
the optical modules with a single 10 inch photomultiplier tube 
(PMT) could be replaced by one of several devices now being 
developed that will have considerably larger photon collection 
area and/or lower noise. Figure 1 shows one such device: a 
multi-PMT optical module adapted by the Erlangen Centre for 
Astroparticle Physics (ECAP) from a model used by the KM3NeT 
experiment [3]. A second candidate is the wavelength-shifting 
optical module (WOM) that is being developed by a 
collaboration of DESY and the University of Mainz. A first 
prototype module is expected in summer 2015.

Present plans call for PINGU to be deployed first and to serve 
as a platform for testing these new types of optical module and 
studying their in-ice performance and, thereby, their usability 
for the High-Energy Array and other future projects in Antarctica.
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The Large Area Telescope (LAT) onboard the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope continuously surveys 
the gamma-ray sky at MeV and GeV energies. A new study, led by a DESY researcher, has measured the 
intensity of the diffuse glow of gamma rays that reach the Earth from all directions with better precision 
and at higher energies than ever before.  

The IceCube-Gen2 project is planning to improve the sensitivity of the South-Pole-sited IceCube neutrino 
observatory for astrophysical neutrinos and to extend its reach to lower energies to enable precision 
neutrino measurements. Extensive simulation studies and detector R&D are under way to define the next 
generation of neutrino telescopes.

Gamma rays from outer spaceª IceCube-Gen2ª
Extragalactic gamma-ray background observed with the Fermi Large Area Telescope Making IceCube fit for the future



Figure 1

12 m diameter MST prototype in Berlin-Adlershof

Figure 2

Simulated CTA survey image of the galactic plane for the inner region, −600 < l < 600, 

assuming a sensitivity of 2 mCrab and a population model considering only pulsar wind 

nebulae. CTA will discover about 1000 new gamma-ray sources.
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The next-generation gamma-ray observatory, the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), will be built 
by a global consortium. In 2016, it will likely enter the construction phase with major contributions  
from DESY. CTA will observe the highly active non-thermal universe at energies above 30 GeV with 
unprecedented clarity, with the aim of understanding, among others, the sources and acceleration 
mechanisms of cosmic particles and the nature of dark matter.

Characteristics of CTA
CTA will consist of two observatories, sited in the northern 
and southern hemispheres. Each observatory will comprise 
an array of 20–100 imaging Cherenkov telescopes that 
measure the faint Cherenkov flashes emitted by air showers of 
secondary particles produced by gamma rays and charged 
particles in the atmosphere. Telescopes of three different sizes 
will operate in tandem to open up a sensitive energy range 
from 30 GeV to 300 TeV. The sensitivity of CTA will allow the 
detection of an unprecedented number of gamma-ray 
sources with exceptionally high spatial, spectral and temporal 
resolution. The sensitivity of CTA to steady sources will be a 
factor of 10 better than that of current instruments. The 
remarkable increase of the photon detection area will make 
CTA five orders of magnitude (!) more sensitive to hour-long 
gamma-ray flares at 30 GeV than NASA's Fermi Large Area 

Telescope (Fermi-LAT). The large field-of-view of the CTA 
telescopes will dramatically enhance its surveying and 
monitoring capabilities, allowing for the first time a deep, 
spatially well-resolved survey of both the whole galactic plane 
and a quarter of the extragalactic sky in very-high-energy 
gamma rays. DESY groups are developing new observing 
modes for surveys, which will use the large number of CTA 
telescopes and will further improve CTA's monitoring ability. 
CTA will be the first open, proposal-driven observatory in 
ground-based gamma-ray astronomy with data products, tools 
and user support for guest observers.

Recent progress and schedule
CTA is the main project in gamma-ray astronomy at DESY. 
Group members hold various positions in the organisation of 
this international project and are responsible for the array 
control software and for the design and construction of the  
12 m diameter mid-sized telescopes (MSTs). The technical 
design report (TDR) for the MSTs, which includes a work 
breakdown structure, production and assembly schedules 
and cost estimates, has been largely completed. 2014 saw 
many improvements of the design based on experience 
gained with a prototype telescope in Berlin-Adlershof (Fig. 1). 
The mechanical structure was stiffened, and tracking and 
pointing accuracy were greatly improved; a feedback system 
for reducing wind-induced oscillations was tested; an 
optimised camera support structure, produced in Brazil, was 
tested on the prototype telescope and, based on these 
extensive tests, redesigned mirrors are now being produced 
industrially in France, Italy and Poland. Before the design will 
be frozen later in 2015, a full-sized FlashCam will be mounted 
to test the interfaces and camera-mounting procedures, and 

star-forming galaxies and active galactic nuclei. Cosmic rays 
are accelerated to energies of up to 1020 eV in unknown 
environments. In our own galaxy, the energy density of 
cosmic rays, gas pressure and magnetic fields is about the 
same, yet the connection between them, which is of great 
importance for the evolution of galaxies and galaxy clusters, is 
not well understood. CTA will address these issues by 
providing both a census of particle accelerators in the 
universe and high-precision measurements of bright, nearby 
sources such as young supernova remnants or the radio 
galaxy M87.

The unprecedented sensitivity of CTA will allow stringent 
tests of fundamental physics at high energies. For example, it 
will reach the sensitivity needed to observe the thermal-relic 
cross section for self-annihilating dark matter (DM) for a wide 
range of DM masses, including those inaccessible to the LHC 
at CERN. It will also be sensitive to the energy-dependent 
variations of the speed of light expected from quantum gravity 
theories. Axion-like particles, a subject in which DESY scientists 
are especially active, should make the universe more transparent 
to high-energy photons. The large number of extragalactic 
gamma-ray sources that will be seen by CTA should allow 
these predictions to be either verified or refuted with great 
precision.

an improved dish structure that could reduce costs, ease the 
assembly of dish and mirrors and improve accuracy will be tested.

In summer 2014, an interim legal entity, the CTAO GmbH, was 
established with DESY as one of its founding partners. Its tasks 
are the operation of the CTA Project Office through the pre-
production and production phases, the preparation of the site 
decisions and the funding approval, and the management of 
the construction of the observatories. 

In spring 2015, a critical design review will take place. It should 
certify that the CTA design has the technical maturity to go into 
construction. Site decisions are expected by the end of 2015, 
so that in early 2016, an international agreement on the start 
of funding could be reached and construction could begin. 
Early science runs with a partially completed array can be 
expected in 2017. Already then, CTA will be the world’s most 
sensitive gamma-ray observatory. Completion of construction 
and full sensitivity are expected for 2020.

Main science drivers for CTA
The main science goals of CTA were formulated, with 
substantial contributions from the DESY CTA group, as part of 
the TDR. Research at CTA will cover three major themes: 
understanding the origin and role of relativistic cosmic particles; 
probing extreme environments, such as those around neutron 
stars and black holes; and exploring frontiers in physics, such 
as the nature of dark matter, quantum gravity effects and the 
search for axion-like particles. 

Relativistic particles play a major role in a wide range of 
astrophysical systems, from supernova explosions to  

Getting ready for CTAª
Last steps towards the start of construction
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Theoretical physicsª
One of DESY’s assets is a rich theory portfolio that ranges from collider phenomenology through 

cosmology to lattice gauge theory and string theory. Theorists in these different fields are 

collaborating closely – frequently stimulating new ideas and methods – and they maintain strong 

ties to the experimental groups. This is particularly beneficial in these exciting times where new 

LHC results and cosmological observations may bring us closer to understanding key questions 

about matter and the universe.

DESY theorists provide guidance to the experimentalists at the LHC and elsewhere, leading e.g. the 

efforts to determine the properties of the Higgs boson (“Cornering the Higgs”, p. 72). Similarly, 

astroparticle theorists work on integrating the multitude of cosmic-ray data into a consistent 

multimessenger picture of potential sources (“Where do the cosmic rays come from?”, p. 68).  

In cosmology, the study of dark matter provides a strong link to collider physics (“Precision physics 

probes dark matter”, p. 70). 

The string theory and lattice gauge theory activities at DESY provide groundbreaking results.  

String theorists strive to get a handle on the low-energy behaviour of gauge theories, which cannot 

be tackled by the usual methods of expanding in a small coupling constant (“What happens at strong 

coupling?”, p. 78), whereas lattice calculations have made progress in characterising an intriguing 

property of quantum chromodynamics (“Testing spontaneous symmetry breaking in QCD”, p. 76). 

Both lines of research aim at a deeper understanding of gauge theories, which are the basic 

language for our present description of the microcosm. 
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Figure 1

Cosmic-ray fluxes compared to HiRes data (left panel) and neutrino fluxes compared to IceCube data (right panel), described by two different  

parameter sets leading to different cosmic-ray escape mechanisms (solid and dashed curves). Both models describe the cosmic-ray data at the highest

energies (left panel, grey-shaded region), whereas the prompt neutrino flux prediction is very different (right panel). Adapted from Ref. [2].
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The most energetic cosmic rays observed today are presumably of extragalactic origin because they cannot 
be trapped by the magnetic fields in the Milky Way. Prime candidates for their origin are gamma-ray bursts – 
violent explosive ejections of material from a central engine at ultrarelativistic speeds. Neutrino observations 
start to probe this hypothesis, and the theory of the sources is key to a self-consistent multimessenger 
picture of gamma rays, neutrinos and cosmic rays.

Neutrino astronomy has made groundbreaking advances in 
recent years, including the detection of a diffuse flux of 
highly energetic neutrinos of yet unknown origin by the 
IceCube experiment at the South Pole. The sensitivity to 
individual source classes depends on the efficiency with 
which the atmospheric muon and neutrino backgrounds can 
be rejected. A very successful strategy – so-called transients 
– can be used for astrophysical explosions: here, the timing 
information from gamma-ray satellite experiments, such as 
the Fermi Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor, can be used to reduce 
the search time window such that these backgrounds 
basically vanish. Therefore, the sensitivity to gamma-ray 
bursts is among the best of any individual object class 
detectable in a neutrino telescope. No neutrinos from 
gamma-ray bursts have been seen yet, and the current limit 
exceeds the observed flux by one order of magnitude, which 
challenges conventional production models for neutrinos in 
gamma-ray bursts [1].

If gamma-ray bursts are the sources of the highest-energy 
cosmic rays, the cosmic rays must interact with radiation in 
the sources, leading to secondary pions – and therefore 
neutrinos. There are several unknowns in this connection: for 

instance, the neutrino production efficiency depends on the 
radiation density in the source, which can be only crudely 
estimated from gamma-ray observations. In specific scenarios, 
however, the connection between neutrinos and cosmic rays 
is tight. Consider, for instance, the Δ resonance process:

Here, the neutrons and the charged pions, which will quickly 
decay into muons and neutrinos, are produced together by 
the same interaction. The neutrons may easily escape from 
the source because they are electrically neutral and cannot 
therefore be trapped by magnetic fields. Since they will decay 
into protons on the way to Earth, they could be a plausible 
candidate for the observable cosmic-ray protons. In this 
simple theory, the cosmic rays and neutrinos are intimately 
connected – no matter how often the process occurs in the 
source. Normalising the proton flux from all sources to the 
observed cosmic-ray spectrum at the highest energies, one 

Where do the cosmic
rays come from?
Neutrinos test theories for the origin of the most energetic cosmic rays

can therefore predict the neutrino flux and compare it to 
observations. However, this scenario has been clearly 
excluded by recent neutrino data (see solid curves in Fig. 1).

This result imposes challenges on theory: Can the paradigm 
that gamma-ray bursts are the sources of the most energetic 
cosmic rays be ruled out? Or, perhaps, is this picture too 
simple? One of the keys to these questions is the cosmic-
ray escape mechanism. If the primary protons in the process 
mentioned above can escape, the direct correlation with the 
neutrino production will be destroyed. We demonstrated 
that, even if the protons are trapped by magnetic fields, a 
fraction of them can leak out from the source. This leakage 
depends on the gamma-ray burst parameters and is the 
most conservative assumption one can make for direct 
proton escape. It may plausibly explain the non-observation 
of gamma-ray burst neutrinos even if these objects are the 
sources of the most energetic cosmic rays [2] (see dashed 
curves in Fig. 1). 

In the standard theory of prompt gamma-ray burst emission, 
relativistic ejecta emitted from a central engine collide. In 
these collisions, shocks are formed and particles are 

accelerated. From this theory, it is expected that gamma-ray 
bursts are highly dynamical objects with emissions from 
different collision radii. Current results indicate that both 
neutron escape and direct leakage are competitive 
mechanisms present in most gamma-ray bursts – but at 
different radii [3]. Since data from the Pierre Auger 
Observatory in Argentina point towards a heavier composition 
of cosmic rays at the highest energies, future research will 
have to include the production and escape mechanisms of 
heavy nuclei. These processes will be investigated within a 
European Research Council (ERC) Consolidator Grant funded 
by the European Union with 1.75 million euro, named 
“Neutrinos and the origin of the cosmic rays“, which was 
awarded to DESY physicist Walter Winter.
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Figure 2

Bounds in the parameter plane spanned by the pseudoscalar mass  

and the coupling of the pseudoscalar to Standard Model states. The grey 

region is excluded by experimental bounds on rare meson decays.  

In the green region, the galactic centre excess can be explained with 

pseudoscalar mediators.

Figure 1

Feynman diagrams showing the  

annihilation of dark-matter  

particles into Standard Model states 

mediated by a pseudoscalar exchange 

particle (top).

Because of loop diagrams, the coupling 

of the pseudoscalar also induces  

flavour-changing couplings, which  

can be constrained by rare meson  

decays (bottom).
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While it is now firmly established that most of the matter in the universe is in the form of dark matter,  
the latter’s nature remains a stubborn mystery. Current searches, however, might have seen the first glimpse  
of its particle physics identity. 

There is overwhelming evidence for the existence of dark 
matter over a very large range of astrophysical scales, 
ranging from galactic to the largest observable scales in the 
universe. However, despite tremendous theoretical and 
experimental efforts over the past few decades, dark matter 
remains elusive, and its particle nature remains one of the 
great unknowns. Although the presence of dark matter has 
been inferred solely through gravitational interactions, it is 
very likely that dark-matter particles possess some non-
gravitational (i.e. stronger) interactions, which would provide 
a production mechanism for them in the early universe. 
These additional interactions would imply that dark matter is 
detectable in several different ways: directly, through 
scattering off ordinary atoms in shielded underground 
detectors; indirectly, through observation of dark-matter 
annihilation products with satellites, balloons and ground-
based telescopes; at accelerator experiments, finally, by 
attempting to produce it by colliding Standard Model 
particles at very high energies. 

All these searches are currently being performed by a vast 
number of experiments. Neither direct-detection nor collider 
searches observe any signal, and they therefore provide 
strong bounds on the interactions of dark matter with 
Standard Model states. Indirect searches, on the other 
hand, suggest ongoing dark-matter annihilations in the 
galactic centre. More specifically, the Fermi-LAT instrument 
observes an excess of diffuse GeV energy gamma-ray 
emission from the galactic centre that could be explained by 
dark-matter annihilations. What is particularly intriguing 
about the dark matter explanation is that the required 

annihilation cross section is roughly what is needed to 
explain its relic abundance.

A natural question is therefore whether there are any viable 
particle physics models for dark matter that could explain 
the Fermi excess while being compatible with other 
searches. To put this question onto firm ground, one has to 
specify how the dark-matter particles actually interact with 
Standard Model particles. Amongst the many possibilities is 
a well-motivated assumption that the interactions are 
mediated by an additional new particle that couples very 
weakly to the visible sector (Fig. 1).

One possibility is that the new particle is a pseudoscalar  
(a particle that – unlike an ordinary scalar – looks different 
when viewed through a mirror), which is particularly 
interesting for several reasons. First, the recent discovery of 
the Higgs boson gives convincing evidence that fundamental 
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scalars exist. Furthermore, many extensions of the Higgs 
sector naturally include additional pseudoscalar states. 
Pseudoscalar mediators are at the same time attractive from 
a purely phenomenological point of view, since they predict 
a very low event rate for direct-detection experiments. They 
thus satisfy most of the severe constraints on dark-matter 
interactions, but could also be responsible for the Fermi 
gamma-ray excess.

There are stringent constraints, however, on new states 
coupling to Standard Model particles. For example, although 
not present at the classical level, quantum mechanical 
effects induce couplings of the pseudoscalar (denoted “A”), 
which would lead to so-called flavour violation, e.g. the 
transition from a bottom to a strange quark (see bottom of 
Fig. 1). At low energies, quarks are bound in hadrons;  
a bottom quark in a B meson and a strange quark in a kaon. 
Flavour-changing transitions such as b→s or s→d would 
therefore lead to rare meson decays, such as B→K, A or 
K→π, A. The experimental observation that these decays 
are very rare, implies that the pseudoscalar couplings are 
very weak. Flavour observables therefore provide a unique 
opportunity to constrain the interactions of the dark sector 
with Standard Model particles via a light mediator. The 
resulting bounds on the coupling to Standard Model states 
as a function of the pseudoscalar mass are shown in Fig. 2.

The analysis shows that pseudoscalars with couplings large 
enough to explain the galactic centre excess have to be 
heavier than about 5 GeV in order not to be ruled out by rare 
decays, demonstrating that flavour physics is a valuable tool 
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in the challenge to identify the properties of dark matter and 
its interaction with us.

The overall realisation is that dark matter coupled to ordinary 
matter via pseudoscalar mediators with masses above that 
of B mesons is a natural explanation for the observed excess 
in gamma rays from the galactic centre. In order to confirm 
that this excess is really due to dark-matter annihilations, it 
should also be observed in other regions of the sky, with 
corresponding signals in e.g. dwarf spheroidal galaxies of 
the Milky Way – something that is on Fermi-LAT’s agenda 
and should be clarified in the next couple of years. 

To further pin down the particle nature of dark matter, 
however, laboratory searches are essential, with searches 
for flavour violation playing a major role. More specifically, if 
dark matter indeed couples via a pseudoscalar mediator, 
this might soon be inferred from an improved measurement 
of the rare decay Bs→μ+μ-, demonstrating again the 
complementarity of particle physics and astrophysics that 
will be crucial to unravelling one of the greatest mysteries of 
all time – the nature the dark matter in our universe.



Figure 1

At lowest order, the 

Higgs is produced  

with no transverse  

momentum.

Figure 2

The Higgs can receive non-zero transverse momentum by recoiling against a gluon (left), a W or Z vector boson (middle), or quarks in vector boson fusion (right).

Figure 3

Counting jets by 

dividing up the jet 

phase space

Figure 4

Measured Higgs cross section (data points) as a function of different kinematical quantities compared to theory predictions
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After the discovery of a Higgs boson by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC at CERN in 2012, a major 
quest is to study the interactions of the new particle in detail. For this purpose, the production of Higgs 
particles is being measured in as many different decay channels and kinematic configurations as possible: 
the Higgs can be produced at rest, or with sizeable transverse momentum, with or without additional 
hadronic jets, together with W and Z bosons, or together with heavy quarks. Precise theory predictions for all 
measured kinematic regions are needed.

In order to precisely test how the newly discovered Higgs 
boson interacts with all the other particles in the Standard 
Model – and if it possibly interacts with other, still unknown 
particles – we have to take a very detailed look at the Higgs 
events recorded by the ATLAS and CMS experiments. An 
important classification of these events is done using kinematic 
quantities, i.e. analysing whether the Higgs boson is produced 
almost at rest or with significant transverse momentum 
recoiling against a hadronic jet or a W or Z boson.

In events with no additional hard jets in the final state, 
momentum conservation forces the Higgs boson to have low 
transverse momentum. This is the case for the leading-order 
contribution to the cross section of the dominant gg→H 
production process (Fig. 1), and consequently this is what is 

observed in most of the events. Occasionally, however, in the 
process of producing a Higgs via gluon fusion, an energetic 
gluon is radiated, as shown in Fig. 2 (left). In this case, the 
Higgs boson has large transverse momentum, which balances 
against the transverse momentum of the gluon. The gluon 
itself will subsequently appear in the detector as a hadronic 
jet with large transverse momentum. 

The Higgs can also be produced by coupling to W or Z bosons, 
as is also shown in Fig. 2 (centre and right). In these cases, 
the Higgs also tends to have large transverse momentum. 
Hence, to distinguish the different cases in Fig. 2, just 
measuring the transverse momentum of the Higgs itself is not 
enough. Instead, one needs to identify what kind of additional 
objects there are in the final state. That is, one needs to count 
the number of jets and of W or Z bosons. (Knowing the 
precise number of jets is also important for distinguishing 
Higgs events from background events, for example in the 
H→WW decay channel.)

dominant perturbative corrections to all orders in the strong 
coupling constant. In this way, accurate theory predictions 
can be obtained also for more differential cross sections that 
depend on additional momentum scales.

The left plot in Fig. 4 shows the Higgs production cross section 
as a function of the transverse momentum of the hardest jet 
in the event. The right plot shows the cross section as a 
function of a novel jet variable that combines the jet's 
transverse momentum and rapidity, providing a different 
slicing of the allowed jet phase space. The data points show 
the measurements performed by the ATLAS experiment in 
the H→γγ channel; the DESY ATLAS group was strongly 
involvement in this measurement (see p. 30). The blue and 
orange bands show our theory predictions [1, 2] at first and 
second order in resummed perturbation theory. For the jet 
transverse momentum on the left, these are the most precise 
theory predictions to date. The theory predictions on the right 
are the first for this observable. They are currently being 
extended to the second order and are expected to reach a 
similarly high precision.

With the new data from the upcoming LHC Run 2, we can 
expect a substantial decrease in the experimental uncertainties, 
thus allowing even more precise studies of differential Higgs 
cross sections.

To count the number of jets in the final state, the jet phase 
space is divided according to the measured transverse 
momenta of the jets. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the case of 
0 jets, 1 jet and 2 or more jets.

To make use of such detailed measurements, one also requires 
more detailed theory predictions for the cross section as a 
function of the Higgs boson transverse momentum or of the 
transverse momentum and number of jets. However, adding 
more details on top of the calculation of the total Higgs 
production cross section inevitably makes the predictions 
more involved. In particular, the jet momentum introduces 
sensitivity to a new energy scale, which induces large 
corrections at each order in the perturbative series. By 
employing an effective field theory description of jets and 
their interactions, we can break up the calculation into smaller 
and more manageable pieces, each describing the physics at 
a specific energy scale. Using renormalisation group 
evolution in the effective theory then allows us to sum up the 
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The present precision of the deep-inelastic world data requires QCD analyses and fits of the heavy quark 
masses mc and mb at 3-loop order [1]. While the massless corrections to this order are available, the heavy-
flavour corrections are currently being computed. The results of these calculations will allow the precision 
data on QCD scaling violations taken at DESY’s former HERA collider to be fully exploited at a theoretical 
accuracy that is better than the current experimental resolution. 

The focus is on analytic calculations in the region  
Q2 >> mQ

2, which holds at the 1% level for the structure 
function F2(x, Q2) if Q2/m2 ≥ 10, and is a very good 
approximation for charm in HERA’s kinematic regime. The 
3-loop heavy-flavour corrections will allow the present 
theory errors on the parton distributions to be significantly 
reduced and thus provide refined input distributions for 
precision measurements at the LHC for various important 
observables studied there. 

In 2009, a first milestone in the present research programme 
was accomplished – the calculation of a series of Mellin 
moments [2]. Later, we also studied a new class of 3-loop 
diagrams that contain both charm and bottom corrections, 
and computed their moments. Very recently, all logarithmic 
corrections were computed for the Wilson coefficients 
contributing to F2(x, Q2) and for all transition matrix elements 
in the variable flavour number scheme (VFNS) to 3-loop 
order. Here, also the first two complete Wilson coefficients 
contributing at 3-loop order, Lg(x, Q2) and Lq

   (x, Q2), were 

calculated. For the case of the longitudinal structure 
function FL(x, Q2), the asymptotic 3-loop corrections are also 
known.

In the case of charged-current interactions, including single 
heavy-quark excitation, the 1-loop calculation had to be 
repeated because of conflicting results in the literature. At 
next-to-leading order (NLO), we corrected an earlier result 
by other authors. 

We have by now also obtained complete results for a series 
of operator matrix elements (OMEs) and massive Wilson 
coefficients at 3-loop order, respectively, and the OMEs of 
complete contributions to individual colour factors. The 
contributions of O(NF T F

 CF,A ) to all OMEs were calculated, 
as were those of O(T F

 CF,A ) to Agg,Q. The solution of special 
higher topologies for ladder-, Benz- and V-graphs was 
worked out completely. So far, complete 3-loop results were 
obtained for the massive gluonic OME Agq,Q and in the non-
singlet Aqq,Q

  and pure singlet AQq
   cases [3,4]. In Fig. 1, we 

illustrate as one example the size of the 2- and 3-loop 
flavour pure singlet contributions, which are significant.

In the course of these calculations, various mathematical 
and computer-algebraic technologies had to be newly 
developed, up to new mathematical function spaces and 
analytic algebraic integration techniques. A recent review on 
these is given in Ref. [5]. These techniques are generally 
available for loop calculations in the case of other important 
high-energy processes with one and more mass scales.  
The analytic calculation of Feynman diagrams has thus a 
considerable impact on neighbouring disciplines like 
mathematics and computer algebra. 

The present heavy-flavour corrections will help to improve our 
knowledge of fundamental parameters of the Standard Model 
and of the parton densities. In particular, high-luminosity 
measurements at proposed facilities such as the Electron–Ion 
Collider (EIC) or the Large Hadron Electron Collider (LHeC) [6] 
could test these corrections in further detail.
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Figure 1

Charm contribution by the Wilson coefficient HQq
    to the structure function F2 (x, Q2) as a function of x and Q2,  

choosing Q2 = μ 2 and mc = 1.59 GeV (on-shell scheme) using the parton distributions ABM12 [4]



Figure 2

Square of the mass of the pion as a function of the quark mass (in the renormalisation-

group-invariant convention), together with the prediction of the effective theory (line 

with error bands), given in terms of the chiral condensate

Figure 1

European sites coordinated by the NIC group.  

There are two Europe-wide collaborations, Coordinated 

Lattice Simulations (CLS) and the European Twisted 

Mass Collaboration (ETMC). The NIC group plays the 

leading role in driving the generation of the basic gluon 

field configurations on which physical observables are  

to be determined. 
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The research group “Particle Physics” at the John von Neumann Institute for Computing (NIC) at DESY is 
concerned with non-perturbative computations of quantum field theories. A particular emphasis is on  
quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of the strong interactions between quarks and gluons (see p. 36). 
The NIC group recently achieved a quantitative determination of the chiral condensate as the order parameter 
of chiral symmetry breaking. The non-perturbative approach of lattice field theory was used to compute  
values of the chiral condensate. Employing two lattice discretisations, consistent results were found in the 
continuum limit, thus providing a most valuable crosscheck. 

In the lattice QCD formulation, QCD is constructed on a 
discrete Euclidean lattice. Besides being a theoretically 
sound definition of QCD, lattice QCD also allows a numerical 
evaluation of the path integral that is taken to quantise the 
system to be performed. 

The NIC group is leading and coordinating large collaborations 
of European institutes (Fig. 1) that perform large-scale 
computations in lattice QCD. The group is driving the effort to 
generate gluon field configurations, which are the basic data of 
lattice QCD, similar to single “events” at collider experiments. 
Physical observables are (sometimes complicated) functions 
of these field configurations, and the NIC group also engages 
in their design and evaluation. Other topics of the broad 
research programme are fundamental parameters of QCD, 
transition matrix elements and electroweak and flavour physics. 

When QCD is considered for massless quarks, the Lagrangian 
of the theory is invariant under the exchange of left-handed 
and right-handed quarks – a phenomenon called chiral 
symmetry. By developing a chiral condensate, this symmetry 
can be spontaneously broken in the ground state. This 
mechanism leads to important consequences, the most 
notable one being that Goldstone modes are generated that 
manifest themselves as the pions. It explains why the pions 
as observed in nature are much lighter than other hadrons. 
The mechanism also removes the mass degeneracy of 
individual hadrons (e.g. the proton) with a partner of opposite 
parity, which would have to be there if chiral symmetry was 
not broken. The world would look very different without this 
symmetry breaking!

It is therefore of fundamental interest to test whether the 
phenomenon of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking 

indeed emerges from QCD and to quantitatively determine 
the value of the order parameter, the chiral condensate. 

For the evaluation of the chiral condensate – a main activity 
of the NIC group – two formulations of lattice QCD were 
employed. Their predictions differ at finite discretisation 
length of the theory. In the limit of zero discretisation length, 
i.e. the continuum limit, both results agree, which provides 
an excellent crosscheck.

The computations themselves were carried out using a 
method based on the Banks–Casher relation: the chiral 
condensate is given by the density of low-lying eigenvalues 
of the Dirac operator, which can be evaluated in a 
mathematically clean way by using so-called spectral 
projectors introduced by L. Giusti and M. Lüscher.

Based on gluon field configurations generated by both the 
CLS and the EMTC collaboration, the chiral condensate 
could be computed at various values of the lattice spacing, 
and for different physical volumes and a number of quark 
masses. This allowed the systematic errors of the calculations 
to be estimated on a quantitative level. In particular, it 
became possible to perform the limits to the continuum and 
also to zero quark mass. For the calculations, either only the 
first quark generation (up and down quarks) or the full first 
two quark generations (including the strange and the charm 
quark) were employed. 

As a result, both collaborations found consistent values of 
the dimensionless quantity r0Σ 1/3, where r0 is a hadronic 
quantity related to the static potential between quarks  
(r0 ≈ 0.5 fm) and Σ denotes the chiral condensate. The 
obtained values are r0Σ 1/3 = 689(33) (ETMC) and 

r0Σ1/3 = 665(22) (CLS) for the case of only the lightest quark 
family and r0Σ 1/3 = 680(29) (ETMC) when the second family is 
also included. 

The observed consistency of these values of r0Σ 1/3 provides  
a most valuable crosscheck for these non-perturbative 
computations. Using the experimentally measured value of 
the kaon decay constant as input, the physical value of r0 
can be determined. The resulting value of the chiral condensate 
obtained by CLS is [Σ MS(2 GeV)]1/3 = 263(5) MeV. This result 
will influence the next review by the Flavour Lattice 
Averaging Group (FLAG) of low-energy properties of QCD 
computed using lattice QCD methods.

The Banks–Casher relation is not the only relation in which 
the chiral condensate enters, and in order to complete the 
picture, it is interesting to demonstrate that the numerical 
values obtained above are consistent with other 
expectations. In particular, the Gell-Mann–Oakes–Renner 
relation, i.e. the quark mass dependence of the pion masses, 
is an ideal tool due to the available high-accuracy results. 
The Banks-Casher relation was therefore studied by the CLS 
and ETMC collaborations. And indeed, the numerical value 
of the chiral condensate obtained from the Banks–Casher 
relation predicts the mass dependence seen in Fig. 2. This is 
a numerical proof that the picture of spontaneously broken 
chiral symmetry in QCD is indeed correct.

Most of the numerical calculations were performed at the 
Gauss Centre for Supercomputing (GCS), Germany’s 
foremost supercomputing institution. Computing time was 
awarded to the NIC group through successful applications at 
the GCS itself or through the Partnership for Advanced 
Computing in Europe (PRACE). 
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Figure 1

The particle spectrum of supersymmetry (Source: CERN) 
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Gauge theories play a fundamental role in theoretical particle physics. They describe the interactions that bind 
the quarks into hadrons. It is well understood how these interactions behave at high energies: thanks to the 
phenomenon of “asymptotic freedom”, the effective strength of the interactions depends on the energy scale 
and goes to zero for large energies. It is much less well understood how the interactions between quarks 
and gluons behave at low energies: the experimental evidence indicates that the interactions become strong 
enough to prevent complete separation of the quarks bound in a hadron (“confinement”). The theoretical 
understanding of this phenomenon has, however, remained elusive. Recently, the DESY theory group shed light 
on duality phenomena that could lead to an explanation of confinement. 

When the interactions are weak, one may approximate the 
resulting effects reasonably well using perturbation theory. 
However, the calculation of higher-order effects in 
perturbation theory very quickly gets cumbersome. It is 
furthermore well known that additional effects exist that 
cannot be seen using perturbation theory. As an example, 
exponentially suppressed contributions to the effective 
interactions are caused by quantum-mechanical tunneling 
effects called instantons. From this point of view, the task of 
understanding the strong-coupling behaviour of gauge 
theories looks rather hopeless: it would require complete 
control over all perturbative and non-perturbative effects. In 
consequence, understanding the strong-coupling behaviour 
of gauge theories remains an important challenge for 
quantum field theory. 

However, thanks to a phenomenon called duality, the 
situation has turned out to be better than one might thus 

have expected, at least in some gauge theories. Roughly 
speaking, duality means that there exist new field variables 
allowing us to construct a new perturbative expansion around 
a strong-coupling limit. The effectiveness of this perturbative 
expansion is controlled by a parameter that becomes small at 
strong coupling. In some examples, one may identify the 
expansion parameter with the inverse of the original coupling 
constant. The new field variables may be complicated 
functions of the old ones. Nevertheless, whenever the duality 
phenomenon is realised, it opens a window that gives a clear 
view on certain non-perturbative phenomena.

Early proposals of G. 't Hooft for the explanation of confinement 
used a conjectured variant of the duality phenomenon called 
electric–magnetic duality. It was furthermore conjectured by 
A. Polyakov and others that instantons play a key role for 
the emergence of electric–magnetic dualities. Verifying such 
proposals seemed hopeless for quite some time. However, 
thanks to some recent spectacular developments in the 
investigation of supersymmetric versions of the gauge 
theories, there now exists a large class of example gauge 
theories where the duality conjectures have been confirmed 
with the help of some highly non-trivial calculations. Certain 
important physical quantities, such as expectation values of 
Wilson loops, have been calculated exactly in a series of 
works pioneered by V. Pestun. The existence of 
supersymmetry (SUSY) helps to study these examples. 
SUSY describes relations between bosons and fermions 
that may imply that most quantum corrections from bosonic 
degrees of freedom cancel against similar contributions 
coming from the fermions. Whatever remains may be 
exactly calculable.

quantities in the corresponding four-dimensional gauge 
theory.
 
Direct physical arguments can then be used to demonstrate 
the validity of the predictions coming from string theory. We 
now have a precise abstract mathematical description of the 
quantum-mechanical system governing the dynamics of the 
average values. This may be used to derive highly non-trivial 
quantitative results on certain physical quantities, like Wilson 
loop expectation values in large families of supersymmetric 
gauge theories. With the help of these results, one may in 
particular analyse the origin of electric–magnetic dualities in 
great detail. As had been suspected for a long time, they are 
indeed the result of a resummation of instanton effects. This 
type of reasoning can furthermore be used to offer an 
explanation for the remarkable relations to two-dimensional 
conformal field theories recently discovered by L. Alday,  
D. Gaiotto and Y. Tachikawa, which have stimulated a huge 
amount of work in this field.

Even if supersymmetry has been crucial for getting exact 
results on gauge theories up to now, it seems likely that some 
of the lessons that can be learned by analysing supersymmetric 
field theories will hold in larger generality. As mentioned 
above, it had been conjectured for a long time that instantons 
play a key role for the behaviour of gauge theories at strong 
coupling. The exact results discussed above illustrate the 
importance of instanton effects beautifully. One may therefore 
hope that the study of supersymmetric field theories will allow 
us to further deepen our insights into non-perturbative 
phenomena in quantum field theories.

It is clearly important to better understand how the duality 
phenomena come about. Recent work in the DESY theory 
group has shed some light on this question. It is often useful 
to regard space–time as the limit of a family of spaces of 
finite volume. The average values of all fields then represent 
particularly important observable quantities that have to be 
treated quantum-mechanically. Under certain conditions, one 
may argue that the dynamics of these average values 
dominates the physics at low energies. In supersymmetric 
field theories, for example, it is in many cases possible to 
demonstrate that the dynamics of the average values 
decouples from the fluctuations around the average values, 
as demonstrated in the work of V. Pestun and others. 
Understanding the dynamics of the average values is then 
sufficient for answering important physical questions about 
the low-energy dynamics.

Analysing the dynamics of the average values in finite-volume 
spaces may therefore help us to understand the origin of 
duality phenomena. If a duality occurs in a given gauge 
theory, it must be reflected in the low-energy physics. If the 
dynamics of the average values display a duality 
phenomenon, this strongly indicates that a similar 
phenomenon must be realised in the full theory: whatever the 
dynamics of the theory may be, it must be consistent with the 
dynamics of its average values.

The dynamics of the average values was recently determined 
exactly at DESY for an interesting family of supersymmetric 
gauge theories. It has an elegant description related to the 
mathematics of closed curves on two-dimensional surfaces. 
String theory offers a convenient framework guiding us to this 
prediction and to many possible generalisations. The gauge 
theories of interest are regarded as low-energy limits of string 
theories defined on higher-dimensional space–times with a 
compact part. The physics at low energies is effectively four-
dimensional, but field content and dynamics are determined 
by the geometry of the compact part. If the compact part 
contains a two-dimensional surface, one gets a very direct 
link between closed curves on this surface and observable 
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Other experiments and 
experimental facilitiesª
DESY prides itself on its numerous smaller-scale experimental activities – its so-called 

“programme-independent research” and its state-of-the-art facilities that support research and 

R&D activities. 

Currently, three small-scale experiments are being carried out at DESY: The OLYMPUS experiment  

(p. 82) aims at understanding discrepancies in different measurements of the proton’s electric-to-

magnetic form factor ratio. The ALPS experiment (“Any Light Particle Search II”, p. 84) is a highly 

competitive light-shining-through-the-wall experiment that searches for hypothetical weakly interacting 

slim particles such as hidden photons or axion-like particles. Finally, the GRAVI experiment (p. 86) 

tests the law of gravitation at extremely small accelerations. 

The test beam facility makes use of electron and positron beams delivered by the DESY II 

synchrotron. The facility is in high demand in many different communities and, in 2014, underwent 

major upgrade and refurbishment work (“All new in the test beam hall”, p. 88). The DESY Grid & 

Cloud Centre provides first-class computing resources to the German and international particle and 

astroparticle physics communities (“Grid and NAF at DESY”, p. 90). The electronics workshop 

expanded its expertise in bonding methods for detector components to be used in the LHC detector 

upgrades (“In-house bonding methods for 2D detectors”, p. 92). The library, finally, achieved major 

developments of the INSPIRE system and of the DESY publication database that already houses 14 

300 publications in full text (“Inspire” and “DESY publication database”, pp. 94 and 95).
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Figure 1

Schematic overview of the OLYMPUS detector

Figure 2

Left: Number of tracks normalised to luminosity in the left and right 12° luminosity detector telescopes for both electron and positron beams over a few  

weeks of running. Right: The distributions of numbers of tracks per unit luminosity for the data shown in the left plot. The width (sigma) of electron distributions  

is approximately 2% of the mean, while for positrons it is approximately 1% of the mean. The difference between electrons and positron and between left  

and right telescopes is due to geometry and acceptance. The uncertainty in the mean and hence integrated luminosity is of course much smaller.
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Two-photon exchange is believed to be responsible for the large discrepancies observed between the 
measurements by several experimental groups of the electric-to-magnetic form factor ratio of the proton. 
The various analyses made different assumptions on the amount of two-photon exchange actually present; 
however, the magnitude of the two-photon exchange contribution has never been measured. The OLYMPUS 
experiment at DESY was designed to quantify the effect of two-photon exchange by measuring the ratio of 
the positron–proton elastic cross section to the electron–proton elastic scattering cross section over a wide 
kinematic range with high precision. The experiment used the intense beams of electrons and positrons 
stored in the DORIS ring at 2.0 GeV, which interacted with an internal windowless hydrogen gas target.  
The focus of the collaboration now lies on the analysis of the data and the derivation of final results.

The OLYMPUS experiment was designed to measure the 
contribution of two-photon exchange to lepton–proton 
scattering by counting the number of positron–proton elastic-
scattering events observed when running with a positron 
beam and the number of electron–proton elastic-scattering 
events observed when running with an electron beam, as a 
function of the scattering angle. The ratio of the two numbers 
was then taken and corrected for various detector effects, 
radiative effects, background and luminosity differences 
between positron running and electron running periods. The 
needed data was collected at DORIS in 2012 and early 2013 
with the former MIT BLAST detector, which had been 
transferred from MIT in the USA to DESY expressly for this 
purpose. As sketched in Fig. 1, the detector comprised a 
toroidal magnetic field with a left/right symmetric 
arrangement of tracking detectors, time-of-flight scintillation 
counters and luminosity monitors. The tracking detectors, 
which consisted of drift chambers, were used to measure the 
momenta, charges, scattering angles and vertices of out-
going charged particles. The time-of-flight detector consisted 
of vertical scintillation bars in each sector. Their main purpose 
was to provide a trigger for event selection, but they are also 
being used for particle identification in the data analysis. 

Three new detector systems were added to the original BLAST 
detector to provide independent and redundant measures of 
the luminosity. Two tracking telescopes, mounted at a 

scattering angle of 12°, where the contribution from two-
photon exchange is expected to be negligible, were used to 
measure the rate of small-angle elastic scattering events. In 
addition, a completely independent system, consisting of 
symmetric Møller/Bhabha calorimeters, was positioned at 
1.29°, very close to the beamline. (Møller/Bhabha scattering 
is precisely calculable, and a measurement of its rate can 
thus lead to a reliable luminosity estimate.)

• Better tracking efficiency and precision due to the   
 introduction of an improved map of the complex toroidal  
 field and to a refined method for extracting fine distance   
 information from the drift chambers
• Better understanding of the Møller/Bhabha calorimeters   
 due to the development of a method that uses the very-  
 small-angle elastic electron–proton scattering observed in  
 the Møller/Bhabha calorimeters to better understand the  
 efficiency of the calorimeters (and also give a crosscheck  
 on the luminosity)
• Better understanding of differences in detector behaviour  
 when running with positron and electron beams

As an example of the improvements, the stability of the new 
luminosity measurement over the data-taking period is now 
approaching 1%, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The goal of achieving 
a ~1% uncertainty in the final result is in sight, and we are 
looking forward to finally analysing the data itself. The data is 
currently blinded in order to prevent the introduction of possible 
biases; it will only be let out of the box when all corrections 
are fully understood.
 

The OLYMPUS collaboration is now finalising its measurement 
of the cross section ratio, thereby determining the contribution 
of multiphoton exchange to lepton–proton scattering. The 
very demanding goal of achieving the needed measurement 
uncertainty of better than 1% requires a very detailed 
understanding of the detector performance, which is the 
present focus of the data analysis. A very large number of 
studies have been and are being made that are resulting in a 
much improved understanding of the detector and luminosity. 
Results include:

• Improvements in detector alignment due in part to a more  
 complete inclusion of survey data into the alignment
• Better estimates of detection efficiency
• Improved Monte Carlo simulation
• Calibration of the beam position monitors in a dedicated  
 test stand
• Improved description of the molecular gas flow of the target
• Better understanding of the non-linear effects in the   
 readout system
• Better understanding of the energy loss in upstream   
 collimators
• Better understanding of the sensitivity of the measurement  
 to the beam positions and slopes
• Improved event model due to the introduction of an   
 improved Møller/Bhabha event generator that includes   
 radiative corrections into the simulation Contact: 

Uwe Schneekloth, uwe.schneekloth@desy.de

References: 
http://web.mit.edu/OLYMPUS/

The OLYMPUS experimentª
Refining, improving and finalising the data analysis



Figure 1

Mirror of the high-power ALPS IIa resonator imaged with an 

infrared camera. The bright scatter points close to the mirror 

centre might hint at problems with the surface quality.

Figure 2

Dark matter composed of hidden photons can, due to the latter's electromagnetic 

coupling, excite electrons in conductors. The FUNK experiment in Karlsruhe, Germany, 

measures photonic signals in the centre of a large mirror as a hint to the existence of 

hidden-photon dark matter. The large mirror (roughly 13 m2) was a prototype for a  

fluorescence detector of cosmic radiation and has now found novel and exciting  

discovery potential in FUNK.
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In spite of the huge success of the Standard Model of particle physics, cosmological observations  
as well as theoretical considerations require its extension. The ALPS II experiment at DESY is  
searching for hypothetical “weakly interacting slim particles” (WISPs), focusing on hidden photons  
and axion-like particles. The hypothesis of the latter’s existence receives additional support from  
different astrophysical observations.

ALPS II is a “light-shining-through-a-wall” (LSW) experiment 
that is striving for evidence of new particles beyond the 
known ingredients of the Standard Model. The principle of an 
LSW experiment is the following: Laser light is shone against 
an opaque barrier. If WISPs are produced (either by kinetic 
mixing with photons or by interactions of laser photons with a 
strong magnetic field), they could easily pass the light-tight 
barrier and may convert back to photons behind it, giving the 
impression of light shining through a wall. A clear observation 
of any light generated in a very well shielded environment 
could only be explained by such WISPs. Details of the planned 
ALPS II setup were given in DESY Particle Physics 2012.

In 2013, the ALPS II collaboration demonstrated the feasibility 
of the detector concept (ALPS II will use a superconducting 
transition edge sensor) and the possibility of straightening the 
HERA dipole magnets the experiment employs, which is 
required to provide a sufficient aperture for the light beams. 
In 2014, ALPS II has, among other achievements, reached 
important milestones concerning the optical system and 
evaluated the ambient seismic noise in the HERA tunnel 
where the final experiment will be located.

In order to further enhance the possibility of WISP production, 
the ALPS II experiment will generate a high photon flux in 
front of the wall. This is achieved with a combination of a  
35 W continuous-wave laser and an optical resonator. The 
high performance of the laser in terms of frequency stability 
and spatial-mode profile allows most of its light to be coupled 

into the optical resonator, which stores the light for several 
microseconds and thus enhances the effective power of the 
light shining against the wall by a factor of 5000. For the 
current ALPS IIa experiment, located in the HERA west hall 
as a pathfinder for the final setup in the HERA tunnel, the 
optical resonator consists of two mirrors that are located on 
two optical tables 10 m apart from each other. A feedback 
control loop establishes the resonant condition for a long 
time and ensures robust operation.

A measure of the quality of the optical resonator is the internal 
light loss, which has to be extremely low to fulfil the demands 
of the ALPS II experiment. Losses originate from the surface 
quality of the two mirrors used to set up the optical resonator 
and from contaminations caused by dust particles. In order to 
avoid the latter, the experiment is set up in a cleanroom 
environment. The ALPS IIa resonator in front of the wall has 
now been operated for several months to study losses and 
ambient seismic noise in the lab. The optical resonator could 
be kept in the resonant condition continuously for more than 
one hour, showing very stable operation. 

However, losses inside the optical resonator are currently 
higher than expected. An inspection of possible losses due 
to scattering on the mirror surfaces beyond specifications is 
currently under investigation (Fig. 1).

To investigate the suitability of the HERA tunnel to host the 
final ALPS II experiment, ambient-noise sources such as 

vibrational noise and acoustic noise have to be characterised 
in order to check if they can limit the performance of the 
optical resonator. Older data on the seismic motion of the 
tunnel and the HERA north hall were confirmed by new 
measurements from autumn 2014. With proper seismic 
isolation between the floor and the optical tables, the 
requirements for a stable operation of the optical cavities of 
ALPS II can be met. Data for slow motions (due to changes of 
the ground water level or changes of temperature) from water 
level systems in the tunnel sections and from an inclinometer 
in the hall of the GRAVI experiment show that the HERA 
infrastructure is well suited to host the ALPS II experiment.

In the context of ALPS II, a new small-scale activity on novel 
dark-matter searches has been started. Hidden photons, to 
which ALPS II will be sensitive already in its first experimental 
stage, belong to the theoretically well-motivated candidates 
for lightweight dark matter. A newly formed collaboration that 
also includes some ALPS members has thus begun to build a 
dedicated direct-detection setup, called FUNK (Finding U(1)’s 
of a Novel Kind), for such particles (Fig. 2).

Contact: 
Axel Lindner, axel.lindner@desy.de
Andreas Ringwald, andreas.ringwald@desy.de

References: 
A. Ringwald, Axions and Axion-Like Particles, arXiv:1407.0546 [hep-ph]
B. Döbrich et al., Hidden Photon Dark Matter Search with a Large Metallic Mirror, 
arXiv:1410.0200 [physics.ins-det]

Any Light Particle Search IIª
Providing an intense photon source and evaluating site properties



Figure 1

Schematic view of the GRAVI experiment

Figure 2

Resonance frequency versus time for a measurement with the 9 kg field masses.  

Each point corresponds to the average over 90 s. An offset of approximately 21 GHz 

has been subtracted. The slow drift of the measured frequency is caused by changes 

of external parameters like temperature and ambient pressure and is corrected for  

in the analysis.

Figure 3

Field masses used in the experiment. All spheres have an outer diameter of 12.7 cm.
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How does gravity work in a regime where its strength corresponds to only a millionth of a millionth of 
the gravitational acceleration we experience here on Earth? What might sound like a purely academic 
question is in fact linked to one of the biggest mysteries in physics today. When astronomers in the first 
half of the 20th century applied the law of gravitation to very distant astrophysical objects, they were 
faced with a severe problem. Galaxies toward the edge of galaxy clusters were moving far too fast – at 
least if their motions were to be explained by the gravitational influence of the other galaxies in the 
cluster. Astronomers took this as evidence that the cluster must contain a great deal of matter that we 
cannot see with our telescopes – the first evidence for dark matter. While the concept of dark matter has 
been adopted by the majority of astrophysicists and cosmologists, slight modification of Newton’s law 
of gravity at very small accelerations below approximately 10-10 ms-2 cannot be excluded as the origin of 
the observed discrepancies. The GRAVI experiment at DESY is designed as a laboratory test of the law of 
gravitation at such small accelerations.

The nature of dark matter is one of the central puzzles in 
physics at present. Introduced also to explain the rotation 
velocities of stars in galaxies, dark matter has found a firm 
place in the Standard Cosmological Model. Still, many 
questions and difficulties remain (see e.g. [1]). None of the 
direct searches for dark matter at the LHC at CERN, at 
dedicated experiments operating in underground 
laboratories, or with X-ray telescopes have so far been able 
to produce conclusive evidence for the existence of this 
postulated elusive form of matter. In this context, the success 
of an alternative attempt to explain the phenomena attributed 
to dark matter – modified Newtonian dynamics or MOND – is 
remarkable [2]. MOND assumes that the gravitational law is 
slightly modified for small values of the acceleration on the 
order of a0 = 1.2·10−10 m s−2. As an alternative to a modification 
of Newton’s law, MOND could also be interpreted as a 
violation of Newton’s second axiom F = m·a, irrespective of 

the nature of the force F. However, this latter aspect has been 
experimentally checked, using electromagnetic restoring 
forces, and Newton’s axiom has been verified in several 
experiments down to accelerations of 5·10−14 m s−2 [3]. 
Therefore, a possible modification according to MOND must 
rest with the gravitational force alone. The GRAVI experiment 
aims to test Newton’s law using only gravitational forces at 
accelerations well below the characteristic scale a0.  
A schematic view of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1.

The apparatus had originally been built and operated at 
Wuppertal University for a precision measurement of the 
gravitational constant G [4]. It was later transferred to the 
former JADE hall at DESY’s PETRA III storage ring, and a first 
measurement with accelerations down to approximately a0 
was carried out in the years 2009–2010. 

The central part of the experiment is a microwave resonator, 
operated at a resonance frequency around 21 GHz. The 
resonator consists of two mirrors with spherical surfaces, 
separated by 0.24 m and suspended by thin wires of 2.67 m 
length, resulting in a pendulum period of 3.3 s. This part of 
the device is located in a cryostat evacuated to less than  
10 -4 mbar, thus reducing disturbances of the mirror positions 
from external sources. Two field masses are placed outside 
the vacuum vessel on either side of the resonator. Their 
positions alternate every 30 min between a far (A) and a near 
(B) position. The resulting change of their gravitational pull 
leads to a microscopic change of the average position of the 
two mirrors, causing a tiny change of the mean resonance 
frequency, which is measured twice per second in the 

with the 0.116 kg field masses indicate that this sensitivity can 
in principle be reached, but very subtle systematic effects that 
might affect the result still need to be thoroughly investigated. 

After further improvements to the apparatus, a new accurate 
test of Newton’s law at small accelerations will be performed. 
While any significant deviation from Newton’s prediction would 
clearly have very far-reaching consequences, finding agreement 
with Newton would not necessarily invalidate alternative 
theories of gravitation, because there is no unambiguous way 
to calculate their predictions for the setup described here.

experiment (Fig.  2). Averaging these frequency shifts over 
data-taking periods of several weeks yields a very sensitive 
measurement of the effect of the gravitational pull. Using the 
2010 data, no significant deviations from Newton’s law were 
observed [5].

The setup was subsequently moved to the former hall of the 
H1 experiment at HERA, which is located 25 m underground, 
and parts of the apparatus were rebuilt. Several important 
sources of mechanical noise and of electromagnetic 
disturbances from PETRA III could thus be eliminated, 
resulting in a significant improvement of the stability and 
accuracy of the measurements. As a further step towards 
avoiding systematic effects, the mechanism for periodically 
moving the field masses between the near and the far position 
has been significantly improved, and is still being optimised.

First preliminary measurements with the new setup have 
been carried out with five pairs of field masses, consisting of 
spheres of brass, granite, plastic and two hollow plastic 
spheres, with masses of 9.02 kg, 2.92 kg, 1.00 kg, 0.292 kg 
and 0.116 kg, respectively (Fig. 3). 

The acceleration of a mirror caused by one of the 0.116 kg 
field masses in the near position is 2.4·10−11 m s−2, 
corresponding to 20% of a0. This results in an expected 
change of the average distance between the two mirrors of 
about 0.006 nm, far less than an atomic radius. In order to 
measure changes of this order of magnitude, a change of the 
resonance frequency of 21 GHz must be measured to an 
accuracy of better than 0.2 Hz. First preliminary measurements 

Contact: 
Hinrich Meyer, hinrich.meyer@desy.de
Carsten Niebuhr, carsten.niebuhr@desy.de
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Figure 1

Laser alignment system (left) and beam monitor (right) mounted on the final collimator 

(yellow)

Figure 2

Simulation of the DESY II test beamline, 

showing the newly installed shielding 

(red) and the beamline magnet (green)

Figure 3

Test beam user groups 

from the 2015 request
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DESY operates the DESY II test beam facility for detector R&D projects from a wide range of communities. 
After the record year 2013 with far over 400 users, the test beam facility and the DESY II synchrotron itself 
were shut down for the largest part of 2014 – a great opportunity to upgrade the infrastructure of the  
facility and to continue to improve the pixel telescopes.

At its Hamburg site, DESY operates a test beam facility with 
three beamlines. The facility makes use of the electron and 
positron beams of 1–6 GeV delivered by the DESY II 
synchrotron via a secondary target. Each test beamline is fully 
controllable by the users in terms of beam energy and particle 
flux and provides extensive additional infrastructure. Its ease 
of use makes the DESY test beam a very popular facility for 
testing detector prototypes. To make effective use of the 
beam, however, the point of impact of beam particles with the 
device under test (DUT) must be measured with a precision 
that exceeds the expected resolution of the DUT. This is 
normally done with a so-called beam telescope. Traditionally, 
users would bring such telescopes with them along with the 
detector to be tested.

The DESY-led EUDET project has changed this approach by 
providing a precise, user-friendly and robust telescope that is 
sufficiently versatile to serve as a general-purpose, well-trusted 
device. The on-going high demand and a very active user 
community continue to strengthen the case for these instruments. 
An important factor for this continuous success is the strong 
support offered by DESY for both hardware and software.

Pixel telescope enhancements 
2014 saw a lot of activity in the test beam area, particularly in 
the fields of data acquisition (DAQ) and reconstruction 
software for the pixel telescopes. These activities were driven 
by the goal to provide the users with an even more powerful 
infrastructure for their studies. 

EUDAQ is the DAQ framework that has been successfully 
used since 2007. It allows the easy integration of the DUT and 
its DAQ with the pixel telescope DAQ. EUDAQ features a very 
modular design in which individual components communicate 
via TCP/IP and can run on different networked machines. 
EUDAQ 2.0 is the next-generation DAQ framework; its 
development has been driven by activities within the EU- 
funded AIDA project. It provides a new extended data format 

that allows storage of additional metadata, such as time 
stamps and multiple triggers per device readout. In order to 
be ready for increased trigger rates, EUDAQ 2.0 will be able 
to handle multiple data streams simultaneously. This makes 
the setup more flexible and allows bottlenecks to be avoided.

The additionally available metadata enable more thorough 
consistency checks. As all DUTs obtain their clock directly 
from the central DAQ, a loss of synchronisation and missed 
triggers can now be easily identified. Even with these 
fundamental changes with respect to EUDAQ, a lot of effort 
has been invested to make the modifications backward 
compatible in order to preserve existing solutions.

The EUTelescope reconstruction software suite, which 
encompasses tools for clustering, alignment, track reconstruction 
and data analysis, also generated a lot of activities. EUTelescope 
was originally developed for the EUDET pixel telescope, but 
has always been used in other setups. One key improvement 
implemented in 2014 is the improved handling of multiple-
scattering effects in the track reconstruction. This is especially 
important for analysing data that were recorded at relatively 
low-energy beams, as provided for example by DESY II. 
Therefore, EUTelescope does now provide tracking based on 

the “general broken lines” (GBL) algorithm, which treats 
scattering in all present materials more accurately. GBL also 
offers alignment capabilities via a direct interface to 
Millepede-II. DESY contributes strongly to both the GBL and 
the Millepede-II package.

Furthermore, a new geometric clustering algorithm allowing 
generic pixel shapes and combinations has been developed 
together with a better detector geometry management system. 
These changes significantly simplify the analysis flow for the 
users, enabling an iterative alignment strategy, and improve 
the usability and run time speed. As a nice add-on, the new 
software suite can now run in a quasi-online mode, providing 
a very powerful online monitoring tool.

Improving the beam areas 
The 2014 shutdown of DESY II was a great opportunity to 
further improve the test beam area at DESY. Besides a 
thorough cleanup, the focus was on the improvement of the 
safety and user-friendliness of the facility. The entire electrical 
safety system was overhauled, and flooring and wall paint 
were renewed. The DACHS access handling system was 
installed as a secure and standardised access system to the 
facility. Several enhancements were made both to the user 
areas and to the beamlines themselves in order to further 
increase the user-friendliness of the facility. To simplify the 
alignment of the detector setups with the beamlines, a laser 
alignment system was installed in all beam areas.  

The primary beam targets inside DESY II were all replaced, 
after 25 years of service, by a new system that offers easier 
maintenance and control and that will take the test beam 
through the next 25 years of operations. In the same spirit, 
the magnet control system for the beamline magnets was 
replaced, with the new one being more user-friendly and 
easier to maintain.

A further important upgrade of the facility – among others – 
was the installation of additional beam monitoring, e.g. of a 
beam rate monitor right at the end of the beamline, which 
provides online measurements of the particle rates (Fig. 1). 
This information is also used to optimise the positions of the 
primary targets. 

So, in eight months of shutdown in 2014, the DESY II test beam 
facility has seen numerous improvements and enhancements 
and is now ready for a successful run in 2015. 

Simulating the beamlines 
Another project during the 2014 shutdown was the 
implementation of the current beamline setup in a GEANT4-
based simulation. The goal was to have a detailed model of 
the particle flux from the primary target in DESY II up to the 
entrance of the beam into the user area. One of the first 
results of this model was the redesign of the synchrotron light 
shielding with the aim of further reducing this background (Fig. 2). 

Outlook for 2015 
The 2013 run was exceptionally successful, with over 400 users 
from all over the world. Out of these, 55% came to DESY for 
the first time. For the first half-year of 2015, the test beam is 
again in high demand. After a first call for proposals, 25 groups 
requested beam time. The LHC upgrade groups constitute 
the largest user group: 64% of the groups are connected to 
the LHC (Fig. 3). The pixel telescopes are again in high 
demand, with two-thirds of the groups requesting their usage. 
To meet this demand, a second pixel telescope will be 
permanently installed at DESY in 2015, making it the sixth out 
of a very successful series.

With the AIDA project ending in February 2015, it was very 
good news that the successor project – AIDA-2020 – has 
been approved and will provide travel support for researchers 
using the DESY II test beam facility for another four years. 

The 2014 shutdown gave the DESY test beam and telescope 
teams the opportunity to implement many improvements to 
the existing facility. 2015 promises to be another successful 
year for the DESY II test beam facility, with lots of different 
user groups from all over the world. This success would not 
have been possible without the support from many individuals 
and groups from DESY-FH and DESY-M, and we would like 
to take this opportunity to thank everybody for their efforts.

Contact: 
testbeam-coor@desy.de
Ralf Diener, ralf.diener@desy.de
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Marcel Stanitzki, marcel.stanitzki@desy.de
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Figure 1

DESY provides first-class computing 

and storage resources to many different 

communities through its Grid centres 

and the National Analysis Facility.

Figure 2

The Helmholtz centres DESY, GSI and KIT provide almost 80% of the delivered

German Grid resources.
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The DESY Grid sites in Hamburg (DESY-HH) and Zeuthen (DESY-ZN) federate computing resources,  
which allows free job slots to be provided to virtual organisations in an opportunistic usage model. 
A prominent example for this model are two Belle II Monte Carlo campaigns carried out in 2014 that 
benefited from reduced LHC computing activities. In consequence, DESY could provide more computing 
resources to Belle II than any other site worldwide. The National Analysis Facility (NAF) at DESY was 
redesigned (NAF 2.0) in order to adapt to changed community requirements. In the course of 2014,  
all users and resources were migrated to the rebuilt infrastructure.

Overview 
In the last ten years, the DESY Grid sites [1] have played 
major roles as members of the European Grid Infrastructure 
(EGI) [2] and as Tier-2 centres in the Worldwide LHC 
Computing Grid (WLCG) [3]. The facilities, complemented by 
the NAF [4], allowed physicists from ATLAS, CMS and LHCb 
as well as from the ILC community and Belle II to benefit from 
first-class computing and storage resources that have been 
reliably operated over the years.

Both DESY sites federate their computing resources and offer 
an opportunistic usage model to the approx. 20 supported 
virtual organisations (VOs), including non-LHC experiments 
and non-HEP groups. During the LHC shutdown in 2014 – a 
time with reduced computing needs from ATLAS, CMS and 
LHCb – this model allowed Belle II in particular to profit from 
the large surplus of computing resources at the DESY-HH 
site. In the two Monte Carlo campaigns of Belle II in spring 
and autumn 2014, DESY therefore became the world’s 
biggest contributor to the Belle II computing, delivering 
roughly a third of the necessary resources. At the same time, 
DESY-ZN contributed to the astroparticle physics 
experiments CTA, IceCube and H.E.S.S.

The two DESY sites contribute more than a third to the 
available Grid computing, which is close to the contribution 
of the German Tier-1 centre at KIT in Karlsruhe and 
surpasses the sum of all university contributions.

The Grid
In 2014, numerous improvements and developments of the 
DESY Grid sites were carried out. All worker nodes were 
upgraded to deploy the network file system CVMFS natively 
rather than mounting a central NFS server. This meant a 
massive improvement of the performance and helps to 
avoid a single point of failure. In order to make use of recent 
developments in dCache, first tests of NFS4.1 mounts of the 
DESY storage space on the worker nodes were started. It is 
planned to finally deploy this data access strategy in 2015.

Some effort was spent to enable the efficient processing of 
jobs that request more than one CPU – so-called multicore 
jobs – on the Grid batch system. By further improving the 
scheduler developed in-house, which assigns queued jobs to 
the worker nodes, it is now possible to provide multicore job 
support to the VOs. Currently, the main customer is ATLAS.

Furthermore, in order to meet the LHC and Belle II 2015 
pledges with up-to-date hardware, a significant part of the 
computing resources had to be renewed. By the end of 
2014, the new resources were operated in addition to the 
old systems, which will be discharged in 2015. The recent 
values for computing and storage resources available at 
DESY are listed in Tab. 1. Figure 2 compares the delivered 
computing resources of all sites in Germany.
 
Table 1: Overview of the resources at the two DESY sites

The NAF
The NAF has been in operation at DESY since 2007 and is 
well used, both by local groups and throughout Germany. In 
2014, the initial design was adapted to meet new challenges 
and to respond to the evolving needs of the experiments. 
This involved e.g. providing more graphical tools and other 
software packages, including commercial products, and 
better remote access capabilities. Furthermore, new user 
communities, including the Belle II collaboration and the 
HERAFitter project, have joined, and legacy support for the 
HERA communities has started. In 2013, the NAF was 
redesigned and reimplemented, under the project name 
“NAF 2.0”. During 2014, all resources were migrated from 
the old NAF to NAF 2.0, and the old NAF was finally 
decommissioned.

Contact: 
Andreas Gellrich, andreas.gellrich@desy.de
Andreas Haupt, andreas.haupt@desy.de
Yves Kemp, yves.kemp@desy.de
Peter Wegner, peter.wegner@desy.de

References: 
[1] http://grid.desy.de/
[2] http://egi.eu/
[3] http://wlcg.web.cern.ch/
[4] http://naf.desy.de/

Grid and NAF at DESYª
Making use of federated resources

Site Job slots kHS06 Disk space

DESY-HH 12 000 120 8.3 PB dCache
   (without HERA data)

DESY-ZN 1600 23 3.1 PB dCache

NAF 4500 55 800 TB Sonas

The NAF is now fully integrated in the existing DESY 
infrastructure:
• The DESY registry is used for account and access right   
 management. The accounts are regular DESY accounts   
 with username/password authentication.
• The workgroup server setup is similar to that of the   
 standard DESY workgroup servers.
• The batch farm is integrated into the DESY BIRD facility, a  
 general-purpose batch facility used by many DESY groups.
• The AFS cell used for home and group directories is the  
 common desy.de cell.

In addition, to better address remote access needs, several 
NAF remote desktops were installed. These are server 
systems that run a desktop installation offering high-
performance graphics access remotely. Finally, we denote 
that the mass storage system dCache, which is central to all 
HEP data analysis at DESY, is accessible by all computing 
resources, including NAF 2.0.



Figure 1

The BPIX module is a 

three-layer stack of  

16 ROCs, a sensor and  

a HDI circuit carrier  

assembled with passive 

devices and a CMOS  

chip collecting the data  

of the ROCs.

Figure 2

SEM micrograph 

showing solder bumps 

in a cross-sectional view 

after reflow. Each bump 

connects a UBM stack 

on the sensor pad to its 

counterpart on the ROC.

Figure 4

Picture of the bare 

module's TBM chip. 

78 wires connect the 

TBM chip to the HDI 

carrier.

Figure 5

Picture of the bare 

module's corner region 

illustrating details of the 

layer stack. 35 wires 

connect a single ROC 

to the HDI carrier.

Figure 3

X-ray image of the bare module with sensor chip (right) and sixteen ROCs (left). Each 

black dot represents a single bump connecting the sensor pixel to the pixel 

electronics of the ROC. 
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Solid-state detectors are widely used in experiments at particle colliders and synchrotron facilities. 
Especially pixel detectors enjoy great popularity in these communities. These large-format sensors 
employ fine-pitch contact array patterns with several tens of thousands of electrical interconnections on 
one sensor chip. The signals are typically processed by CMOS circuits before being sent out to a data-
collecting hybrid circuitry requiring several hundred interconnects. Automated high-density wire-bonding 
and flip-chip-bonding techniques are emerging as critical paths for a successful module assembly.  
DESY invested in corresponding equipment and applied the processes to the current barrel-pixel  
detector (BPIX) of the CMS experiment at CERN. 

A photograph of the BPIX module is shown in Fig. 1. The 
hybrid setup consists of a bare silicon module mounted to a 
pair of Si3N4 base strips and a flexible high-density 
interconnection (HDI) circuit carrier in thin-film technology. 
The bare module contains a silicon sensor chip connected to 
8-by-2 readout chips (ROCs) realised in 250 nm CMOS 
technology. The pixel contacts of the sensor are grouped in 
sixteen 80-by-52 pixel sections having two additional guard 
contacts each. Altogether, 66 592 solder connections exist 
between sensor and ROCs. Due to the larger ROC depth, a 
row of 35 wire bond pads per ROC sticks out laterally at the 
two long module edges (Fig. 5). In this way, 560 bond wires 
connect the ROC layer to the HDI carrier, which is glued to 
the sensor on the top (sensor rear side). The sensor is biased 
through a separate bond wire between the sensor rear side 
and the HDI carrier. This flexible carrier is assembled with a 
controller chip (TBM: token bit manager) and passive devices 
for decoupling and filtering. 78 bond wires connect the TBM 
chip. All supply voltages and signal channels are provided 
through a single connector.

DESY and Hamburg University will build a few hundred 
modules corresponding to about 20% of the new BPIX, 
where the present detector is planned to be replaced during 

the technical stop of the LHC in 2016/17. The bare modules 
will be produced and tested at the DESY FEC laboratory in 
close collaboration with the DESY CMS group. The 
attachments of the TBM chip to the HDI carrier, of the HDI 
carrier to the bare module, and of the bare module to the 
base strips are carried out at Hamburg University. The wire 
bonding of the TBM chip and of the bare module is done by 
the DESY ZE group. The equipment needed for the bare-
module production was delivered in summer 2013, and tests 
were performed to find proper process parameters using 
ROC-sized bare modules. In 2014, the processes were 
applied to the large-format devices, and an optimisation of 
tooling and processes took place. At the same time, the 
subsequent processes of gluing and wire bonding were 
elaborated. The following sections describe the bonding 
methods and summarise first results of the BPIX 
demonstrator production.

Flip-chip bonding
After performing wafer-level tests of sensor and ROC wafers, 
the wafers are sent to an external service provider (PacTech 
GmbH) to process an under-bump metallisation (UBM) on all 
sensor and ROC contact pads through 30 µm and 15 µm 
wide passivation openings, respectively. A layer stack of  
5 µm Ni, 200 nm Pd and 50 nm Au is chemically deposited 
(electroless plating). In this way, mushroom-like contacts  
(Fig. 2) are formed on the Al pads of the sensor and ROC 
before the bump metal is deposited. The ROC wafers are 
then thinned, and the wafers of both types diced and shipped 
to DESY.

DESY employs a ball-jetting method to deposit bumps on 
sensor pads without any solder flux or special tooling. Solder 
balls of 40 µm diameter are singulated from a reservoir and 

forced onto the pads through a capillary by a N2 gas flow. A 
laser pulse melts the ball during its flight through the capillary. 
The molten ball solidifies again when hitting the cold UBM 
pad. The solder material is a lead-free Sn alloy with 3% Ag 
and 0.5% Cu (SAC305). The whole solder ball placement 
process is performed in an automatic production machine of 
the type SB²-Jet (PacTech GmbH) at a rate of about 6 h per 
sensor (~3 Hz jetting rate). 

Contact: 
Karsten Hansen, karsten.hansen@desy.de
Otto-Christian Zeides, otto-christian.zeides@desy.de

Figure 2 shows a cross section of a bare module inspected 
by means of a scanning electron microscope (SEM), 
demonstrating the achieved micrometre-level alignment 
accuracy and a void-free bonding and reflow process. The 
radiography of a bare module shown in Fig. 3 confirms the 
high homogeneity of both processes. The electrical 
interconnection yield exceeds 99.9%, indicating the high 
process stability.   

Wire bonding
Ultrasonic (US) wire bonding takes place at two different 
stages of the production process. In a first step, 78 wire 
bonds were realised to connect the TBM chip to the flexible 
HDI carrier after chip attachment. Figure 4 shows a 
photograph of the TBM chip region. In a second wire-
bonding process, the top layer (HDI carrier) is connected to 
the bottom layer (ROC) after gluing the HDI carrier to the bare 
module. Figure 5 displays a corner region with 35 wires per 
ROC. Both steps were carried out by using an automatic 
wire-bonding machine of the family G5, model 64000 (F&K 
Delvotec GmbH), with bond process control (BPC) using a  
25 µm AlSi1 wire. The BPC monitors the whole process 
automatically and regulates the US power accordingly. The 
usage of a US frequency of 140 kHz with optimised process 
parameters has led to very stable bond connections without 
any anomalies. The first and second wire-bonding processes 
take about 90 and 150 min, respectively.

The on-site process capabilities of ball jetting, flip-chip 
bonding and wire bonding were successfully applied to build 
up first BPIX module demonstrators. As key technologies, 
they are also integral parts of the detector technology 
platform of the new “Matter and Technologies” programme of 
the Helmholtz Association.

In-house bonding methods  
for 2D detectorsª
Flip-chip and wire bonding

For flip-chip mounting, DESY uses an automatic bonding 
machine of the type Fineplacer FEMTO (Finetech GmbH). The 
sensor is placed with its face up onto a base plate inside a 
chamber. First, a ball reflow process is performed under N2 
gas atmosphere enriched by formic acid. Then, the bond head 
picks up a ROC with its face down and places it accurately 

onto the sensor section at a certain force and temperature for 
a certain time (bonding). After bonding all 16 ROCs, an in-situ 
module solder reflow is performed inside the chamber. The 
complete bonding and reflow process for the module is 
carried out without any solder flux and takes about 100 min.
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INSPIRE-HEP addition form

Figure 1 

Open-access and non-open-access publication

Contact: 
Robert Thiele, robert.thiele@desy.de 
Alexander Wagner, alexander.wagner@desy.de 

References: 
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Open access: http://openaccess.mpg.de/Berlin-DeclarationContact: 
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In 2014, the DESY library and documentation group took first steps towards a fully integrated workflow 
for ingesting and curating records in the INSPIRE database. This new workflow is already used to process 
articles proposed by users. Intermittent procedures to process the bulk of the records coming from 
publishers and the arXiv preprint server were improved. The identification of authors does not rely on a 
semi-automatic algorithm (clustering) alone but is complemented by the use of ORCID identifiers.

workflow, where no locally installed procedures are used but 
everything is shared between the five laboratories running 
INSPIRE.

An agreement has been reached with the publisher of 
accelerator conferences JACoW to exchange metadata for 
the respective contributions. The format of the metadata has 
been defined, the conversion is set up by DESY, and from 
2015 onwards, records will be included in INSPIRE shortly 
after publication. The JACoW author-ID is part of the 
metadata, which improves author identification and will help 
to import the metadata into the DESY publication database.
The identifiers of the global Open Researcher Contributor 
Identification (ORCID) project will be heavily used by 
INSPIRE. Already now, publications that are not related to 
HEP, and hence not included in INSPIRE, are shown in the 
publication list of an author if his/her ORCID ID is known. 
While identifying authors by clustering works well for western 
authors, it fails for Asian names. Here, it is almost essential to 
have a global author identifier that is also used by publishers.

Another improvement that is directly visible for the user 
strongly optimises the processing by DESY staff: the old 
email-based form for suggesting new content for INSPIRE 
has been replaced by a new interactive form (Fig. 1). It can be 
pre-filled with content from arXiv or CrossRef. The user can 
add additional information like subject category or 
comments. Thanks to the login via ORCID, the identity of the 
submitter is known. Further processing of the record-to-be is 
done in an integrated workflow, which will finally be used for 
all sources of records. The form is implemented on the site 
https://labs.inspirehep.net/, which runs the latest version of 
INVENIO and is used for user testing of new features.

After the shutdown of the SPIRES database in February 2013, 
DESY set up and later further enhanced a temporary 
harvesting procedure for journal records. Matching of the 
journal record to the arXiv preprint was improved and now 
runs more reliably. Records are enriched in many ways to 
facilitate the manual selection of records based on their 
content: the enrichment not only determines keywords 
tagged as being relevant for HEP, it also checks the number 
of HEP publications by the authors and the corresponding 
HEP references. For some publishers, like APS, Elsevier and 
PoS, the conversion of the metadata is already done with the 
INSPIRE software. This will simplify the integration in the final 

Since 2006, the DESY publication database has been accounting for all publications resulting from 
research activities on the DESY campus. It stores bibliographic data as well as full texts for reference, 
access and long-term availability; and it is used to generate various publication lists on campus web pages, 
for the purpose of reporting for programme-oriented funding (POF) as well as for the annual report lists.

The DESY publication database is based on INVENIO, an 
open-source software also used by INSPIRE. Together with 
six other partners from the Helmholtz Association and 
RWTH Aachen, additional functionality was developed in the 
framework of the Just anOther INvenio INstance (JOIN²) 
project. In 2014, the system was upgraded to a new version 
of the underlying INVENIO software, which included various 
software enhancements for better end-user experience. To 
facilitate funding requirements and ease compliance for 
researchers with various funding rules, grant information 
was further enriched. 

Over the entire year, the DESY library offered continuous 
practical training. Additionally, three specialised internal 
training courses were provided for the publication 
appointees. 

To improve the visibility of DESY's achievements and to 
fulfill growing open-access requirements (e.g. EU 
Framework Programmes, the Helmholtz Initiative and 

Networking Fund, ongoing encouragement for open access 
by the German Research Foundation DFG, etc.), the DESY 
publication database follows the so-called “green way of 
open access” for the full texts. The DESY library 
implemented a workflow that will check and handle legal 
issues (e.g. embargoes and restrictions by copyright 
transfer) and make the full texts available online if possible.

Moreover, open access – the free and unrestricted online 
access to research publications – can give access to non-
article results, like posters, slides, reports, preprints etc., 
that may raise the interest of fellow researchers. 

Currently, the publication database gives access to about 
14 300 publications in full text, which is about 50% of all 
entries. Additionally, we observe a marked increase in 
publication numbers since 2012. Also, DESY’s engagement 
in the Sponsoring Consortium for Open Access Publishing 
in Particle Physics (SCOAP3) allows for many publications of 
the DESY particle and astroparticle physics division to be 
included into open access, under the liberal CC-BY-4.0 
license.

A growing number of DESY groups use automatic export 
functionalities built into the publication database to ease 
access and show their achievements online without 
additional work.

INSPIREª
A step into the future

DESY publication databaseª
Visible open access for science
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